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Introduction IntroductionThe demo version of PDF Meld will place footnote referencing PDF Meldand FyTek, Inc. at the bottom of each page in the output PDF. You mustpurchase a copy of the software to remove the footnote. Visit https://www.fytek.com for information on purchasing a copy.Please contact us at sales@fytek.com if you plan to use in any businessapplication. This includes any use of the product in a businessenvironment, on a web server or redistribution. PDF Meld is a program to manipulate pages of existing PDFs. It runs eitherfrom the command line (executable version) or you can use the .NETdynamic link library (DLL) version on Windows based systems to integratewith your own software. You may also install as a server (referred to as thePDF Meld server in this document) under Windows or Unix and sendcommands for processing via TCP/IP. Windows also supports running PDFMeld server as a service. You'll need to use a server key name/codecombination or a software subscription to use the program in server mode.Test key names and test subscription codes for use with the demo versionare available from the FyTek website. Please contact us atsupport@fytek.com if you need assistance with these options. There are a variety of functions the program performs: 

• Append two or more PDFs, images, Word/Excel/OpenOffice files*,MP3's, movies or plain text files into a single PDF
• Extract a page or list of pages from a single PDF
• Rearrange the pages of a single PDF
• Resize, rotate or move the position of page contents of a single PDF
• Overlay pages of one PDF onto the pages of a second and settransparency
• Add page numbers, Bates numbering, text or barcodes A12345!ghijaP to each page
• Extract JPEG, TIFF and U3D images
• Place two pages side-by-side on a single sheet
• Place all pages on a single page or perform 2-up imposition
• Clip several sections of a page to create new pages
• Extract text for mailing labels or other uses
• Add bookmarks and annotations (web links, notes and stamps)
• Highlight, underline or color specified text
• Make minor touch-up text and image changes
• Add fillable data fields
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Introduction

• Create new PDFs containing the modified FDF data
• OCR (optical character recognition) using Google Drive APIs
• Embed files such as Excel spreadsheets or Word documents into PDFs
• Extract embedded files from PDFs
• Encrypt PDFs with 40, 128, or 256-bit encryption
• Password protect PDFs
• Digitally sign PDFs
• Disallow printing or changing the PDF
• Optimize for fast web viewing* With the free "save as PDF" Microsoft Office plug-in installed along withMicrosoft Excel or Word. Or you can have OpenOffice installed (as a serveron Unix) on any platform to convert these types to PDF for processing.The source PDFs in all cases above must be unencrypted or you must knowthe owner password for the encrypted PDF. The output PDF is alwaysunencrypted unless you're using one of the encryption options. The pagetext must be either uncompressed or flate (zlib) compressed, common formost PDFs, when overlaying pages. PDFs with form fields and/or PDFswith revisions may not work in all situations. Bookmarks are retained for each input PDF unless the option to removethem is used. The bookmark structure for each input PDF is placed under anew heading named after the input file itself. There are options to keep thebookmark structure intact without adding the additional level of file name.You may also create your own set of bookmarks to use. PDF Meld runs as an executable or may be called using the .NET/COMDLL version. The executable is simply run from the DOS or Linux/Unixprompt. You can also create a DOS batch file or Linux/Unix shell script tocall the program. The program name is pdfmeld.exe (or pdfmeld64.exe) inDOS and pdfmeld (or pdfmeld64) in Linux/Unix. Be sure to mark the filepdfmeld as executable in Linux/Unix by running a command similar to"chmod 777 pdfmeld". This version allows you to call methods of PDF Meld that match thecommand line parameters. You can build all the functionality of PDF Meldinto your own application or use via the web in programs such asColdFusion or ASP. The file pdfmeld_20.dll is a .NET DLL compiled forboth 32 and 64-bit that you may also use as a COM DLL by registering itusing the Microsoft regasm utility. PDF Meld is available in different configurations:
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Introduction Version Pop-Up Message(message "You are usingFyTek's PDF Meld...") Server/Multi-User (foruse on a server or in a webenvironment) All Features (SE versiondoes not contain certainfunctions)PDF Meld ✓ ✓PDF Meld SE*(Server Edition) ✓PDF Meld EE(Enterprise Edition) ✓ ✓* The SE server version does not contain the following:Executable version: -nochange, -string, -strchange, -textdetailin, -textdetailout, -textdetailoutxy,-nofillin, -data, -imgout, -embed, -pdfmedDLL version: setNoChange, setString, setStringChange, setTextDetailIn, setTextDetailOut,setTextDetailOutXY, setNoFillIn, setData, setImgFileOut, setEmbedFile Contact FyTek at sales@fytek.com for details on what version is right foryou.
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Introduction PDF Meld contains so many options it may be difficult to know where tostart. In its simplest form, PDF Meld takes multiple PDFs and stitches themtogether to create a new single PDF. When you have the need to performother functions such as overlay instead of stitching, you'll need to use oneor more of the command line or API methods. These are typically namedafter the function they perform, such as -overlay or setOverlay.Other times you might want to add text or form fields to a PDF. In this case,there would be too many options to specify on the command line. Addingtext, for example, involves setting the font size, text placement, pages toinclude on, and so on. Instead of many command line options, an input fileis used that allows tag based entry, similar to HTML, to specify all of theoptions. The various layouts are all documented in the File Layouts sectionof this manual. The layouts themselves are loaded via a single commandline option. For example, -strin "filename" to load a file containing textstrings to print on the PDF.The options for the executable version are detailed under the Executablesection and the DLL methods under the DLL section. You may find ithelpful to spend some time experimenting with various options using theexecutable version. Or if you're comfortable with what you need toaccomplish and want to dive in with the DLL, there are some examles atGitHub to get you started. The executable version has a GUI front-end you can use for eitherprototyping or simply running the program. The GUI front-end is availableunder Windows, Mac OSX, and graphical versions of Linux. To bring upthe GUI window, run the executable (pdfmeld64.exe in Windows orpdfmeld64 in Linux) without passing any parameters. Or pass a singleparameter which is a .mld (saved settings) file which you can create fromwithin the GUI front-end. The program bypasses the GUI front-end if yousend any other options. This is so you can execute in batch or unattendedmode when desired. A test license or subscription, which can create ordownload from FyTek's website, is needed to remove all pop-ups whentesting out the demo. The screen below is from Windows though othersupported operating systems will appear similar. 

https://www.fytek.com
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Introduction You can insert input files to process on the left. By default, any PDFs orimages added will be merged together one after the other in the outputPDF. You may see options for adding Microsoft Word and Excel files to thelist when running the program under Windows. You must have a version ofMicrosoft Office installed that includes the free "save as PDF" Office add-into use these file types. The "save as PDF" add-in is available fromMicrosoft's website. Another option to covert Word/Excel on any platform is OpenOffice.Under Windows, PDF Meld will attempt to connect to OpenOffice usingthe Windows COM sub-system to perform the conversion. This means thatthe standard OpenOffice installation should be all you need on Windows soPDF Meld can convert Excel/Word documents. The command line utility"unoconv" (part of OpenOffice) can also be used on any operating system ifyou have OpenOffice installed as a server. Be sure the PATH environmentvariable for the user running PDF Meld contains the location whereunoconv is located. See the OpenOffice documentation for instructions onsetting up the OpenOffice server. You can specify any of the executable parameters in one of two ways.First, you can click on the button on right side labeled "More Information". 
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Two text areas will be shown - the top shows the generated settings (initiallyempty) that is read-only. The bottom text area is available for you to type inwhatever options you wish to pass to PDF Meld. For example, you couldenter -overlay in the box to perform an overlay of 2 PDFs.The second way to specify options is to click on the button in the lower leftcorner labeled "Settings". When you click it, the screen will switch and youcan pick and choose what settings to apply in a visual environment. 
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At any time you may click the button in the lower right corner (now labeled"Inputs") to switch back to your file inputs. Once you have made yoursettings, click the "Build" button in the lower right corner next to "Inputs"or "Settings". This will start up PDF Meld with the options you specified,run your request and return you back to the application. Not every possiblesetting is included in the GUI front-end but it contains the more widelyused features. If there's something very specific you are trying to accomplishyou might need to check the documentation and key in the settingmanually. You can save your settings by clicking the disk icon in the upper left corneror choosing "File Save" from the menu. This will save whatever options youhad selected from the settings screen so you can open them at a later timewithout re-entering. If you plan on running PDF Meld in batch mode, you can copy the settingsthe program made from the read-only text area and use that as parametersto pass into PDF Meld. You may also save your settings as a .mld file anduse the command line option -run or the DLL method setRun to executethe saved settings. 

https://www.fytek.com
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Introduction PDF Meld can also be setup to run on a TCP/IP port in server mode. Thiscan be useful to bypass the startup time needed for the program each time itis ran. The Client-Server section describes this operation in more detail. If you have questions or require further assistance, please contact support atsupport@fytek.com or call us at 248-471-0851 during regular businesshours, Monday through Friday 8am to 4pm Eastern Time.
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Options Using the Windows/Linux ExecutableThe program pdfmeld.exe (32-bit) and pdfmeld64.exe (64-bit) are theWindows executable programs. For Linux and other flavors of Unix, usepdfmeld or pdfmeld64. If you are running PDF Meld in server mode, clientscan use the program pdfmeld_tcp or pdfmeld_gui_tcp (or their 64-bitequivelants).  You may need to set the program as executable under Linuxwith the chmod command.The general syntax is:

pdfmeld.exe filein1.pdf[,filein2.pdf...] fileout.pdf [options]The above syntax without any options will merge two or more PDFs into asingle PDF. fileout.pdf is the output PDF in the example above. There areseveral ways the input files may be specified:
• Use a comma separated list of file names (no space before/after thecomma).For example, "pdfmeld.exe file1.pdf,file2.pdf,file3.jpg fileout.pdf"
• Specify a directory rather than a file to process all PDFs in the directory.For example, "pdfmeld.exe c:\pdfiles\*.pdf fileout.pdf"
• Specify two or more directories rather than a file to match & process allPDFs.For example, "pdfmeld.exe c:\dir1\*.pdf,c:\dir2\*.pdf c:\dir3 -overlay"In this case, the files in dir1 and dir2 (and so on if you have moredirectories you are merging) must be named in such a way that they endwith a common number. For example, c:\dir1\file_17.pdf will bematched with c:\dir2\back17.pdf because they both end with 17 in thefile name. The output file for this pair will be c:\dir3\file_17_back17.pdf.You must list the input directories followed by the output directory asthe first parameters to the program. 
• Use an '@' in front of a file name containing a list of files to process.For example, "pdfmeld.exe @mylist.dat fileout.pdf". The file shouldcontain a list of PDF files, one entry per line in the file. Or you can use atag based file that contains a list of PDFs along with page numbers foreach. See the Input File section for more information on the layout.The input files may be either PDFs, images, MP3's, flash or movies (.mov,.avi or .wmv for example). For images, only use JPEGs at 72 DPI 256-colorgrayscale or 24-bit color, GIFs, or PNGs (alpha transparency in PNGs is notsupported - the image will show without transparency). Some TIFF imagesmay work as well. You may also use simple text files (.txt, .log and .dat)

https://www.fytek.com
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Options though no word wrapping is performed so text may be compressed if thefile contains long lines. Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint documentsmay work as well under Windows if you have the free Microsft Office "saveas PDF" add-in installed for these products. See Microsoft's website fordownload information. An installation of OpenOffice can also be used toconvert Excel/Word to PDF. Note you can also use files from the web if you have an active internetconnection. For example: "pdfmeld.exe http://www.mysite.com/testfile.pdf::ext=pdf,file.pdf fileout.pdf". Note the ::ext=pdf at the end of theURL. This is not passed when retrieving the page but is used to tell PDFMeld what type the file is and that it should retrieve it from the Web. Forexample, you might create a PDF from a cgi script in which case your URLmay look like http://www.mysite.com/testfile.cgi along with optionalparameters. In this case use: "pdfmeld.exe http://www.mysite.com/testfile.cgi?img=1::ext=pdf". If you're using an image or other type of file, besure to set ext= to the file type you're expecting back (like jpg or txt). Youcan use this on any of the parameters that accept a file name. Pass the JSON formatted service credentials using -gdrivejson orsetGDriveJSON to download a file from Google Drive. For a Googledocument/worksheet, use the format "https://www.googleapis.com/drive/v3/files/(fileid)/export?mimeType=application/pdf::ext=pdf" as your file name.For a PDF saved in Google Drive, use the format "https://www.googleapis.com/drive/v3/files/(fileid)::ext=pdf". Replace (fileid) withthe id of the file to download. For example, "https://www.googleapis.com/drive/v3/files/ABC12345XYZ::ext=pdf". Some of the options take comma separated values or text strings as input.Place quotes around text for options when you need to include spaces. Forexample, -title "This is my title" or -pages "2, 3, 15, 22". Or, leave out anyspaces when not using quotes such as -pages 2,3,15,22. The default setting for commands that take a size or set of coordinates(such as -pagesize) are points. One point is 1/72 of an inch. To set pagesizein points for 8.5 by 11 inches you'd use -pagesize 612,792. You may overridethe default unit setting by using the -units command. Set the unitscommand first then any commands that follow will use that setting. Forexample, to use inches you can specify -units in -pagesize 8.5,11. Units maybe set to pt for points (the default), in for inches, cm for centimeters or mmfor millimeters. Since there are many options and some you might want to use everytime,there is a -cmds "filename" option to hold them. Create a file with theoptions as you would enter them on the command line. Save the file andthen use -cmds to reference this file.  The options will be be processed as ifyou keyed them on the command line. 

https://www.fytek.com
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Options Use the -pages option to pull pages from an existing PDF. Only use oneinput file in this case (or two if using the -overlay option). Separate pagenumbers with a comma or use a - between numbers for a range. Forexample, "pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf fileout.pdf -pages 2,7,14-20,35" will extractpages 2, 7, 14 through 20 and page 35, a total of 10 pages, from filein.pdfand place them in fileout.pdf. Use negative numbers to refer to the positionfrom the end of the page set. For example, -1 for the last page or -3 for thethird to the last page. You may also use the words "odd" or "even" to pull allthe odd or even pages. Use "oddrange" or evenrange" along with a pagerange to only pull odd or even pages within that range. The -pages option,when used along with the -overlay or -repeat options, applies only to thesecond input PDF. Use the -pageord option to rearrange pages from an existing PDF. Only useone input file in this case. Separate page numbers with a comma or use a -between numbers for a range. For example, "pdfmeld.exe filein.pdffileout.pdf -pageord 1-5,7,15,2" will extract pages 1 through 5, 7, 15 andthen repeat page 2. You may also specify a file in place of the page numbers.The file should contain comma or dash separated page numbers and maycontain page numbers on multiple lines. Use -pageord "reverse" to reverse the page ordering from an existing PDF.Only use one input file in this case. In a 10 page PDF, for example, theoutput PDF will start with page 10 from the input PDF, page 2 will be page9 and so on. Use the -right, -down, -scale and -center options to change the position ofconent on each page of a PDF. Only use one input file in this case. Use the -angle, -rotate, -rotateabs or -orient commands to affect rotation ofcontents or page. Use the -overlay option to overlay pages from one PDF onto a second PDF.Only use two input files in this case. The first PDF specified is thebackground and the second will be placed on top of the first. The resultingPDF will have the same number of pages as the second PDF. The first PDFshould have the same or fewer pages than the second PDF. Both PDFsshould have the same page sizes. For example, "pdfmeld.exefilein1.pdf,filein2.pdf fileout.pdf -overlay" will take page 1 of filein1.pdf andplace page 1 of filein2.pdf on top and this becomes page 1 of fileout.pdf.The same process is applied to the remaining pages of the two input PDFs.You can overlay more PDFs by re-running the overlay process using theoutput PDF as an input PDF along with a new input PDF if necessary. Use-revoverlay to perform a reverse overlay - works similar to -overlay exceptthe second PDF is treated as a background. The -transparency option canbe used to allow the background page to show through on the foregroundand create other effects based on the mode used. 
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Options The -repeat option can be used to overlay PDFs as well. This option willrepeat through the first PDF, using it as a background, for as many pages asthere are in the second PDF. The resulting PDF will have the same numberof pages as the second PDF. The first PDF should have the same or fewerpages than the second PDF. Both PDFs should have the same page sizes.The resulting PDF from using a background PDF with 1 page and aforeground PDF with 5 pages will be 5 pages and contain the single pagebackground PDF on each page with the second PDF overtop. Some PDFs, even though they view right side up in the viewer, have theircontents rotated as well as the page itself rotated. When you overlay thistype of PDF with another that has a different rotation (or no rotation) theresult is the page contents from one of the PDFs are rotated sideways orupside down. The -autorotate option (used along with -overlay or-revoverlay) will attempt to compensate for this. Use this option insituations where the result of the overlay is not correct due to a rotationissue. Both PDFs should have the same page size when using this option. Ifthis option still doesn't provide the desired results, you'll need to performthis operation manually in 2 steps by forcing a rotation on one of the PDFsthen perform the overlay. That means you'll use the -angle, -right and/or-down options on one of the PDFs and output to a new PDF. Then take thisnew PDF and use the -overlay or -revoverlay option with the background(or foreground) PDF. The -strin option can be used to add text to a PDF. You can specify theplacement, font size, pages to show on, color and alignment. See the TextFiles section for more information. The -textout and -textin options can be used for minor text touch-ups. The-textout option will export the text of the PDF to the output file. The text iswritten in the order it was found and will probably not be ordered the wayyou see it in the viewer. Some PDFs contain an image only for the pagecontents so there will be no text to modify in this case. Also, words may besplit up across lines as some PDF creation software uses precise positioningfor various parts of a word. The output text file may then be modified withtext changes. Simply overwrite the text with whatever you want for the newtext. Be careful not to add or delete lines from the file as the order the textlines appears in the file will be used to check for changes. The -json may beused to create JSON formatted output instead. With JSON you only need toinclude the sections changed as an array of structures containing the id andtext properties. Use the -textin option to load in the changes and create anew PDF. Only use one input file in this case.Here's an example exporting text:

pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf fileout.txt -textoutThen load in the changes with:
pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf fileout.pdf -textin fileout.txt

https://www.fytek.com
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Options You may add a FONT tag to the input text file to set text color. The formatis <FONT COLOR=color>. For example, use <FONT COLOR=red> or<FONT COLOR=#FF9966>. Place these tags in front of the text (on thesame line - do not add any line breaks) you want to color. The -textdetailin and -textdetailout options can be used to locate andextract text from a PDF. For example, you can create a template of where tolook for text on a page to pull out name/address information in CSV oryour own customized ASCII format. See the Text Detail Files section formore information. The -imgout and -imgin options can be used for image modifications oraddition of images. This works similar to the -textout and -textin optionsabove. The -imgout option will export a list of image IDs used in the PDF tothe output file. The images are written in the order they are found and willprobably not be ordered the way you see them in the viewer. The outputcontains a set of IMG tags with the height and width and image ID asoptions. For example, <IMG NAME="obj_35_Img1" HEIGHT=30WIDTH=50>. You may also use -allimg to replace all images in a PDF witha single image that you specify. Modify an image by adding a comma at the end of the line and type in thelocal path and image file you want to use. Add an image by adding a newIMG tag. Use the -imgin option to load in the changes and create a newPDF. Use the -addback option to place added images behind the currentpage contents. Only use one input file in this case. Only use JPEGs at 72DPI 256-color grayscale or 24-bit color, GIFs, or PNGs (alpha transparencyin PNGs is not supported - the image will show without transparency). Seethe Image Files section for more details.Use the -imgdir option to export images from the PDF to the outputdirectory specified. Not all images will be able to be extracted. Images arenot overwritten (unless -force is used) when re-running the program withthe same directory specified. Images are named after the image ID used inthe PDF or the PDF file name (based on the -imgname option). The imagesmight be a mix of JPEG, TIFF and U3D depending on how they are storedin the PDF. For example:

pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf c:\images\ -imgdirWill place images that could be extracted from filein.pdf in the c:\imagesdirectory. The -rectin option can be used to specify an input file with filled rectanglesto draw on the page. A filled rectangle can be used to block out sections of apage when set to the page background color. Any text/images the rectanglecovers remains in the document though it is blocked from view. See theRectangle File for details on the format of the file.
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Options The -clip option can be used to display selected sections of a page. It may beused multiple times on the command line, each time with a different regionof the page. Each section specified will be placed on a separate page in theoutput PDF. If you use -clip 3 times, for example, you'll have an output PDFcontaining 3 times the number of pages as the input PDF. The first 3 pageswill be each of the clipped areas from page one of the input PDF. The next 3pages will be each of the clipped areas from page two of the input PDF andso on. The -grid and related options can be used to display grid markings on page.This can make it easier to determine positioning for commands such as-clip or -fields that rely on coordinate positions. The -twopage option can be used to place pages from two different (or thesame) PDFs next to each other on one sheet. May want to use the -twoskipoption as well if both input PDFs are the same PDF to alternate pages. Setthe page size if desired or use the -rotate option in addition. The -fields option is used to add fillable fields to an existing PDF file. Seethe Fillable Fields section for detailed information. The -fdfout option is used to create an FDF (Forms Data Format) file. Thisfile can be used to save data for a form. Use this option with a PDFcontaining fillable fields to create a file you then edit and save with theinformation you want filled in. The output file should be one with anextension of .fdf instead of .pdf. Only use one input file in this case. Thefields names in the form are placed in a specific format which should not bealtered. Only modify the values for the fields. Here's an example FDF filewith 3 fields:

%FDF-1.2
1 0 obj <<
/FDF <<
/Fields
[
<< /T (First_Name) /V (Bob) /FT /Txt >>
<< /T (Middle_Name) /V () /FT Txt >>
<< /T (Last_Name) /V (Smith) /FT /Txt >>
]
/F (sample.pdf)
>>
>>
endobj
trailer
<< /Root 1 0 R >>
%%EOFThe file sample.fdf, when opened in Reader, will load in sample.pdf anddisplay Bob in the First_Name field and Smith in the Last_Name field. The/T (...) is the name of the field as found in the original PDF. Place your datainside the parenthesis after the /V. Use a slash in front of any parenthesis
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Options that is part of your data. For example, /V (my \(data\)). The /FT is the typeof field. The value for it will be /Txt for text, /Btn for button (checkbox orradio), /Ch for choice or /Sig for signature. You may change the file name atthe end of this structure, if necessary. It may be a PDF on your local drive orone on the internet (ex. http://www.someserver.com/file.pdf). Open theFDF file (not the PDF) with Reader and the data will show up in the PDF. The -fdfin option can be used to load in the data from an FDF or XFDF fileand save it in the output PDF. This is similar to opening the FDF file butthe data will be saved in the output PDF in this case. You may also leave thefields open or mark them as read-only in the output PDF with the -fdffixedoption. There's also the -flatten and -flattennobox options that will removethe fields from the PDF and retain the field values as text. The -fdffield option is another way to pass field data in. In this case, passone or more name/value pairs (in the form "<< /T (field name) /V (value)>>"). You may repeat this option on the command line with each name/value pair or pass all at once in one string. The text you pass for the optionis appended to any prior text passed. See the Digital Signature section fordetails on signing PDFs when using -fdfin. You may use the special keyword "nobuild" for the output file. This doesnot build an output PDF but lets you perform tasks such as -open, -print or-mail on the input PDF(s). For example: pdfmeld.exe

file1.pdf,file2.pdf nobuild -open will open the existingPDFs file1.pdf and file2.pdf.
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Options You may store commonly used settings in a file for later use in theWindows executable version. File settings are saved as .mpf files. Running

pdfmeld.exe pdfmeld.mpf or clicking on a .mpf file in Explorer willopen the following dialog box. You may set any of the command lineoptions, recall previously saved commands and make modifications. The list of saved settings is shown on the left side. Click on an entry and thedetails of the parameters are shown below. You may modify the parameterdetails if necessary by typing in the box.Choose a command from the list on the right side. A description for thecommand is shown below. Use the  button to append the command tothe parameters on the left. You'll need to modify the sample parameter textonce it's added to the parameter string. For example, if you add -author"text", you'll likely want to change the word "text" to something meaningful.The "Save settings" option will save any changes you make back to the fileunder the name you specify. Leave the options blank to delete the entryfrom the file.The "Use saved file names" option is used to specify whether you want touse the file names from the saved setting or be prompted for a differentinput/output file. A new file open dialog box will open if you leave thisunchecked and click OK. You may then select the input file. Afterwards,you'll be able to select the output file. You won't be prompted for any filenames if you check "Use saved file names" (assuming you have file namesentered as parameters). You can also load and save settings using the -prmload and -prmsaveoptions from the command line. 
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Options A DOS batch file (.bat) or Unix shell script may also be used to savecommonly run configurations. Place the static commands in the file andpass in any other options you need. For example:

c:\pdfmeld.exe -open -author "Test Author" %*The above settings will auto open the output PDF and set the author to"Test Author". You may then run the script and pass in the file names orother parameters. Suppose the command above is in a file calledmyparms1.bat. You could run myparms1.bat filein.pdf
fileout.pdf -force -print. That will auto open and print, set theauthor and not prompt for overwrite if the output file exists.
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Options The following options are available for the executable version of theprogram. Option Description-addback Places any added items such as pagenumbers, rectangles, grid lines, etc. inthe background. Any added text/graphics are placed on top of existingcontent by default. Using this optiondoes the reverse. Note that you mightnot be able to see the added items usingthis option if there is existing text/graphics covering them.-aes 128|256 Sets AES encryption method. Pass 128for 128-bit encryption or 256 for256-bit encryption. Files encrypted withAES 128-bit encryption can only beopened with Acrobat or Adobe Reader7.0 or above. Files encrypted with AES256-bit encryption can only be openedwith Acrobat or Adobe Reader 9.0 orabove.-allimg  file Pass in a JPEG or GIF image file name.All the images in the source PDF will beremoved and replaced with the imagespecified. The output file size may besignificantly reduced if the PDF wascomposed mostly of image data.-allowdup Tells PDF Meld to look for duplicateresources in the merged PDFs. Use thisoption when you have many PDFs thatwere generated from some applicationin a similar fashion to decrease the finaloutput size. For example, suppose youhave 100 PDFs to merge and eachcontains your company logo. Bydefault, PDF Meld will simply appendthese PDFs together without checkingfor duplicate images or fonts. Thisoption will instruct the program tosearch for matching image and fontsand use them only once in the outputthus reducing the final PDF size. Notethis may not work in all situations soyou'll need to test first with any PDFsyou intend to use this option with.
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Options Option Description-altpages Alternates the pages in a PDF. You mayneed to create the input PDF first if youhave two PDFs you are starting with.For example, say you have two PDFs(called A and B) with 5 pages each andyou want to sort the pages like this: page 1 = A page 1 page 2 = B page 1 page 3 = A page 2 page 4 = B page 2 and so on... In order to do this, first merge PDF Aand PDF B into a new PDF. Next, runPDF Meld on this new PDF along withthe -altpages option. Only use one inputfile with this option.-angle  number The angle to rotate the page contents.Valid range is from 0 to 360. Thisdiffers from -rotate in that the pagewidth and legth do not change, howeverthe contents rotate about the bottomleft corner. Use -center to rotate about the center ofthe page. Or, use the -right and/or-down options to put the contents (orportion you want) into view. Forexample, using -angle 180 on a page 8.5inches by 11 inches will require setting-right to 612 (8.5 * 72 = 612) and -downto -792 to view the contents. Only useone input file with this option.-annotes  file File to use for annotations. See theAnnotations  section for layout details.-annotesout Exports note annotations to the outputfile. In this case, use a file with a .txtextension rather than .pdf for theoutput.
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Options Option Description-artbox  "x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the extent of thepage's meaningful content as intendedby the page's creator. The values are inpoints (1/72 of an inch) or the unitsetting. Default is the crop box setting.-attribute  name,value Allows you to set your own user definedattributes. May include this optionmultiple times to assign more than onename/value pair if needed. Theseattributes are included in the documentinformation object (where documenttitle, subject, keywords, etc. are stored).For example, -attribute "Source,RadioAd".-author  author Sets the document author.-autoclip Used along with -pagesize. This optionwill clip the edges of the page for thosepages that are smaller than the outputpage size. For example, if an input pagesize is 4x6 and the new size is 6x8 andthere is no scaling, this option will clipone inch on the top, bottom, left andright. The page size doesn't change butonly the 4x6 area of the page shows inthe middle of the new 6x8 page. Thisallows you trim out any printer marksor other extraneous markings.-autorotate Used to compensenate for page rotationduring the overlay process. Use thisoption when the result of your overlayis one of the PDFs comes out sidewaysor upside down. This is due to the waythe PDF was created and, even though itappears right side up in the viewer,actually has its contents and pagerotated. This option will attempt tocorrect that issue.
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Options Option Description-autoscale  text For use with the -pagesize option. Use"D" to scale larger pages down to fitwithin the new page size. Either theoriginal width or height must be largerthan the new page size to scale down.Use "U" to scale smaller pages up to fitwithin the new page size. Both theoriginal width and height must besmaller than the new page size to scaleup. Use "UD" to do both types ofscaling. You may also add the letter "L" whenusing "D". This will be used to scale tothe larger of the x or y ratios. Thedefault is to scale larger pages down bythe smaller of the ratios. Use an "O" along with "D" and/or "U" topreserve the original orientation butrotate by 90 degrees for those pagesoriented differently from the page sizebeing set. Use a "K" along with "D" and/or "U" to preserve the originalorientation but do not rotate for thosepages oriented differently from the pagesize being set.-barthin Use a thin progress bar in the statusdialog box.-batch  text Used to treat the list of input files froma directory as a set you want to processindividually. Normally, the list isoperated on all at once - that is, thePDFs are linked together to form asingle PDF or two files are specified foroverlay. The parameter for this optionspecifies the details for the input andoutput file. See the  Batch Processing section for details.
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Options Option Description-bkglayer  text Used to denote the first (or secondwhen -revoverlay is used) PDF as aseparate layer. Supply a name for thebackground that the user will see in theviewer. Users can selectively turn thebackground on or off. Requires Acrobator Reader 6.0 or higher to use. Users ofearlier versions of Acrobat or Readerwill not be able to turn off thebackground.-bleedbox  "x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the clipped(cropped) area to display or print in aproduction environment. The valuesare in points (1/72 of an inch) or theunit setting. Default is the crop boxsetting.-bmadd  text Creates a bookmark for any file beingmerged that does not have a bookmarkstructure. Pass in "file" to use the PDFfile name for the bookmark descriptionor "title" to use the title from the PDF.-bmannote Creates bookmarks based on the textannotations found in the PDF.-bmauto  level Determines bookmarks based on text inthe PDF by examining text font sizes.The level is 1 or higher and is themaximum level of bookmark to export.The higher the number the more entrieswill potentially be created. The resultsare written to the output file using thelayout for the -bmin option (see theBookmarks  section for layout details).There are many different ways a PDFmay have its text structured so thisoption will not work on every PDF.Even when the option does work it willlikely only be close and the output willrequire some manual editing. Usuallythere will be missing spaces betweenwords or words broken across severalbookmark entries. You can load thebookmarks into the PDF by using the-bmin option on this file when you'redone editing.
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Options Option Description-bmin  file File to use for bookmark structure. Seethe  Bookmarks  section for layoutdetails.-bmkeep Retains the bookmark structure fromappended PDFs without adding the filename as an upper level. By default, eachappended PDF will have a bookmarknamed as the file name (or title if-bmtitle is used). This option preventsthis upper level bookmark from beingcreated and leaves the bookmarks asthey appear in the original. You mayalso set this when you want to keepbookmarks while doing an overlay.Only one PDF should have bookmarkswhen using an overlay with this option.-bmkeepnofit Attempts to remove the automaticzoom scaling performed by existingbookmarks, if they happen to use it.This option also sets -bmkeep.-bmout Exports the current bookmark structureto the output file. In this case, use a filewith a .txt extension rather than .pdf forthe output.-bmpattern  file Split a PDF into multiple PDFs basedon regex pattern matching. The fileshould contain one or more<PATTERN> blocks with the text ofwhat to match inside. For example: <PATTERN> Form K-1* Statement* </PATTERN> Will match on the pages of a PDF wherethe first page has a bookmark that startswith "Form K-1". If there nextbookmark(s) start with "Statement"then those will be included. You mayinclude multiple PATTERN blocks tomatch other bookmarks as well, whicheach page range of matches exported toa new PDF. The output should be adirectory to store the PDFs.
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Options Option Description-bmsplit  level[,level] Split the original PDF into multiplePDFs based on the bookmark levelspecified. The topmost level is 1, thenext level down is 2 and so on. Pass a 0to split at all levels. The output PDFsare named after the bookmark text.Optionally include a second level tostart the bookmark text from. Forexample, if the second level is a uniqueaccount number and level three is thesame static text but you need to split onlevel three, use 3,2. This will combinethe account number from level two withthe static text in level three making theoutput file name unique. The output filespecified on the command line must bea directory name and not a file name.The bookmarks should be structured inthe input PDF so they all go from lowerto higher page number. The output willnot be correct if the bookmarks jumparound in the document. Only use oneinput file with this option. Use-burstquick  with this option if you havea large PDF and want to speed up theprocess. The bookmark is not retainedin the output PDF in this case.-bmtitle Use the title of each document as thebookmark. One bookmark is created foreach document in this case. Only workswhen merging PDFs one after another -not for overlays. The file name is used ifthe document title is not set.-bottomtop Places two pages from the input PDF(s)on one sheet (overlap will occur if theinput page size is more than half thesize of the output page size). Page 1 goeson bottom and page 2 goes on top whenusing a single PDF. Page 1 from the firstPDF goes on bottom and page 1 fromthe second PDF goes on the top whenusing two PDFs. Set the new page sizewith the -pagesize option. May need touse -scale as well (especially if the inputpage size is more than half the size ofyour output page).
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Options Option Description-burst  text[,group] Creates one new PDF for each page inthe input PDF. Pass in a file nameprefix to use or leave blank to use theinput file name. The output filespecified on the command line must bea directory name and not a file name.The output files will have the suffix _#appended to the name where # is thepage number. The page number will beprefixed with 0's if necessary so all PDFswill be the same length for the name.For example, if -burst "" is used and theinput file is called mypdf.pdf containing145 pages then the output directory willcontain mypdf_001.pdf, mypdf_002.pdfand so on through mypdf_145.pdf. Thegroup option is used to specify the pagegrouping. By default, one new PDF iscreated for each page. The group optiontakes 3 values - a start, through, and askip value. For instance, 1-2 means takepages 1 and 2 and create a new PDF,followed by pages 3 and 4, and so on.Optionally use a skip value after therange such as 1-2;4. The skip value isadded to the first page when starting thesecond set. For example, 1-2;4 meanspages 1 & 2, then 5 & 6, and so on.Using 3-5;8 means pages 3, 4, and 5 inone PDF then pages 11, 12 and 13 in thenext and so on. Only use one input filewith this option.-burstquick Use along with -burst, -bmsplit, or-textsplit to specify a faster method ofbursting. The -comp15 option is notsupported when using -burstquick.-center Used along with the -scale, -angle or-clip options. Specifies that the pagecontents should remain centered on thepage. When scaling less than 100%, thepage contents will generally migratetowards the lower left corner withoutthis option and without -right or-down. This option overrides any -rightor -down value. May not work on allPDFs.
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Options Option Description-certfile  file The path and file name to store thesigning certificate to as an FDF file. Usean extension of .fdf so the file will beopened with Acrobat or Reader onWindows systems. This is used toprovide a file to end users they can loadinto Reader in order to validatesignatures from other PDFs you createsigned using the certificate. This optionis used along with the -signssl and otherrelated options at the time of signing.See the  Digital Signature  section fordetails.-clip  "x,y,w,h" Used to set up a clipping rectangle onthe page. Only the contents which fallinside the rectangle are rendered. Thevalues are specified in points (1/72 of aninch) or the unit setting. The x,yposition 0,0 is the bottom left corner ofthe page. Values for w and h set thewidth (to the right of x) and the height(above y). For example, set to 234, 324,144, 144 to display only the middle 2inches of an 8.5 by 11 page. Only useone input file with this option. You may use this command severaltimes to create a new page for each clipregion in the original file. For example,using this command twice will create aPDF with twice the pages as theoriginal. The first page of the new PDFwill be the first clipped area of page onefrom the input PDF. The second page ofthe new PDF will be the second clippedarea of page one from the input PDFand so on. You could then take a PDFwith two or three columns of textthoughout and create a new PDF witheach column on its own page (using the-center, -rotate and -scale commands aswell).
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Options Option Description-cmds  path-file The path and file name of a text filecontaining additional options to apply.For example, you might always use-force and -open.  Place the text "-force-open" in a file called "myopts.txt" andreference it by using -cmds"c:\pdf\myopts.txt". For Windows, youmay place pdfmeld.conf and/orfytek.conf in the%userprofile%\appdata\roaming\fytekdirectory with the commands and theywill be processed similar to using-cmds. For Linux, use .pdfmeld.confand/or .fytek.conf (note "." precedingfile name) for the file name. Thepdfmeld.conf file is for PDF Meldspecific commands and fytek.conf forany FyTek product with this feature.-colorin  file Loads in any changes made to the filecreated with the -colorout option.Include a leading 0 in front of anydecimal number - i.e. use 0.25, not .25.You can use this feature to changecolors or change from one format(RGB) to another (CMYK). Note thatthe format of the colors are in PDFsyntax and no checks are made to see ifthe changes are valid.
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Options Option Description-colorout Exports text and line drawing colorsused in the PDF. In this case, use a filewith a .txt extension rather than .pdf forthe output. Each unique color is on aseparate line. Each line contains a tagwith the old and new color - both set tothe same value. Colors are representedby 1 to 4 numbers followed by a code oflower or upper case G, RG, K, SC orSCN. Colors for borders andbackgrounds in form fields arerepresented in brackets with BC or BGin front. You can modify the repeated(second) color in the list then load inthe changes with -colorin. Note that theformat of the colors are in PDF syntax.The numbers will range from 0 to 1with a leading 0 in front of any decimalpoint. G and RG are for RGB colors (1or 3 numbers), K is for CMYK (4numbers) and SC and SCN are specialcolor operators. See the  Color Fields section for information on the filelayout.
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Options Option Description-common  "text" Checks for common objects usedamong a set of similar PDFs andincludes those objects only once. Forexample, if you have 100 PDFs you wishto merge and all contain your companylogo then there is no need to include thelogo 100 times. This option instructsthe program to search for thosecommon objects when building theoutput and only include them once,thus reducing the output file size. Pass"S" to look for redundant objects in thesame PDF. You may also pass the levelof checking for matching as L=low,M=medium (default), or H=high. Thehigher the level, the smaller the outputPDF might be (depending on the PDFsinvolved, there may be no differencewith the options). Though at highersettings, more objects may appear tomatch between the PDFs when theyreally are quite different. For example,use -common "" or -common "M" formedium level. To also match within thesame PDF you might use -common"M,S".-commondir  text Pass in a common directory to use forvarious input files. If an input file is notfound in the current directory, thisdirectory is used to search for the file.Separate multiple entries with asemi-colon.-comp15 Uses a compression algorithmcompatible with PDF 1.5 (Acrobat 6.0).PDFs with this form of compressioncan be viewed only with Acrobat orReader version 6 or higher. Thereduction in size is based on thenumber and type of objects in the PDFbut in general is around 10-20%. Not allPDFs will be reduced by the samepercentage factor.-copies  number Number of copies to print when usingthe -print or -printer commands.Default is 1.
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Options Option Description-creationdate  YYYYMMDDHHmmSS or  today Sets the document creation date.Provide a date in the format shown oruse the word "today" to use the currentsystem date/time. For example, to set toJanuary 15th, 2002 at 4:15:30 PM, enter20020115161530.-creator  creator Sets the document creator. Note thatCreator is labeled as Application undersome versions of Adobe Reader.-cropbox  "x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the clipped(cropped) area to display or print. Thevalues are in points (1/72 of an inch) orthe unit setting. Default is the mediabox setting.-cwd  text Changes the working directory to thespecified directory.-data (Not available in  SE version ) Specifies the input file is a tag baseddata file containing FDF information.See the  Data  section for moreinformation on file layout and usage.-delblank   number Pass in the minimum number ofcharacters a page should have to beconsidered not blank. Pages with fewerthan this number will be removed fromthe output PDF.-diropen  text The default directory for the file opendialog box. This dialog box is usedwhen no input files were passed.-dirsave  text The default directory for the file savedialog box. This dialog box is usedwhen no output file was passed.
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Options Option Description-docaction  action,JavaScript Specify a document action and theJavaScript to execute for that action.The JavaScript may be passed directlyor pass the name of a file containing thescript (include the path) preceded by anampersand. An action is one of the follow codes: WC - Will Close - executed when thedocument is about to close. WS - Will Save - executed when thedocument is about to be saved. DS - Did Save - executed when thedocument has been saved. WP - Will Print - executed when thedocument is about to be printed. DP - Did Print - executed after thedocument has been printed. You may specify this option multipletimes to specify two or morecommands. For example, if you want toperform an action before and afterprinting you might use something likethis: -docaction WP,"app.alert({ cMsg: 'aboutto print'});" -docaction DP,"app.alert({cMsg: 'form has been printed'});"-down  number The distance to move the contents ofeach page down. The number is in unitsof 1/72 of an inch or the unit setting.May be positive or negative value. Maynot work on all PDFs. Only use oneinput file with this option.-e  path-file Sets the error/result file. Use this optionto check if any errors were encountered.This file will contain the word OK if thenew PDF was created.-e128 Sets RC4 128-bit encryption method.Files encrypted with 128-bit encryptioncan only be opened with Acrobat orAdobe Reader 5.0 or above. The defaultencryption is 40-bit which works withAcrobat and Adobe Reader 4.0 andabove.
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Options Option Description-embed  file (Not available in  SE version ) A file containing a list of files to embedin the output PDF. These can be Excel,Word, PDF or any other type of files.End users may extract and save the filesfrom the PDF or open them in theappropriate application. See theEmbedded Files  section forinformation on the file structure. Youmay also pass in the tags rather than afile name. For example, -embed"<EMBED SRC='c:\myexcel.xls'DESCR='Financial Data'>".-embeddir Exports embedded files from the PDF.In this case, specify a directory as theoutput file (the second parameter to theprogram).-exclude Specifies the values entered for -pagesare the pages to exclude rather thaninclude.-expire  YYYYMMDD Pass in the year, month and day thedocument should expire. Use 2 digitsfor both the month and day (i.e. 06 for6). When the date is reached (based onthe current date of the computer wherethe PDF is opened) the message setusing -expiremsg is displayed and thePDF is closed. Note the user can stillmodify their system clock or uncheckthe execute JavaScript preference inReader to get around the message andthus access the PDF. This is intended asa way to restrict access for most casualusers of Adobe Reader only.
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Options Option Description-expiremsg  "msg|title|icon" Used to display a message in a dialogbox when the output PDF is expired.Enter the message and, optionally, thedialog box title and an icon. Forexample, -msg "Test message" displaysthe words "Test Message" in a dialogbox with a default title. The values foricon are: 0 - Error 1 - Warning 2 - Question 3 - Status To set the title and icon, use -msg "Testmessage|Test title|1".-fdffield  text Set to the name/value pair using thelayout for the FDF file. The format is"<< /T (field name) /V (value) >>". Youmay repeat this option on the commandline with each name/value pair or passall at once in one string. The text youpass for the option is appended to anyprior text passed. The output PDF willcontain the modified field values.-fdffixed Mark all the form fields in the outputPDF as read-only. This option may onlybe used along with the -fdfin option.-fdfin  file Set to an FDF or XFDF file you want touse with a PDF containing thecorresponding form fields. It's notnecessary to have every field in the FDFfile. Those not in the file will retaintheir current setting. The output PDFwill contain the modified field values.See the  Multiple FDF  section forinformation on merging a group of FDFfiles. Use the -update option if you needto maintain document rights on arights-enabled PDF.-fdfout Creates an FDF file used to store datafor populating a PDF containing fillablefields. All fields, even blank, areexported. In this case, use a file with a.fdf extension rather than .pdf for theoutput. Edit the FDF file with the datayou want to show up in the PDF. Openthe FDF file in Reader.
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Options Option Description-fdfoutflds  text Used to specify a list of existing fieldnames to export with -fdfout. Separatethe list with a comma (be careful not toleave a space before or after thecomma). Use an asterisk (the *character) in the string to match anynumber of characters. For example, c.*to exclude any fields that start with "c.".The match is case-sensitive when usingthe wildcard. Place an '@' in front of thevalue if it is instead a file containing alist of fields (one field per line).-fdfoutfldsrev Reverses the meaning of -fdfoutflds(and -fdfouttypes). When specified, thelist of fields or field types listed in-fdfoutflds and -fdfouttypes are theones to keep rather than discard.-fdfoutnb Creates an FDF file used to store datafor populating a PDF containing fillablefields. Only non-blank fields areexported. In this case, use a file with a.fdf extension rather than .pdf for theoutput. Edit the FDF file with the datayou want to show up in the PDF. Openthe FDF file in Reader.-fdfouttypes  text Used to specify a list of existing fieldtypes (such as text or button) to exportwith -fdfout. Separate the list with acomma (be careful not to leave a spacebefore or after the comma). Place an '@'in front of the value if it is instead a filecontaining a list of fields (one field perline). The values to use are: Tx - for text fields Ch - for choice (drop-down list) fields Btn - for button fields 
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Options Option Description-fdfskipflds  text Used to specify a list of existing fieldnames to skip or leave out with -fdfout.Separate the list with a comma (becareful not to leave a space before orafter the comma). Use an asterisk (the *character) in the string to match anynumber of characters. For example, c.*to exclude any fields that start with "c.".The match is case-sensitive when usingthe wildcard. Place an '@' in front of thevalue if it is instead a file containing alist of fields (one field per line).
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Options Option Description-fieldbits  text Pass a set of lists (pipe separated) whereeach list contains a field name followedby a comma then the list of bit flags toset (or clear) which are also commaseparated. Any existing bits currentlyset are retained if they are not present inthe set of flags to clear. Use an asterisk(the * character) for a field name tomatch any number of characters. Forexample, c.* to match any fields thatstart with "c.". The match iscase-sensitive when using the wildcard.Example: "c.*,3,26|d.*,-3" means set bitflag 3 (no export) and bit flag 26(richtext) for any field that starts with"c.". For any field that starts with "d.",clear bit flag 3. Place an '@' in front of the field if it isinstead a file containing a list of fieldsand bits (one field per line). The filemust contain a single field name on aline optionally followed by a commawith a list of bit flags to set or clear. Ifthe field appears alone, the bit valueswill be taken from the command line.Also, values entered on the commandline will override the file bit flag values.Example: "@f1.dat|@f2.dat,3" meansread the list of fields from f1.dat as wellas the bit flags since none are specifiedon the command line. Then, read thelist of fields from f2.dat, ignore the flagsettings in the file and set bit flag 3 forthose fields. See the PDF ReferenceManual from Adobe for details on thevarious flags.-fields  file Set to a file containing fields to add tothe PDF. See the  Fillable Fields  sectionfor details on the format of the file.-filesep  text The file separator to use for the list ofinput files. The default is a comma ifthis option is not used. You may usemore than one character. This optionshould be the first one passed as someother options may use this value. Forexample,  pdfmeld -filesep "-z-""filein1.pdf-z-filein2.pdf" fileout.pdf .
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Options Option Description-flatten Flattens the fields in the PDF. Thisremoves the fields and replaces the fieldwith its text value. The effect is the PDFnow contains a standard text stringwhere the field was originally. See the-flattenflds  option to specify a list offields to flatten.-flattenfile  file1,file2,... Flattens the fields in the listed PDFs(names must match a subset of theinput files). This removes the fields andreplaces the field with its text value. Theeffect is the PDF now contains astandard text string where the field wasoriginally. Use  -flatten  to flatten allfields in all of the PDFs.-flattenflds  field1,field2,... Flattens the listed fields in the PDF.This removes the fields and replaces thefield with its text value. The effect is thePDF now contains a standard textstring where the field was originally.Place an '@' in front of the value if it isinstead a file containing a list of fields(one field per line). Use  -flatten  toflatten all fields in the PDF.-flattenfldsrev Reverses the meaning of -flattenflds.The fields listed in -flattenflds are thethe ones to keep when this option isused.-flattennobox  text Same as -flatten except any drawingaround the field, such as a rectangle, isremoved. Pass "B" to remove borders,"F" to remove any background fill color,or blank to remove both borders andfill. Note this applies only to bordersand background fills drawn as part ofthe widget. This option has no effect ifthe border or fill is instead part of thepage contents.-flattensig Same as -flatten except any signaturefields are not removed. This leaves thesignature boxes alone for signing later.
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Options Option Description-fonts  file A tag based file with TrueType,OpenType or Type 1 fonts to embed.This is for use with the -pagenumfontoption or to replace existing fonts. Seethe  Font Files  section for informationon the file layout.-force Turns off the prompt to overwrite theoutput file if it already exists. Also, thisoption will allow overwrite of exportedimages (-imgdir option).-gdrivedescr  text Optional. A short description of yourPDF when saving to Google Drive.-gdriveencfile  path-file Pass your Google generated JSON filewith -gdrivejson and use this option tocreate an encrypted file of your JSONdata. Only PDF Meld can read thecontents of this file so you may use it inplace of the plain text file used with-gdrivejson. You only need to use thisoption once with your plain text JSONfile to generate your encrypted output.-gdriveimp  text The user (email address) toimpersonate as when using the GoogleService. Note your Google BusinessAdministrator must have already set upyour Client ID as a trusted app in orderto use this option.-gdriveinsfolder (text) Inserts (creates) a new folder in GoogleDrive to store the PDF into. The-gdriveparents in this case are used asthe upper level folder for this one. Uponsuccess the PDF is then stored in thisfolder.-gdriveinsid  text The file ID for the upload. Only use thisif you have pre-generated a file ID fromyour Google account.-gdrivejson  path-file The path and name of the JSONformatted file containing your GoogleDrive service credentials. Pass this ifyou wish to save or retreive a documentin your Google Drive. Note you mayleave this off if you simply want to OCRyour document and just use-gdriveocrsave. See the  Google Drive section for more details.
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Options Option Description-gdrivelog  path-file The file to log the results returned fromGoogle. This file is overwritten eachtime it is used. When used with-gdrivejson it will contain the resultsfrom the Google Drive post in JSONformat that include the file id and otheruseful information.-gdriveocr Perform OCR (optical characterrecognition) when saving to yourGoogle Drive account by using the-gdrivejson option. Useful for PDFsthat contain scanned images so you canretrieve the plain text.-gdriveocrpdf  text Pass "A" for annotation, or "T" for text,or "P" for PDF. Runs the OCRprocessing against the PDF to generatethe text for each page. The text is thensaved back to the PDF as hidden text oran annotation. The text won't line up tothe text in the image on the page butcan be used to search within the PDF.Using the "P" (PDF) option returns justthe text as a PDF (without the originalformatting and images).-gdriveocrsave Saves various formats such as rtf,HTML and docx from your PDF outputnamed after the base output file. Forexample, if your output is "myfile.pdf"then, if successful, you will also havefiles such as "myfile.pdf.html" and"myfile.pdf.docx". Note you may usethis option by itself without any of theother -gdrive* options if you simplywant to OCR your output PDF. YourPDF is still transmitted to Google fordecoding so an internet connection isrequired.-gdriveparents  text Optional. A comma separated list ofparents (folders) to add the PDF into.-gdriveproxy  text The proxy server, if needed, such ashttp://proxy.mycomp.com:9000. If notsure, you can generally check usingInternet Explorer under Tools | InternetOptions | Content | Lan Setting.
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Options Option Description-gdrivesave Specify this option along with-gdrivejson to save the ouptut PDF toyour Google Drive. See the  GoogleDrive  section for more details.-gdriveshareaccess  text The type of access to give - either"reader" or "writer". If not specified thisdefaults to "writer".-gdriveshareemail  text The email address of the user or groupto share the PDF with.-gdrivesharetype  text The type is the type of user the emailparameter refers to - "user", "group","domain", "anyone". If not specified thisdefaults to "user".-gdrivetitle  text The title of your PDF when saving toGoogle Drive.-gdriveupdid  text The file ID for the upload. Thisoverwrites and existing file saved inyour Google Drive.-gdrivewslog  path-file[,text] The id of a Google worksheet to appenda row to when PDF Meld creates a newPDF. Optionally include the message touse. If not specified a generic messagelike "PDF Meld Created File  <filename>" is used.-grid "x,y,z" Used to draw grid markings on eachpage. The x and y values are in points (1/72 of an inch) or unit settings. If incheshave been set with the -units command,for example, then setting -grid 1,1 willdraw grid lines one inch apart. Thethird parameter is optional and is usedto sub-divide the main grid blocks.Setting z to 3 will draw 2 lines (for 3equal spaces) between each set of gridlines.-gridcolor "c" Sets the color for the grid lines. Validvalues are r=red (default), g=green,b=blue, y=yellow, l=black and w=white.-gridmargins "l,b,r,t" Used to set margins for the grid lines.The values, in order, are for the left,bottom, right and top margins. Valuesare specified in points (1/72 of an inch)or unit settings. The grid is drawn usingthe entire page when margins are notset.
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Options Option Description-gridnum Used to display grid numbers next tothe grid lines.-gridyrev Reverses the Y grid direction from thedefault of bottom to top to be from topto bottom.-groupend Used to end a group session. See theGroup Processing  section for details.-groupstart Used to start a group session for PDFMeld. See the  Group Processing section for details.-guioff Suppresses the dialog window thatshows the current build progress. Notethis is the default on Linux. Use -guionin Linux to turn on the dialog window.Not all non-Windows operatingsystems may support the graphicalinterface.-guion Turns on the graphical front end andmessage windows in Unix/Linuxoperating systems. Not allnon-Windows operating systems maysupport the graphical interface. Youmay see a message that simply says"aborted" when attempting to use agraphical front end which means it willnot run on that system.-hidemenubar Hides the menu bar in the PDF viewerwhen the output PDF is opened.-hidetoolbar Hides the tool bar in the PDF viewerwhen the output PDF is opened.-hidewindowui Hides the window interface elements inthe PDF viewer when the output PDF isopened.-imgbright  number Brightens or darkens images. Pass anumber from -100 to 100. Numbers lessthan 0 darken while greater than 0brighten. Will not work on all images inall types of PDFs.
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Options Option Description-imgcolor  text Modifies images by reversing color orchanging to grayscale or black andwhite. The parameters for this optionare: GRAY - Grayscale BW - Black & white REV - Reverses colors (X-Rayeffect) REVGRAY - Reversed grayscale REVBW - Reversed black & whiteWill not work on all images in all typesof PDFs.-imgdecor     "src,wl,wr,wt,wb[,tp[,tpm]]" Shorthand method of setting an imageborder (decoration) without using animage input file. Pass in the image filename and the border widths in points(1/72 of an inch) or the unit setting. Thewidths are in the order of left, right, topand bottom. You may optionallyinclude a transparency percent valueand mode after the widths. Forexample, "myimg.jpg,36,36,72,72" willuse an image named myimg.jpg as aborder for all pages. The border will behalf an inch of the left and right and oneinch on the top and bottom. Use"myimg.jpg,36,36,72,72,50" for a 50%transparency on the image border. Seethe  Image Files  section for moredetails on image input files.-imgdecorscale  number The amount as a percent to scale theborder image. For example, use 50 for50%. Use with the -imgdecortile option.-imgdecortile Tiles the border image rather thanstretching the image to fit. Use with the-imgdecor option.-imgdir Exports images from the PDF. In thiscase, specify a directory as the outputfile (the second parameter to theprogram). This option may not be ableto extract all images depending on howthey are stored in the PDF. Theexported images will be JPEG, TIFF orU3D format depending on how they arestored in the PDF.
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Options Option Description-imgerr "pg,pct[,n]" A PDF with a damaged image maydisplay the error "insufficient data forimage" in Reader when viewing thepage with the damaged image. Thisoption may help to fix the problem byreducing the height of the image andthus require less data. This will notwork in all cases. Currently this affectsall images on the given page so if youhave good images on the same pagethey will be shortened as well. Pass inthe page number (the "pg" variable) andthe percentage to reduce the imageheight by.  Try values between 95-99 atfirst as the lower the value the shorterthe image. Continue to work your waydown from there if 95 still is notworking. A value of 0 for "pct" willremove all images from the page.Optionally, pass in the image number.This is simply the order of the images asMeld determines them on a page. If youhave 3 images on a page and only one isdamaged you'll need to experiment bypassing different values for n (from 1 to3 in this case) to determine which is theproblem image.-imgfaxbcolor "text" Specifies a background color in RGB(Red-Green-Blue) format for scanned/fax type images. Has no effect onimages that are not recognized as ablack and white fax image. The validrange is from #000000 (black) to#FFFFFF (white). The value mustinclude all 3 color components (3 hexvalues or 6 characters in length).-imgfaxfcolor "text" Specifies a foreground color in RGB(Red-Green-Blue) format for scanned/fax type images. Has no effect onimages that are not recognized as ablack and white fax image. The validrange is from #000000 (black) to#FFFFFF (white). The value mustinclude all 3 color components (3 hexvalues or 6 characters in length).
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Options Option Description-imgin  file Loads in any changes made to the filecreated with the -imgout option. Maynot work on all PDFs. You may alsopass in the tags rather than a file name.For example, -imgin "<IMG X=72 Y=72SRC='myfile.jpg'>". See the  Image Files section for more details.-imgmargin  "x,y" Sets the page margin for input imagesin points (1/72 of an inch) or the unitsetting. The x value is for the left/rightmargin and y is for the top/bottommargin. For example, use -imgmargin36,36 for a half-inch margin all around(this is the default when this option isnot used). This setting is used forimages that are passed as input.-imgname  text Use "file" to name exported imagesbased on the PDF file name or "name"(default) to name images based on theirimage ID used in the PDF.-imgonly  "text" Pulls the images from the PDF(s) andplaces one image per page in the outputPDF. The "text" value can be used toplace a text string below each image.Use "%f" as a variable in the string thatwill be replaced with the image ID. The-imgpagesize and -imgpagepos optionscan be used to determine the page sizeand placement.
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Options Option Description-imgout  ["pos"] (Not available in  SE version ) Exports a list of images found in thePDF to the output file. In this case, usea file with a .txt extension rather than.pdf for the output. The images arewritten in the order they were foundand not necessarily the order theyappear on screen when viewing thePDF. You may then add an imagereplacement to any line in the outputfile. Use -imgout "pos" (this is fixed text,not a variable) to export imagepositioning as well. This involves extraprocessing so is not enabled by default.Use the -imgin option to load in yourchanges. May not work on all PDFs.Only use JPEGs at 72 DPI 256-colorgrayscale or 24-bit color, GIFs, or PNGs(alpha transparency in PNGs is notsupported - the image will showwithout transparency). See the  ImageFiles  section for more details.-imgpagepos  "x,y" Sets the page position for input imagesin points (1/72 of an inch) or the unitsetting. For example, use -imgpagepos72,72 to place the lower left corner ofthe image 1 inch from the left page edgeand 1 inch from the page bottom.Images are centered on the page bydefault. This setting is used for imagesthat are passed as input or with the-imgonly option.-imgpagesize  "x,y" Sets the page size for input images inpoints (1/72 of an inch) or the unitsetting. For example, use -imgpagesize612,792 for a size of 8.5 by 11 incheswhen -units have not been set. Thissetting is used for images that arepassed as input or with the -imgonlyoption.-imgres  number Pass in the resolution in DPI for anyexported TIFF images. The default is300.
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Options Option Description-imgscale  "x" Sets the scaling factor for images thatare passed as input. The default is 100for 100%. Pass a number less than 100to shrink the image or greater than 100to increase.-impose "2-up" Performs 2-up imposition. Currentlyonly 2-up is supported so any othervalue than "2-up" will still result in2-up. This may change in the future souse "2-up" for compatibility with laterversions. Two pages from the inputPDF are placed on a single page in theoutput PDF. In addition, the pages areordered in such a way that they can beprinted front and back then boundtogether in a booklet. For example, aPDF with 4 pages will be output withpages 1 and 4 on the first sheet andpages 2 and 3 together on the second.The output page size by default willhave a width equal to the height of theinput PDF and a height of double thewidth of the input PDF. A PDF that hasa page size of 8.5 by 11 inches willoutput a PDF with a page size of 11 by17 inches. Use only one input PDF withthis option.-in Optional command to use in front ofthe input file(s). Running "pdfmelda.pdf b.pdf" is the same as "pdfmeld -ina.pdf b.pdf". Also see  -out .
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Options Option Description-infoout Exports file information for the PDF.This is a tag based file with informationfor each input file. The data is written tothe output file (the second parameter tothe program). For example: <PDFFILE SRC="myfile.pdf" PAGES="3" BYTESIZE="78275" CREATED="2010-09-15-120530" Title="Document title" Author="Document author" Creator="Document creator" Producer="Document producer" Keywords="Document keywords"> The dates/times listed for CREATED,MODIFIED and ACCESSED are inyear, month, day, hour, minute, secondorder. CreationDate and ModifiedDateparameters are in PDF syntax. Note thatCreator is labeled as Application undersome versions of Adobe Reader.-insertat  number The starting page number to insert thesecond of two PDFs into the first PDF.For example: f1.pdf,f2.pdf out.pdf -insertat 3 Will create an output PDF with the first2 pages of f1.pdf followed by all of thepages of f2.pdf then the rest of f1.pdfstarting from page 3. You may also usea negative number to mean the numberof pages before the last page of firstPDF. So -1 means all but the last page ofthe first PDF then all of the second PDFand finally the last page of the first PDF.Use only two input PDFs with thisoption. You may use the  -pages1  and-pages2  options to limit the number ofpages from each PDF.
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Options Option Description-insertbmfile  file -insertbmfileq  file Use along with the  -bmpattern  option.Pass a PDF or image file to insert intothe source PDF either before or afterthe bookmark specifed with the-bmpattern file. Use ::before after thefile name to insert this file before thematching bookmark or ::after (thedetault) to insert after. For example,assume you have a 5 page PDF with abookmark "Section 2" and you want toplace a 3 page PDF inside this PDF justbefore this bookmark. In the pattern filefor -bmpattern, use something like this: For example: <PATTERN> Section 2* </PATTERN> If your insert file is called myinsert.pdf,use -insertbmfile "myinsert.pdf::before"to place this PDF just before thebookmark. The output will contain 8pages with the 3 page PDF inserted justbefore the page that bookmark "Section2" references. Include  -bmkeep  toretain the bookmarks from the inputPDF. The -insertbmfileq option (q for quick)works the same but uses a quickermethod for building the PDF. It'srecommended you use the-insertbmfileq option and if you haveany issues then use the -insertbmfileoption.-json  ["details"] For use with -textout and -textdetailoutto export in JSON format. Optionallyinclude the string "details" to export x/ypositioning and string fragments. Thisis necessary if you plan on modifyingany text.-keywords  keywords Sets the document keywords.-layersin  file Loads in any changes made to the filecreated with the -layersout option.
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Options Option Description-layersout Exports layer information for the PDF.In this case, use a file with a .txtextension rather than .pdf for theoutput. Each layer is on a separate line.Each line contains a tag with the nameand description. You can add aREMOVE option to the tag then load inthe changes with -layersin. See theLayer Fields  section for information onthe file layout.-log  file  or  file,a Use to create a log file containing thelist of PDFs merged and the pagenumber they start on. The followingfields are exported, tab separated, oneach line: 1. File name 2. Document title 3. Page # 4. Current system date/time The date/time is formatted asYYYY-MM-DD-HH:MI:SS. The filename is used if the document title ismissing or cannot be determined. Thepage number is the starting pagenumber for that PDF in the output.Only the first PDF is listed in the log fileif an overlay option was used. Use a ",a" after the file name to appendto the log file rather than overwrite it.For example, -log "myfile.log,a".-mail Opens the user's e-mail program to acomposition window with the newlycreated PDF attached. May not workwith all e-mail programs. None of theother mail options (such as -mailsmtp)are necessary with this option. Thedefault settings for to, cc and bccaddresses as well as the subject andbody are taken from the optionsdescribed below.-mailauth  text The authentication protocol to use. Thedefault is LOGIN but you may useNTLM. Only needed if the mail serverrequires authentication. (SMTP only)
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Options Option Description-mailauthid  text The user name used to log into theserver. Only needed if the mail serverrequires authentication. (SMTP only)-mailauthpwd  text The password for the user name used tolog into the server. Only needed if themail server requires authentication.(SMTP only)-mailbcc  text The address(es) to BCC (blindcarbon-copy) the email to. Must anaddress in the form ofname@somecompany.com. Separatemultiple addresses with a comma. Mayalso specify a file containing a list ofaddresses. Each address must be on aseparate line by itself. Pass in the nameof the file preceded by an ampersand.For example, -mailbcc @addr.txt.-mailbody  text The body text of the email. Enclose inquotes. This may also be a file name. Ifso, the contents of the file will be usedas the body. Use a \n for a new linewhen the body is entered using thisoption. You may also send HTMLformatted body text. Put the <HTML>tag as the first line of the body text andit will be sent as HTML rather thanplain text. Avoid using references toother local files in the HTML body,such as images, as they will not be sentwith the message. You may use imageswith a web location as the sourcehowever.-mailcc  text The address(es) to CC (carbon-copy)the email to. Must be an address in theform of name@somecompany.com.Separate multiple addresses with acomma. May also specify a filecontaining a list of addresses. Eachaddress must be on a separate line byitself. Pass in the name of the filepreceded by an ampersand. Forexample, -mailcc @addr.txt.-maildebug  text The path and name of a file to use fordebugging purposes. The data (emailmessage) that is sent to the SMTPserver will be logged here. (SMTP only)
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Options Option Description-mailfakecc  text The CC address to show for the email.The default is the CC address(es).(SMTP only)-mailfakefrom  text The from address to show for the email.The default is the FROM address.(SMTP only)-mailfaketo  text The to address to show for the email.The default is the TO address(es).(SMTP only)-mailfiles  text A comma separated list of file names toinclude with the mailing. The path mustbe fully qualified for each file.-mailfrom  text The from address for the email. Must bean address in the form ofsomename@mycompany.com. (SMTPonly)-maillog  text The name of a log file to use for date/time emails were sent as well as anyerrors. This is optional. (SMTP only)-mailnodialog Sends the email via MAPI without acomposition window. The user may stillreceive a dialog box asking if it's OK tosend the message on their behalf. Themessage is send via MAPI if they decidethey want to send it. Use the -mailsmtpoption instead to send the email viaSMTP without user intervention.-mailpri  text The message priority. Set to eitherHIGH or LOW. Leave this option offfor normal priority. (SMTP only)-mailreply  text The reply to address for the email. Mustbe an address in the form ofsomename@mycompany.com. Thedefault is the FROM address. (SMTPonly)-mailretry  number The number of times to retry sendingthe email if an error is encountered. Thedefault is 0, meaning try sending theemail only once.
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Options Option Description-mailscr  file For Unix/Linux systems where -mail isnot available. Specify a script that willreceive as a parameter the output PDFfile name. Create a script for youroperating system that will be used tobring up an email window with anattached PDF.-mailsmtp  text The SMTP server to use for sending themail. Used to send the PDF via SMTPrather than interactively. For example,mail.yourdomain.com. Must alsosupply the -mailfrom and -mailtooptions. The -mailfrom must be a validemail account on the SMTP server. Youmay also pass the port if necessary afterthe server name or IP address by addinga colon followed by the port number.For example, 192.168.0.30:25.-mailsub  text The subject of the email. Enclose inquotes.-mailto  text The address(es) to send the email to.Must be an address in the form ofname@somecompany.com. Separatemultiple addresses with a comma. Mayalso specify a file containing a list ofaddresses. Each address must be on aseparate line by itself. Pass in the nameof the file preceded by an ampersand.For example, -mailto @addr.txt.-mediabox  "x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the boundariesof the physical medium the page isintended to be displayed or printed. Thevalues are in points (1/72 of an inch) orthe unit setting. Overrides the -pagesizesetting. See the  Page Layout Files section for information on setting thesevalues individually for pages in thePDF.-mediaimg  file An image to use as the display beforethe media is activated.
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Options Option Description-mediaplay  text Specifies when the media (such as anMP3 or movie file, when used as inputinstead of a PDF) is to be played. Theoptions are: O When the page containing the mediais opened V When the page containing the mediais viewed M When the cursor moves into themedia area You may specify one or more optionscomma separated.-mediarepeat Use this option to repeat or loop theembedded media. For use when theinput is an MP3 or movie file ratherthan a PDF.-moddate  YYYYMMDDHHmmSS  ortoday Sets the document modification date.Provide a date in the format shown oruse the word "today" to use the currentsystem date/time.-msg  "msg|title|icon" Used to display a message in a dialogbox when the output PDF is opened.Enter the message and, optionally, thedialog box title and an icon. Forexample, -msg "Test message" displaysthe words "Test Message" in a dialogbox with a default title. The values foricon are: 0 - Error 1 - Warning 2 - Question 3 - Status To set the title and icon, use -msg "Testmessage|Test title|1".-ndkeep Keeps named destinations. Normallythese are flattened, that is the name isremoved and the destination from alink or bookmark is simply set to thepage it should go to. Only use this whenyou don't have a naming conflict amongthe PDFs you're merging and it'simportant that the name is kept. Unlessyou're debugging links in the outputPDF it's best to not use this option.
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Options Option Description-noannote Disables add/change of form fields orannotations.-noannotes Specifies that annotations should beremoved from the PDF(s).-noapp Suppresses the PDF entry for"NeedAppearances" that may be addedfrom stamps which causes Acrobat toprompt to save changes when closingthe PDF.-noassemble (128-bit only)   Disables assembly(insert, rotate, delete pages or createbookmarks) when -nochange is used.-nobm Turns off pulling of bookmarks fromsource PDFs. This is set by default if-pages or -overlay is used.-nochange (Not available in  SE version ) Disables changes to the document.-nocopy 40-bit : Disables copying of text and/or graphicsfrom the document. 128-bit : Disables copying of text and/or graphicsfrom the document other than insupport of accessibility to disabled usersor for other purposes.-nodigital (128-bit only)   Disables printing atdigital quality - can only print lowresolution. The -noprint optionoverrides this option so you'll want touse -noprint or -nodigital but not both.-noerrmsg Hides any pop-up error messages thatwould normally occur such as "cannotopen output file". You should considerusing the -e option in this case to writeerrors out to a log file.-noextract (128-bit only)   Disables extraction ofinformation in support of accessibilityto disabled users or for other purposes.-nofillin (128-bit only)   (Not available in  SEversion ) Disables fill in interactive fields when-noannote is used.
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Options Option Description-noglyphcomp n Use along with -noglyphpos as this taghas no effect by itself. This entry can beused to specify a text widthcompression amount. If a font wasreplaced with something other than theoriginal, the text in the PDF may be toonarrow or too wide as to flow off thepage. A value of 100 means 100% - nocompression.  Use lower values tosqueeze the text so it is not as wide or avalue greater than 100 to expand thewidth. This affects all text on the pageand not just a particular section.-noglyphpos Removes glyph positioning from thetext. This might be necessary if a PDFwas damaged or modified in such a waythat a font was replaced and thecharacters in words no longer line up.-noimg Specifies that images should beremoved from the PDF(s). Line drawnimages are not removed - only imagesthat came from an external source suchas a JPEG, TIFF, BMP, etc.-nometaenc When used with -e128 this option keepsthe document metadata unencrypted inthe output PDF. This allows otherapplications to read the metadata whilethe rest of the PDF is encrypted.-noprint Disables printing of the document(even low resolution). To create a PDFwith both printing and copying disabledfor the user you would run somethingsimilar to: 

pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf
fileout.pdf -o abc123 -u
xyz -noprint -nocopy The file could only be opened bysomeone who knows one of the twopasswords (abc123 or xyz). Using apassword of abc123 gives full accesswhile using the password of xyz doesnot allow printing or copying of text.
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Options Option Description-noprintprefs Do not pull printer preferences fromthe first input PDF. Some PDFs includedefault settings for printer options.These are settings that include thenumber of copies to print, duplexprinting, page scaling, paper tray andpage range. This option keeps theoutput PDF from inheriting thosesettings.-norights Turns off all rights (default is all aregranted). Setting of options such as-noprint or -nocopy turns those rightson rather than off. Use this if youtypically are turning off most or all ofthe rights. Note that setting -norightsand -noprint will allow high resolutionprinting. Setting -norights and-nodigital will allow low resolutionprinting. Setting only -norights willdisallow printing.-noxml Removes the metadata XML (if any)from the output PDF.-o  password Sets the owner password for the PDF.  Ifnot specified but the user password is,this is set to the user password. Also,when not specified, the owner has onlythe rights granted when the documentwas created. So for example, if -noprintwas specified, then it is impossible forthe owner to print the document.-objin  file Loads the modified objects into thePDF.
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Options Option Description-objout [ text ] Un-compresses the streams in the PDFand writes all objects to the output file.You may then modify any object(s) andload in the changes with the -objinoption. You should remove anyunmodified objects as some maycontain binary data that could becomecorrupt after saving from a text editor.Objects start with a pair of numbersfollowed by "obj" (without the quotes),the object itself, then ending with"endobj". This option is meant foradvanced users with at least a basicunderstanding of the PDF syntax. Optionally pass in a text string. Theprogram will use this as a regularexpression match and only exportobjects matching the string. Forexample, you may want to only exportannotations. In this case, you could passin "/Annot" and only those objectscontaining the string would beexported. For some more complex examples, tomatch all entries that have /Annot or/JS, use "(?:/Annot|/JS)". To match allentries that have /Annot but not /JS, use"^(?!.*(?:/JS)).*(/Annot)(?!.*(?:/JS))". Tomatch all entries that have both /Annotand /JS, use "((?:/Annot.*/JS)|(?:/JS.*/Annot))". Certain characters such as the. and * are special for Perl regularexpressions so you will need to place abackslash in front of them to search forthat character. For example,"my\.string" to match on my.string.
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Options Option Description-objsizeout Exports object size information for thePDF. Use this to gauge what objects aretaking up the most space in your PDF.This option includes everything from-infoout plus extra information aboutobject sizes. The tab OBJSIZE is used toconvey size information. For example: <OBJSIZE TYPE="XObject"SIZE=592978> The TYPE attribute is based on the typeof object as labled in the PDF. Not everyobject may be labled so there will besome sized listed under "Other". Somecommon entries are: Font - The font names and styles. FontDescriptor - Additional descriptioninformation for fonts. Page - The page objects (not thecontent, just the page identifyers). Pages - The pointers to all the pageobjects. Stream Data - The (usually compressed)data that makes up the page contents. XObject - Image data. The SIZE attribute is in bytes.-onepage  "text" Takes all pages from the input PDF andplaces them on a single page in theoutput PDF. Pass in "noscale" to expandthe output page size big enough that theindividual pages won't need to be scaleddown. Otherwise, use "scale". Use the-pagesize option if you want to set thepage size (pass in "scale" in this case).Use only one input PDF with thisoption. May not work on all PDFs.-onepageborder Draws a border around the pages whenusing the -onepage option.
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Options Option Description-onepagelo  "text" Optional layout to use with the-onepage option. Pass in a commaseparated list of page numbers. Forexample, "1,5,6,18,19,10" will pull onlythose pages and in the order specified.You may also specify an angle ofrotation for each page. Place the angleafter the page number with a colon infront. For example,"1,5:90,18,19:180,10:270" will pull thepages and rotate page 5, 19 and 10. Theangle must be 0, 90, 180 or 270 only.-ooserver  server:port The server and port that OpenOfficeserver is running on. For when youhave an OpenOffice server running toconvert Excel/Word/etc. to PDF for useby PDF Meld. Pass the server and portnumber. For example, -ooserver"myooserver:2050".-open Automatically opens Acrobat and loadsthe newly created PDF.-openactfile  text|number The file number (starting from 1) orname from your list of input files thatyou wish to take the open action fromfor the open action on the output PDF.-openscr  file For Unix/Linux systems where -open isnot available. Specify a script that willreceive as a parameter the output PDFfile name. Create a script for youroperating system that will be used toopen PDFs.
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Options Option Description-opt Optimize the output PDF for fast webviewing. Note this typically increasesthe size of the output by a few hundredbytes or so. The PDF is optimized forviewing on the web as opposed toshrinking the physical size.Additionally, you must create the PDFto a file rather than stream the output tothe browser. The setting "fast web view"will be set to yes for optimized PDFswhen you open in Reader and check theproperties. This means the first page ofthe PDF is sent to the user and madeviewable while the rest of the pagescontinue to download in thebackground.-opt15 Optimize the output PDF for fast webviewing and use higher compression(same as setting -opt and -comp15).The PDF is optimized for viewing onthe web and further compressed for asmaller file size. Additionally, you mustcreate the PDF to a file rather thanstream the output to the browser. Thesetting "fast web view" will be set to yesfor optimized PDFs when you open inReader and check the properties. Thismeans the first page of the PDF is sentto the user and made viewable while therest of the pages continue to downloadin the background.-orient  text Set to P or L for portrait or landscape.This will apply a rotation of 90 degreesto any pages that are opposite of whatyou set -orient to. For example, if youuse -orient P then any pages that arelandscape will be rotated (if not already)to portrait. The contents will remainlandscape or portrait but the page itselfwill be rotated in the viewer. You mayuse 270 in front of the P or L such as-orient 270P. This will set the rotationto 270 degrees rather than 90 degreesfor those pages that require rotation.
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Options Option Description-out Optional command to use in front ofthe output file. Running "pdfmeld a.pdfb.pdf" is the same as "pdfmeld a.pdf-out b.pdf". Also see  -in .-overlay Used to specify overlay mode ratherthan append mode. This option placesthe contents of each page from one PDFon top of the corresponding page froma second PDF. The first input PDF isthe background and the second inputPDF is placed over top.-overlay2 An alternate method for overlayingpages. May work with PDFs that haveproblems overlaying using the -overlayoption. Also, depending on the PDFs,may execute faster than -overlay.-overlayfile  file Used along with -overlay. Specify a filethat contains tags with text to look foron the page. The page of thebackground PDF can then be set basedon whether or not the text was found.See the  Overlay File  section for details.-overlaypages  list  or  file A range of pages to perform the overlayor stamp. Use a comma separated listwith no spaces before or after thecomma. A dash may be used to separatea range of numbers. For example,-overlaypages 2,7,14-20,35. Usenegative numbers to refer to theposition from the end of the page set.For example, -1 for the last page or -3for the third to the last page. You mayalso use the words "odd" or "even" tooverlay on all the odd or even pages.The odd and even options may becombined with page numbers as well, asin "1,even,-1,-2". Use "oddrange" orevenrange" along with a page range toonly pull odd or even pages within thatrange. To overlay only on pages 15 tothe last page of a document you can use"15--1". May also specify a file namecontaining the list in place of the list.
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Options Option Description-pagebmargin  number The amount of space from the bottomedge of the page for the page number.Each unit is 1/72 of an inch (or the unitsetting) so a number of 144 means 2inches from the bottom edge of thepage. This value is used to mean fromthe top of the page if -pagetop isspecified.-pageduplex  ["x,y[,z]"] Adds a blank page at the end of anyPDF with an odd number of pages(except the last PDF when muliple filesare passed as input) when appendingPDFs. Optionally, pass in the addedpage size in points (1/72 of an inch) orthe unit setting. For example, use-pageduplex 612,792 for a size of 8.5 by11 inches when -units have not been set.The default is to use the same size as thelast page in the PDF so you can leavethe size off. The last ("z") parameter isused to specify you want a blank pageeven on the last PDF in the list if it hasan odd number of pages. Pass a 1 forthe z parameter in this case. This willhappen automatically if you only haveone PDF as input. Set x and y to 0 if youonly want to set the z value to 1.
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Options Option Description-pagefmt  text Format string for the page number. Use%1 for the current page and %2 for thetotal number of pages. You can use %Bor %nB for Bates numbering (legaldocument numbering with a six digitpage number, padded on the left with0's). For example, you could use "Page%1 of %2" to have "Page 1 of 3" print onthe first page, "Page 2 of 3" on thesecond and so on. The default string is"%1/%2" (or just "%1" when the numberformat is roman). The n in the %nBformat is the optional starting pagenumber. For example, using"AP%312B" will number the first pageas AP000312, the next as AP000313, etc.Note you don't have to include the pagenumber if all you want to do is print atext string on each page. Use two %'s ina row if you're running the programfrom within a DOS batch file. See the  Page Format Variables  sectionfor information on other variables youmay use.-pageinfoin  file Loads in any changes for the pagesspecified. You may use the -pageinfooutoption to generate a file containing thecurrent settings. See the  Page LayoutFiles  section for information on the filelayout.-pageinfoout Exports page layout information foreach page in the PDF. This is a tagbased file with the values for MediaBox,CropBox, BleedBox, TrimBox, ArtBoxand Rotate. For example: <PAGEINFO PAGE=1 MEDIABOX="0,0,612,792" CROPBOX="0,0,612,792" ROTATE=90> See the  Page Layout Files  section forinformation on the file layout.
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Options Option Description-pagelmargin  number The amount of space from the left edgeof the page for the page number. Eachunit is 1/72 of an inch (or the unitsetting) so a number of 144 means 2inches from the left edge of the page.Note that when -pagenumalign is used,this value is used as the paddingamount on the left or right instead.-pagemode  text Optional string for how to display thedocument when opened. Set to one ofthe following: UseNone  Neither document outlinenor thumbnail images visible UseOutlines  Document outline visible UseThumbs  Thumbnail images visible FullScreen  Full-screen mode, with nomenu bar, window controls, or anyother window visible UseOC  Optional content group panelvisible UseAttachments  Attachments panelvisible -pagenum Adds page numbers to each page.Default position is bottom left handcorner.-pagenumalign  text L for left, C for center or R for right.The setting made with -pagelmargin isused as padding on the left or rightrather than an absolute position whenthis method is used.-pagenumbgcolor  color The  color  for the background of thepage number string. Default is nobackground.-pagenumcolor  color The  color  for the page number string.Default is black text.
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Options Option Description-pagenumdetails  text Pass in the details on what pages toprint page numbers on, the startingpage number for each range and thestyle. The format is a pipe separatedmain list with a comma separated innerlist. Specify the following commaseparated values for each inner list: 

• Starting page number 
• Ending page number 
• Number to begin range with 
• Through page offset (may benegative) 
• Style to use For example, "1,5,,,r|7,-5,1" means forpages 1 to 5 inclusive, start numberingat 1 (since the current page number isused if this value is omitted) and uselowercase roman numerals. For page 6,no page number will print. Pages 7 upto 5 pages before the end of the PDF(since -5 was used - note that -1 meansthe last page of the PDF) will use Arabicnumbering with page 7 numbered aspage 1, page 8 as page 2, etc. If"1,5,,,r|7,,1" was used instead, pages 7and on would all be numbered, nomatter how many. Use "20,,1,-19" To start numbering atpage 20 and show 1 as the page numberand the through pages be the remainingpages in the PDF (-19 meaning subtract19 from the actual total pages in thePDF). So for example, suppose there are50 pages in the PDF. Page 20 will read"1/30", page 21 will read "2/30" and soon. Use -pagefmt to format how the pagenumber and through page numbershould be formatted. You can also use-pagefmt to exclude the through pagenumber.-pagenumeven Adds page numbers to each evennumbered page. Default position isbottom left hand corner.
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Options Option Description-pagenumfont  text The font to use for the page numberstring. Set to one of the following: Courier Helvetica (Default) Times-Roman Courier-Bold Helvetica-Bold Times-Bold Courier-Oblique Helvetica-Oblique Times-Italic Courier-BoldOblique Helvetica-BoldOblique Times-BoldItalic Or use the -fonts option to embed yourown font.-pagenumnorotate Page numbers, by default, are rotated tomatch the current page's rotation angle.This setting turns off that processingmeaning page numbers may display onany edge depending on the currentpage's rotation.-pagenumodd Adds page numbers to each oddnumbered page. Default position isbottom left hand corner.-pagenumoutside Places added items such as pagenumbers and rectangles outside of anypage scale or sizing specified. Bydefault, these added items will scale oradjust with page size or scalingoperations.-pagenumreset Resets the current page number to 1 oneach PDF. In addition, the total numberof pages changes for each PDFappended to be the number of pages inthat PDF rather than the total pages inthe output.-pagenumsize  number Point size of the font for the pagenumber. Default is 10.
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Options Option Description-pagenumstyle  text The style for the page number.Currently, the valid values are R foruppercase roman and r for lowercaseroman. Roman numerals of 4000 andhigher are not converted since thenecessary symbols are not in the ASCIIcharacter set. The default is Arabic.-pageord  list  or  file Specifies a new page ordering for theresulting PDF. Only use one input PDFwith this option. Use a commaseparated list with no spaces before orafter the comma. A dash may be used toseparate a range of numbers. Forexample, -pageord 1-5,7,15,2. You mayalso use -pageord "reverse" to reversethe page order from the input PDF.May also specify a file name containingthe list in place of the list.-pages  list  or  file A range of pages to pull from the inputPDF. Use a comma separated list withno spaces before or after the comma. Adash may be used to separate a range ofnumbers. For example, -pages2,7,14-20,35. Use negative numbers torefer to the position from the end of thepage set. For example, -1 for the lastpage or -3 for the third to the last page.You may also use the words "odd" or"even" to pull all the odd or even pages.The odd and even options may becombined with page numbers as well, asin "1,even,-1,-2". Use "oddrange" orevenrange" along with a page range toonly pull odd or even pages within thatrange. To pull pages 15 to the last pageof a document you can use "15--1". Mayalso specify a file name containing thelist in place of the list.-pages1  list  or  file A range of pages to pull from the first oftwo input PDFs. Similar to the  pagesoption option, this option applies to thepages of the first PDF when mergingtwo PDFs.
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Options Option Description-pages2  list  or  file A range of pages to pull from thesecond of two input PDFs. Similar tothe  pages option option, this optionapplies to the pages of the second PDFwhen merging two PDFs.-pagesize  "x,y" Sets a new page size in points (1/72 ofan inch) or the unit setting. Forexample, use -pagesize 612,792 for asize of 8.5 by 11 inches when -unitshave not been set. All informationabout the current page size andcropping is removed so setting to thesame page size currently used will notnecessarily display the same. You canmake adjustments, if necessary, with the-right or -down commands.-pagestopdf Used to remap pages from one PDF topage 1 of other PDFs. For example,assume you have a PDF with threepages. Page 1 has a link to page 2 and alink to page 3. You can use this optionto pull only page 1 of this PDF andappend two other PDFs to it. Normally,the links on page 1 would no longerfunction since page 2 and page 3 havebeen removed. With this option set, thelink to page 2 in the first PDF will nowpoint to page 1 of the first appendedPDF (which is still page 2 in this case).The link to page 3 will now point topage 1 of the second appended PDF.This will be 1 plus the number of pagesin the second PDF. This allows you tosetup a table of contents in one PDFthat can be used to link to contents thatare created when you run PDF Meld.-pagetop Place the page numbers at the top of thepage rather than the bottom. Note that-pagebmargin then specifies space fromthe top rather than bottom edge of thepage.
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Options Option Description-parse1 Use this option only if the program isn'table to use the input PDF(s) given. Thisoption will parse through the input filesusing a different method. Will not workon all PDFs. Usually this is only neededfor input PDFs which are damaged (thecross reference table isn't valid, forexample).-pdfmeld (Not available in  SE version ) Used in-between sets of commands tosimulate calling the program severaltimes. See the  Multiple Call  section fordetails.-print Automatically prints the newly createdPDF to the default printer. Must haveAcrobat or Reader installed.-printcfgin  file Used to specify the print configurationfile. This information is stored in thePDF and later can be used by PDF Meldfor custom printing parts of thedocument to certain printers or trays.Use the -printcomp option to later printthe PDF based on these settings. See thePrinter Configuration Files  section forinformation on the file structure.-printcfgout Exports the current print configurationsettings used in the PDF. In this case,use a file with a .txt extension ratherthan .pdf for the output. See the  PrinterConfiguration Files  section forinformation on the file structure.-printcomp  file Used to print a PDF that containsprinter configuration information. Passin the name of a configuration file orleave blank to use the file contained inthe PDF (the PDF must have been builtusing the -printcfgin option in thiscase). This is only valid on Windowsoperating systems and requires AdobeReader to print. The printerconfiguration information can be addedto a PDF with the -printcfgin option.There is no output specified when usingthis option, nor should any otheroptions be specified other than theinput PDF.
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Options Option Description-printcopies n Works with Acrobat or Reader 8.0 orhigher. The number of copies to beprinted when the print dialog is openedfor this file. Supported values are theintegers 2 through 5. Values outside thisrange are ignored.-printdlg Brings up the Acrobat print dialog boxand allows printer selection. This onlyworks when the user has Acrobat orReader associated with PDFs on theirmachine. Otherwise the user's viewer isopened with the document and theywill need to print from there.-printduplex "text" Works with Acrobat or Reader 8.0 orhigher. The paper handling option touse when printing the file from theprint dialog. The following values arevalid: Simplex  Print single-sided DuplexFlipShortEdge  Duplex and flipon the short edge of the sheet DuplexFlipLongEdge  Duplex and flipon the long edge of the sheet -printer  printer  [ device   port ] Used to print the PDF to the specifiedprinter. There is no print dialog box inthis case. This option takes threeparameters: printer, device and port.You may pass in just the printer andleave device and port blank to use thedefault settings for the printer. Forexample: -printer "Accounting Printer" "HPLaserJet 5" "lpt1:" or -printer "Shipping Printer" You may also use the printer port as thefirst parameter and leave the last two offif you are using a network printer ordon't know the printer name. Forexample: -printer "\\server\printer"
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Options Option Description-printerlist  file Used to generate a list of printersavailable on the system. This can beused to verify what printers theprogram finds and what they are called.The list generated is tab separated andincludes the printer name, device nameand port. Use any of the printer namesin the file with the -printer option. Thisoption is only available under Windowssystems. Use this option by itself as theprogram will exit after generating thelist.-printpagerange "from,to,..." Works with Acrobat or Reader 8.0 orhigher. The page numbers used toinitialize the print dialog box when thefile is printed. The first page of the PDFfile is denoted by 1. Each pair consistsof the first and last pages in thesub-range. An odd number of integerscauses this entry to be ignored. Negativenumbers cause the entire array to beignored.-printpicktray Works with Acrobat or Reader 8.0 orhigher. Specifies the PDF page size isused to select the input paper tray. Thissetting influences only the preset valuesused to populate the print dialogpresented by a PDF viewer application.If used, the check box in the printdialog associated with input paper trayis checked.-printscale "text" Works with Acrobat or Reader 7.0 orhigher. Valid values are None, whichindicates that the print dialog shouldreflect no page scaling, and AppDefault,which indicates that applications shoulduse the current print scaling.-printscr  file For Unix/Linux systems where -print isnot available. Specify a script that willreceive as a parameter the output PDFfile name. Create a script for youroperating system that will be used toprint PDFs.
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Options Option Description-prmenc  password Encrypts the parameter file with thepassword. All keys and values areencrypted. To unencrypt, run  pdfmeld-prmunenc "file|password" .-prmload  file|key[,key2,...]  orkey[,key2,...] Loads the command line parameters.The file used to save the settings are inpdfmeld.mpf by default. Pass in a filename followed by the pipe character | touse that file instead. The "key" is thestring value you used along with the-prmsave option. You may run  pdfmeld-prmload "key"  to re-run a previoussave using the same input/output filenames. Also, you may change the input/output files (or specify additionalparameters) by including those on theline. For example,  pdfmeld filein.pdffileout.pdf -prmload "key" -open . Specifya comma separated list of key names ifyou wish to load options from morethan one group.-prmsave  file|key  or  key Saves the command line parameters forrecall later using the -prmload option.The file used to save the settings are inpdfmeld.mpf by default. Pass in a filename followed by the pipe character | touse that file instead. The "key" is anytext string you want to refer to thesettings as. This allows you to savemultiple settings in a single file. Theinput/output file names are saved withthe parameters but you may overridethem during the load.-prmunenc  file|password  or  password Un-encrypts the parameter file whenthe correct password is used. All keysand values become un-encrypted.-producer  producer Sets the document producer.
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Options Option Description-pwdlist  text Used to specify a list of ownerpasswords (no particular order) for anyencrypted input PDFs. Separate the listwith a comma (be careful not to leave aspace before or after the comma). Placean '@' in front of the value if it is insteada file containing a list of passwords (onepassword per line). Use a \ in front of acomma if the comma itself is part of thepassword when passing the list. You donot need to do this when using a filecontaining a list of passwords. OnlyPDFs encrypted with RC4 40-bit to128-bit encryption or AES 128/256-bitwill work. The output PDF will beunencrypted unless you'rere-encrypting with the -o or -u options.-quick Make fewer passes though the inputfiles to speed up processing. This optionis ignored when performing any type ofoverlay.-quickscan Skip processing that scans each page forused objects. This is only noticeable onlarge PDFs where standard processingis taking a long time. Otherwise it'srecommended not to use this option.The output PDF may be slightly largerwhen using this option.-rectin  file Specifies the file to load rectangleinformation from. Use a pipe character,the | symbol, to separate files if you wishto pass more than one file name. See theRectangle Files  section for informationon the file structure.-reduce Checks page contents and removes anyimages or fonts in the PDF that are notused. Normally this process isn'tnecessary but if the PDF has beenmodified or updated there is thepotential for left over images or fonts tobe retained in the PDF.
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Options Option Description-reduceimg  number Reduces image size by removing pixels.Does not work on all image types so thisfeature won't work on every PDF. Onlyworks on images stored as a matrix ofpixels. Not on JPEG images, forexample. Pass a value for the reductionamount. The bigger the number themore reduction (and smaller PDF) butthe more "blocky" or "jagged" theimages will appear. The number is anyinteger 1 or greater but for practicalpurposes it should be no more than 3.-reducemax  number Sets the maximum size an image mustbe (in 1,000 pixels) before applying the-reduceimg function. The default is tonot use this option and converteverything over the specified minimum.There may be cases where some largerimages are not to be converted. Use thisoption in that case.-reducemin  number Sets the minimum size an image mustbe (in 1,000 pixels) before applying the-reduceimg function. Typically youwon't want to reduce small images sincethere is little benefit. The default is 62.5(for 62,500 pixels) which works out toan image size of 250 x 250. Any imagessmaller than this will not be converted.Note it's the total number of pixels andnot a certain height or width. An imagewith a size of 5,000 x 10 won't beconverted using the default.-removeattr  name Removes an attribute. May include thisoption multiple times to remove morethan one name/value pair if needed.These attributes are the ones includedin the document information object(where document title, subject,keywords, etc. are stored). For example,-removeattr "Source" to remove theattribute called Source.
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Options Option Description-removebkg  text Used with the -overlay or -revoverlayoption. Will attempt to remove anyfilled rectangles from the PDFs. Pass 1to remove from the first PDF, 2 toremove from the second or * for both.Use this when there is a block of color(including white) behind the textkeeping the background from showingthrough. Only works when there isactual text on the page and not ascanned image containing text.Otherwise see the -transparency option.-removeflds Removes the fields in the PDF asopposed to flattening. There is no textreplacement with the value as in-flatten. Use with other options such as-flattenflds.-removestruct Removes the structured tree (if oneexists) from the PDF. This can speed upprocessing and reduce the output filesize if this additional information is notneeded in the finalized PDF.-removevr  text Removes vector or raster components.Pass in either V to remove vectorcomponents or R to remove rastercomponents. Raster components areimages, like jpeg for example. Vectorcomponents are text and any linedrawing or fill commands. May notwork on all PDFs.-repeat Used to specify overlay mode ratherthan append mode and repeat the firstPDF. This option places the contents ofeach page from one PDF on top of thecorresponding page from a second PDF.The first input PDF is the backgroundand the second input PDF is placedover top. The background is repeated, ifnecessary, for as many pages as thereare in the second PDF.
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Options Option Description-repeatlast Same as -repeat except the last page ofthe background PDF is repeated, notcycling again from page 1. For example,you might have a 5 page PDF that is tobe overlaid with a logo contained in asecond PDF. Suppose there are 2 pagesin the logo PDF - page 1 has the logo forpage 1 of the output and page 2 has thelogo for all other pages. You would use-repeatlast in this case to continuerepeating page 2 of logo PDF in theoutput. Using -repeat instead wouldresult in page 1 of the logo PDF beingused on pages 1, 3 and 5 of the output.-revoverlay Used to specify reverse overlay mode.Works like -overlay except the secondPDF is treated as a background. Theresulting PDF still has the same numberof pages as the second PDF. You'll needto use a reverse overlay when you have aform field on a single page PDF youwish to overlay on multiple pages ofanother PDF and still retain the formfield. In this case, the single page PDFshould be the second PDF. Any changesto the form field on one page will bereflected in the copy of the field on allother pages. You may instead use-flatten along with either -overlay or-revoverlay to flatten and repeat thefield which will be converted to plaintext.-revoverlay2 Same as -overlay2 except the secondPDF is treated as the background foroverlay.-richtext  text Used to specify a list of existing fieldnames to convert to rich text. Separatethe list with a comma (be careful not toleave a space before or after thecomma). Place an '@' in front of thevalue if it is instead a file containing alist of fields (one field per line). Pass anempty list to mean all fields should beconverted to rich text.
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Options Option Description-right  number The distance to move the contents ofeach page to the right. The number is inunits of 1/72 of an inch or the unitsetting. May be positive or negativevalue. May not work on all PDFs. Onlyuse one input file with this option.-ro Sets any interactive fields in the PDF toread-only.-rofields  field1,field2,... Sets the listed interactive fields in thePDF to read-only.-rofieldsrev Reverses the meaning of -rofields. Thefields listed in -rofields are the the onesto keep fillable when this option is used.-rotate  number The angle to rotate the pages whenopening in the viewer. Must use either90, 180 or 270. This value is added toany existing rotation.-rotateabs  number The absolute angle to rotate the pageswhen opening in the viewer. Must useeither 0, 90, 180 or 270. The currentrotation is ignored and replaced withthis value.-run "text" Uses the saved settings file supplied asinput parameters. You may use this inaddition to any other parameters youwish to pass to the program. Forexample, output.pdf -runmysettings.mld -open. Setting files arecreated by saving a setting file (.mld)from the GUI front-end which canaccessed by running the executableversion without passing it otherparameters.-s Include subdirectories when the input isa directory rather than individual files.-scale  number The scaling factor to apply to each page.The default is 100 or no scaling. A valueof 50 will scale the contents to 50% oftheir original size. May not work on allPDFs. Only use one input file with thisoption.
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Options Option Description-scalex  number The scaling factor to apply to each pagealong the x-axis only. The default is 100or no scaling. A value of 50 will scalethe contents to 50% of their originalsize. May not work on all PDFs. Onlyuse one input file with this option.-scaley  number The scaling factor to apply to each pagealong the y-axis only. The default is 100or no scaling. A value of 50 will scalethe contents to 50% of their originalsize. May not work on all PDFs. Onlyuse one input file with this option.-server Starts up PDF Meld in server mode.PDF Meld will run as a separate processand take commands from the TCP/IPport it is connected to. TheClient-Server  section describes thisoperation in moredetail._000082__000082_-showannotes Draws a box around annotations anddisplays the field name in the box.-shrink Attempts to remmove unused fonts orgraphics - under most circumstancesthis option is not necessary. Mainly ofuse when you are splitting out a page orsmaller section from a PDF andunnecessary objects are being included.Fonts and graphics are normally kept ifthe page definition has a reference tothem. This option scans the pagecontents to see if they are actually usedso there is more processing involvedthough you may get a smaller PDF. Youwon't see a size reduction if the inputPDF is already structured to not includeunused objects in the page definition.-signbgcolor  text Optional.  The background color for thesignature field. See the  DigitalSignature  section for details.-signcolor  text Optional.  The text color for thesignature field. See the  DigitalSignature  section for details.
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Options Option Description-signdate  text Use this option to force a particulardate and time for the signing. Pass acomma separted string in the form"yyyy,mm,dd,hr,mi,ss,+ or -,offsethr,offset mi". yyyy = year mm = month ss = seconds hr = hour (optional) mi = minutes (optional) ss = seconds (optional) + or - = the time zone offset from UTC(optional) offset hr = the number of hours offsetfrom UTC (optional) offset mi = the number of minutesoffset from UTC (optional) Only the year, month and day arerequired.  Any values not provided willbe taken from the local computersettings. Be careful not to set a datebefore the start date of the signingcertificate or in the future as thesignature will not show as valid inAcrobat or Reader.-signimg  text Optional. The path and name of animage to use for the signature. Set thisoption to "none" to not place any imagein the signature field. See the  DigitalSignature  section for details.-signkeepratio Optional. Keep the image x/y scalingratio when using an image with asignature field. See the  DigitalSignature  section for details.
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Options Option Description-signname  text Optional.  The name of the signaturefield in the PDF to sign. For example,"sig1". Use the -fdfout option to exportfield names if you are not sure. If notused then PDF Meld will look for thefirst unsigned signature field. Or youmay pass in ":new" or ":hide" to create anew signature field in the PDF and thensign it. Only use ":new" or ":hide" whenthere are no existing signed signaturesin the PDF or you will invalidate them. The ":new" option places a visiblesignature field in the lower left cornerof the first page. You may optionallyspecify the position along with :new. Inthis case, place the coordinates after:new like this - ":new@x1,y1,x2,y2". X1is the left X coordinate (in points where1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the signaturefield. The position 0,0 is the lower leftcorner of the page. Y1 is the top Ycoordinate, X2 is the right X coordinate,and Y2 is the lower Y coordinate. Forexample, ":new@200,300,250,400". The ":hide" option does not place avisible signature on the page; it onlyshows in the signature pane. See theDigital Signature  section for details.-signpemfile  text The path and name of the signingcertificate. For example,"c:\keys\mykey.pem". See the  Digital Signature  section fordetails.-signpkfile  text The path and name of the private keyfile. For example,"c:\keys\mykey_pk.pem". See the  Digital Signature  section fordetails.-signrsn  text Optional. The reason for signing thedocument. Default is "Attestation to theaccuracy and integrity of thisdocument". See the  Digital Signature section for details.
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Options Option Description-signscript Use a script font that looks like this -Jane Doe  - and place just the namefrom the certificate into the signaturefield. See the  Digital Signature  sectionfor details.-signsize  text Optional. The fontsize for the text ofthe signature (0 for no text). Default is12. See the  Digital Signature  sectionfor details.-signsrc  text Optional.  A TrueType font file to usefor the signature text. See the  DigitalSignature  section for details.-signssl  text The path and file name of the OpenSSLprogram. For example,"c:\openssl\bin\openssl.exe". See the  Digital Signature  section fordetails.-signtimestamp  url The path and name of your timestampserver if you want to include anembedded timestamp on the signature.Use "1" to use the default of https://freetsa.org/tsr. Pass your user name andpassword if your timestamp serverrequires it like this:"myuserid:mypassword@https://mytimestamp.org". Use the -signtsoption with -signtimestamp.-signts  file The path and name of the ts.exe (or justts for Linux) executable that is used toperform the timestamping function.This is a separate download availablehere . Use this program for bothWindows and Linux.-skipfieldrename Prevents interactive field names fromchanging when merging fillable PDFs.Normally, when multiple fillable PDFsare merged, the names of the fields ineach are changed so as not to conflictwith each other. This option turns offthat feature.-skipmissing Skips over any missing input files ratherthan give an error and stop processing.The list of skipped files will be writtento the error log file (set via the -eoption).
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Options Option Description-sort  sortby Used to specify the sort order. Thedefault sort order is the order given inthe list of input files when a commaseparated list of names is used. Pass inone of the following for sortby: f = file name n = file name numeric b = file size in bytes d = last modify date You may also use an r along with any ofthe above to sort in decending order.For example, rf or fr sorts by name indecending order.
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Options Option Description-splittext "params" Split a PDF into multiple PDFs basedon a string value at a given location oneach page. The output file specified onthe command line must be a directoryname and not a file name. To find thestring location in your PDF, first runPDF Meld on a sample input and usethe options -textdetailout -json"details". You may want to extract just afew pages first so the output is not toobig. Check the output for the string youare interested in splitting the text onand note the X/Y and X2/Y2 boundingbox location. Pick any point that fallswithin the bounding rectangle as thepoint to pass to this option. The"params" option is a space separated listof options similar to a tag. Options: X - The X location on the page Y - The Y location on the page DETAILS - (Optional) uses the "details"section when searching for text. FROMPG - (Optional) the page to startlooking for the string. THRUPG - (Optional) the page to stoplooking for the string. STARTPOS - (Optional) the startingposition (0 based) in the string to use. STARTPOS - (Optional) the startingposition (0 based) in the string to use. STRLEN - (Optional) length of thestring to use. For example, -splittext "details X=500Y=300 frompg=5 thrupg=100". May notwork on all PDFs depending on how thetext is arranged. The output PDF will benamed after the string found at thelocation specified.-sql  text Specifies the file containing the QUERYcommand to issue. See the  SQL  sectionfor details on queries.-sqlcmds Load the needed SQL libraries on Unix.Because of differences among Unixsystems, the libraries may not becompatible so they are not loadedunless this option is used.
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Options Option Description-sqlcomb  text An output file to combine the multiplePDFs genereted from a SQL into asingle PDF. Pass in the path-name ofthe output PDF. Use -flatten as well toflatten the fields into plain text.-sqldb  text The database schema or driverinformation. See the  DatabaseConnection  section for details.-sqldriver  text The data source.  This is a case-sensitivestring. Entries with a * are only availablefor Windows operating systems. Validvalues are: Oracle mysql* mysqlPP ODBC* mysql may give slightly betterperformance over mysqlPP onWindows systems. The Oracle clientsoftware will need to be installed whenusing Oracle.-sqlparams  text Default values to pass in for dynamicprocessing. This overrides any settingsfrom the environment variableRWQUERY_STRING. Pass name/valuepairs with an ampersand in-between.Start all variables with a $. For example,"$reg='A','B'&$drink=ice%20water" willset the variable $reg to "'A','B'" and$drink to "ice water". You can then use$reg and $drink as part of dynamic SQLqueries. See the  SQL  section for detailson queries.-sqlpwd  text The password for the user when makinga database connection. This may also bespecified on the  QUERY  tag.-sqluser  text User name to use when making adatabase connection. This may also bespecified on the  QUERY  tag.
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Options Option Description-stamp "text" Stamps a PDF with the specified stamp.Use one of the following: Approved* Not Approved Draft Final Completed Confidential For Public Release Not For Public Release For Comment Void Preliminary Results Information Only Revised* Reviewed* Received* Witness Initial Sign Here Check Cross You may use the -right, -down, -angle,-scale and -center options with thestamp, if desired. Add the text ",rev"(without the quotes) to the end of theselect stamp (for example, "draft,rev")to reverse overlay the stamp. That is,the stamp will be placed on the pagebefore any existing text or graphics.Only use one input PDF with thisoption. See the  Stamps  section forexamples of the various stamps. *See the -stamptext option for these.
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Options Option Description-stamptext  "text" Text for dynamic stamps. The followingstamp types can accept dynamic text toshow in the stamp: Approved Revised Reviewed Received Note that there are two "approved"stamps - if you don't supply text for itthen it is shown without the extra roomfor additional text. Use a small textstring for the text. For example, onreviewed, you might want to set the textto "By  <name> on September 9th, 20xx". Youmay use -angle of 0, 90, 180, or 270 onlywith this option.-strchange  text (Not available in  SE version ) Replacement text for text specified with-string. Note the alignment of text willlikely change on lines where the text isreplaced. You may not get the correctcharacters if the PDF doesn't containthem due to font subsetting. In somePDFs, only a subset of the font isembedded meaning the PDF doesn'thave enough information to properlyshow the added character(s). Thecharacters will show only if a base fontis used or the font was embedded in itsentirety.-strcolor  color The  color  for the -string text. The textcolor is set to black after the text iscolored so only use in cases where thetext is black to start with (this appliesonly when not using -strcolormode).The <FONT COLOR=#xxxxxx> tagmay be used for more control over colorsettings when using -textout/-textin.-strcolor2  color A second  color  for the -string text.This is used to create a gradient effectgoing from -strcolor to -strcolor2. Use-strcolormode HI in this case.
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Options Option Description-strcolorary  x0,y0,x1,y1 An array of 4 numbers used to expressthe starting and ending coordinates forthe gradient shade. Use -strcolor alongwith -strcolor2 and -strcolormode HIfor a gradient shade. The default valueis "0,0,1,0". This creates a shadingpattern going from left to right. Use"0,0,0,1" for a shading pattern that goesfrom top to bottom, which works bestwith -strcolormode HI-R. Other values,like ".2,.1,.8,.7" will give other effects.-strcolormode     text[,number,number] The text itself is colored by defaultusing -string and -strcolor. This optionis used to highlight or underline the textinstead. Set to one of the following: HI for highlight HI-R for highlight with rounded ends OL for outline UL for underline CO for cross-out You may optionally pass in a numberpair as well. These numbers (in units ofpoints or 1/72 of an inch) are used toadjust the width and height of thehighlight. A positive number willincrease the width or height of thehightlight and a negative number willdecrease. The first number is the X axisamount and the second number is the Yaxis amount. You may optionally usethe transparency or background layerfunctions with this also. Text in a PDF is not necessarilycontiguous so this option may not workon your PDF or on all occurrences.
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Options Option Description-strimg  text[,scale,xoff,yoff] Places the specfied image to the left ofthe text matched from -string. Pass inthe full path and image name.Optionally pass in a scale amount forthe image (for example, use 50 for 50%)and an offset in points (1/72 of an inch)for the image in the X and Y direction(positive or negative numbers areallowed). For example, use -strimg"sign.jpg" and -string "Sign Here" toplace an image to the left of the text"Sign Here" in the document. Placeoptional scaling and offset inside of thequotes like this: -strimg"sign.jpg,50,-6,8". You may usetransparency or a background layerwith this option. Text in a PDF is notnecessarily contiguous so this optionmay not work on your PDF or on alloccurrences.-strin  file Used to load in text from the specifiedtag based file. See the  Text Files  sectionfor the layout. You may also pass in thetags rather than a file name. Forexample, -strin "<TEXT X=72 Y=72SIZE=15>Here's some text</TEXT>".
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Options Option Description-string  text (Not available in  SE version ) A text string to color or highlight in thePDF. Use along with -strcolor to set thecolor for the text or highlighting. Or,use with -strchange to change the text.Text in a PDF is not necessarilycontiguous so this option may not workon your PDF or on all occurrences. Textthat is an image or part of an image willnot be affected. Use an asterisk (the * character) in thestring to match any number ofcharacters. Only use one asterisk. Forexample, to highlight a passage startingwith "Run the setup program" andending with "then reboot." use "Run thesetup program*then reboot." as thestring. All of the text in the section willbe highlighted. Note that you may notspan pages however. If a passage doesspan a page or more, break up thecommand and re-run PDF Meld severaltimes, once for each page using anappropriate string value. To match onan asterisk and not use as a wildcard,use a backslash, the \ character, in frontof the asterisk.-stringcase (Not available in  SE version ) Used to specify the string search from-string or -stringlist is case-sensitive. Bydefault the search is case-insensitive.-stringlist  text (Not available in  SE version ) A list of text strings to color or highlightin the PDF. Separate each entry with apipe (the vertical bar or | symbol). Besure to place quotes around the entirestring like this: -stringlist"cat|dog|mouse". Use along with-strcolor to set the color for the text orhighlighting. Text in a PDF is notnecessarily contiguous so this methodmay not work on your PDF or on alloccurrences. Text that is an image orpart of an image will not be affected.
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Options Option Description-stringword (Not available in  SE version ) Used to specify the string search from-string or -stringlist should match onthe whole word only. For example, if-string "light" is used it will match"light" by itself or in words like"highlight". This option attempts toprevent that and only matches when theword "light" is not preceded or followedby another letter. This may not alwayswork depending on how the input PDFis structured.-stringwordre  text (Not available in  SE version ) Use along with -stringword to specifyother characters that should be includedas part of a word. This is a regularexpression so you could use-stringwordre "\xE4" to include thecharacter ï¿½. You may pass multiplecharacters like -stringwordre"[\xE4\xFC]" - any string that is a validregular expression may be used.-strpages   list  or  file A range of pages to apply any -stringmodifications on. Use a commaseparated list with no spaces before orafter the comma. A dash may be used toseparate a range of numbers. Forexample, -strpages 2,7,14-20,35. Mayalso specify a file name containing thelist in place of the list.-strrend  number The rendering mode for -string. Thedefault is 0 (fill the character). Otheroptions are: 1 - stroke (or outline) the character only2 - stroke and fill the character 3 - no stroke or fill (invisible) The -strscolor option can be used to setthe color for the stroking operation.-strscolor  color The stroking  color  used to set the textcolor for -string when using -strrend setto 1 or 2.
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Options Option Description-strurl  text Converts the text matched from -stringto a URL link. Pass in the URL to use.Use a * in the URL to have it replacedby the value matched from -string. Forexample, use -string "www.*.com" tomatch all text in the document startingwith "www." and ending with ".com".You can set -strurl to "http://*" and thelink will use whatever text the -stringoption matched. Text in a PDF is notnecessarily contiguous so this optionmay not work on your PDF or on alloccurrences.-subject  subject Sets the document subject.-textdetailin  "file"[, "hex"] (Not available in  SE version ) Uses the file layout passed in to extracttext from the PDF. Optionally pass thestring "hex" as a second parameter toexport the text in hex format. See theText Detail Files  section for moredetails.-textdetailout (Not available in  SE version ) Exports to a tag based file the set of textfragments found in the PDF. Optionallyinclude the option -json to export inJSON format. You can use thisinformation for -textdetailin to exportCSV or other ASCII files from text inthe PDF. For example, to export a CSVfile of mailing addresses. See the  TextDetail Files  section for more details.-textdetailoutxy  x1,y1,x2,y2 (Not available in  SE version ) Exports to a tag based file the set of textfragments found in the PDF. Pass in theX/Y coordinates specified in points.Only the text that falls within thespecified rectangle is exported. You mayrepeat this option if there are multiplerectangles you are interested in. Youmight need to use -textdetailout for afew pages of your PDF first to find outwhat the coordinates are for the textyou are interested in.
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Options Option Description-textdetailread  break,blank (Not available in  SE version ) Attempts to create a readable text file asoutput. Pass a non-zero value for"break" to include the page break, zerootherwise. Pass a non-zero value for"blank" to include blank lines, zerootherwise. The default for "break" and"blank" are 1 so page breaks and blanklines will be included. This works bestwhen the text in the PDF is fixed-widthso columnar line up better. Use the-textscalex or -textscaley options toadjust the spacing. Use the -textheaderxor -textheadery options to removeheaders or footers.-textheaderx (Not available in  SE version ) The starting line number whenexporting text with -textdetailread.Export the report without this optionfirst to see where the detail of the pagesstart. Set this value to the first linenumber of where you want to capturetext. For example, if lines 1-3 containheading information, set -textheaderxto 4.-textheadery (Not available in  SE version ) The ending line number whenexporting text with -textdetailread.Export the report without this optionfirst to see where the detail of the pagesend. Set this value to the last linenumber of where you want to capturetext. For example, if lines 50 is the lastline containing detail text to capture, set-textheaderx to 50.-textin  file Loads in any changes made to the filecreated with the -textout option. Do notadd or remove any lines from the file asthe ordering is used to determine whatline of the PDF to change. May notwork on all PDFs.
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Options Option Description-textout [ "DOS" ] Exports any text in the PDF to theoutput file for minor touch-up.Optionally pass "DOS" to export with acarriage return followed by a line feed.The default is just a line feed at the endof each line. In this case, use a file with a.txt extension rather than .pdf for theoutput. The text is simply written in theorder it was found and not necessarilythe order it appears on screen whenviewing the PDF. Optionally include theoption -json to export in JSON format.You may then make changes to the filein order to modify the text of theoriginal PDF. Use the -textin option toload in your changes. May not work onall PDFs. Some PDFs use an image forthe page contents rather than text sonothing will export in this case.-textscalex (Not available in  SE version ) The adjustment to make along thex-axis when exporting text with-textdetailread. Larger numbers willspace text further apart and smallernumbers will push it closer together.The default is 7.5.-textscaley (Not available in  SE version ) The adjustment to make along they-axis when exporting text with-textdetailread. Larger numbers willspace text further apart and smallernumbers will push it closer together.The default is 11.
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Options Option Description-textsplit  text Split the original PDF into multiplePDFs based on the text string specified.For example, you might have a PDFwith the text "Page 1 of " on each newsection to break on. Pass the text "Page1 of " in this case. The output files arenamed after the base PDF with the pagenumber range appended. May not workon all PDFs depending on how the textis internally structured. The output filespecified on the command line must bea directory name and not a file name.Only use one input file with this option.May want to use  -reduce  with thisoption. Use  -burstquick  with thisoption if you have a large PDF and wantto speed up the process. The bookmarkis not retained in the output PDF in thiscase.
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Options Option Description-textsplitxy x1,y1,x2,y2[,s1,s2] Split the original PDF into multiplePDFs based on any change of the text inthe specified rectangle. Pass in the X/Ycoordinates specified in points.Optionally include s1 and s2 for thesubstring position within the text. Thes1 value is the starting position(beginning with 0 for the firstcharacter) and the s2 value is the length.Set s2 to 0 to mean to the end of thestring or a negative number to mean upto that many characters from the end ofthe string. Also, you may set s1 to anegative value to mean that number ofcharacters from the end of the string.The output files are named after thelocated text with the page number rangeappended. You may repeat this option ifthere are multiple rectangles you areinterested in. May not work on all PDFsdepending on how the text is internallystructured. The output file specified onthe command line must be a directoryname and not a file name. Only use oneinput file with this option. May want touse  -reduce  with this option. It may behelpful to use  -textdetailout  first todetermine the X/Y locations of the textyou are interested in. Use  -burstquick with this option if you have a large PDFand want to speed up the process. Thebookmark is not retained in the outputPDF in this case.-textsplitxyib Use with -textsplitxy to ignore blanks.This is useful in situations where thetext to break on is only displayed on thefirst page to break on.-timeout  secs Number of seconds to process beforetiming out. You may also specify thenumber of minutes by using an "m" atthe end, such as "5m" meaning 5minutes. Use this option to limit howlong PDF Meld will run before exiting.This is mainly for batch modeprocessing where a rogue PDF couldpotentially hold up processing. Thedefault is 0 meaning there is no timeoutsetting. A timeout returns code -11.
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Options Option Description-title  title Sets the document title.-topbottom Places two pages from the input PDF(s)on one sheet (overlap will occur if theinput page size is more than half thesize of the output page size). Page 1 goeson top and page 2 goes on bottom whenusing a single PDF. Page 1 from the firstPDF goes on top and page 1 from thesecond PDF goes on the bottom whenusing two PDFs. Set the new page sizewith the -pagesize option. May need touse -scale as well (especially if the inputpage size is more than half the size ofyour output page).
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Options Option Description-transparency  x[,text] Used to specify the transparency valueand mode. Requires Acrobat or Reader5.0 or higher to view the transparency.You likely don't need to use this optionif you are only trying to overlay text ona background PDF. The default mode,Normal, uses the transparency value todetermine how transparent the top levelwill be. Note this applies not only tooverlays, but you can use this whenadding page numbers or text with the-pagenum option. The opacity value isfrom 1 to 100. For example, in Normalmode, the higher the number, the moreof the background shows through.Optionally, specify the mode oftransparency. The valid values are: Normal (Default) Multiply Screen Overlay Darken Lighten ColorDodge ColorBurn HardLight SoftLight Difference Exclusion Hue Saturation Color Luminosity Example: -transparency 50 or -transparency 75,Screen-trimbox  "x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the finished pageafter trimming. The values are in points(1/72 of an inch) or the unit setting.Default is the crop box setting.
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Options Option Description-twopage Places two pages from the input PDFsnext to each other onto one sheet in theoutput PDF. The original pages arescaled down to fit next to one another.Page one from each of the inputs areplaced side-by-side on page 1 of theoutput PDF. Page two from each of theinputs are placed side-by-side on page 2of the output PDF and so on. Use the-twoskip option to skip over alternatingpages from the inputs. This can be usedwhen the two input PDFs are the samePDF and you want to put page 1 and 2from the input PDF on page 1 of theoutput PDF. May want to use the-rotate 90 option as well with thisoption. Use two input PDFs with thisoption.-twoskip Used optionally along with the-twopage option. This option takesalternating pages from the input PDFs.You would typically want to use thisoption if both input PDFs are the samePDF. This allows you to place pages 1and 2 from the input PDF next to eachother on page 1 of the output PDF.Following would be pages 3 and 4together on page 2 of the outupt PDFand so on.-u  password Sets the user password for the PDF. Nopassword is prompted for whenopening the PDF if only an ownerpassword was specified. This will allowyou to restrict users from printing, forexample, without requiring a passwordto open the document.
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Options Option Description-units  text Used to set the unit of measure youwant to specify certain options in. Setthis option first so latter options use theproper unit setting. Valid settings are: pt - points (1/72 of an inch) in - inches cm - centimeters mm - millimeters Most of the options that use the unitssetting can be specified with the unitssetting on the option itself. This allowsyou to enter the units with one setting.For example, rather than: -units "in" -pagesize "8.5,11" you can simply enter: -pagesize "8.5,11in" Note using this option sets the "units"value. This means if another optioncame after -pagesize (in this example)and that option didn't specify the units,then inches would be used.-untaint  number Untaints file names. Use this on Unixsystems if you get errors about "insecuredependency while running setgid" orwant to restrict what file names may beused. The parameter takes a numberfrom 1 to 3. A value of 1 allows the leastcharacters and 3 the most. For example,if you don't want to allow files fromother directories, use 1. Use 2 if you doallow file names that contain slashes (sodirectories can be used) or 3 for anycharacter in a file name (such as ! or $). 1 - Only letters and numbers as well as-, _ and @ will be allowed 2 - Same as 1 except also allow \, / and : 3 - Allow all characters Note this applies to all files - both inputand output.
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Options Option Description-update Updates fillable field values byappending them to the end of the inputPDF as an incremental update ratherthan recreate a new PDF. This isnecessary when you have arights-enabled PDF (such as allowingusers of the free version of Reader tosave the PDF) and you want to keepthose rights after updating field values.Note the demo version of the programwill not work for this as it modifiesexisting pages. You may only fill in fieldvalues when using this option and haveonly one input PDF for the rights toremain valid in the output PDF.-updateapp Updates fillable field values byappending them to the end of the inputPDF as an incremental update ratherthan recreate a new PDF. This optionforces form fields to be evaluated andrefreshed by Reader before display.-urlname  name The user name to authenticate with onwebsites when using a web page asinput and authorization is required.-urlpwd  name The password to authenticate with onwebsites when using a web page asinput and authorization is required.-urls  file File to use for modifying URLs. See theURL  section for layout details. Youmay also pass in the tags rather than afile name. For example, -urls "<AOLDHREF='www.oldsite.com'NEWHREF='www.newsite.net'>".
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Options Option Description-viewlo  text The page layout for the PDF viewer. Setto one of the following: SinglePage  Display one page at a time OneColumn  Display the pages in onecolumn TwoColumnLeft  Display the pages intwo columns, with odd-numberedpages on the left TwoColumnRight  Display the pages intwo columns, with odd-numberedpages on the right TwoPageLeft  Display the pages two at atime, with odd-numbered pages on theleft TwoPageRight  Display the pages two ata time, with odd-numbered pages onthe right -xmlin  file Loads the XML data from the filespecified to the PDF. The file layout isdefined as part of a framework calledthe Extensible Metadata Platform(XMP) and described in the Adobe ® document XMP: ExtensibleMetadata Platform.-xmlout Exports the metadata XML (if any)from the PDF to the output file. In thiscase, use a file with a .xml extensionrather than .pdf for the output. Use the-xmlin option to load in your changes.The file layout is defined as part of aframework called the ExtensibleMetadata Platform (XMP) anddescribed in the Adobe ®  documentXMP: Extensible MetadataPlatform.-xmloutq Same as -xmlout but should work fasteron larger PDFs. Does not require theowner password to be passed in onencrypted PDFs (unless there is also aopen or permission password). May notwork on all PDFs depending on howthey are structured.
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Options Option Description-zoom The zoom factor to open the documentat. Enter 100 for 100 percent. FITPAGE = open the document sizedso the entire page fits in the window. FITWIDTH = open the document sizedso the width of the page fits in thewindow.
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Options by Category allimg imgbright imgcolorimgdecor imgdecorscale imgdecortileimgdir imgfaxbcolor imgfaxfcolorimgin imgmargin imgnameimgonly imgout imgpageposimgpagesize imgres noimgreduce reduceimg reducemaxreduceminLayerslayersin layersoutMailmail mailauth mailauthidmailauthpwd mailbcc mailbodymailcc maildebug mailfakeccmailfakefrom mailfaketo mailfilesmailfrom maillog mailnodialogmailpri mailreply mailscrmailsmtp mailsub mailtoMediamediaimg mediaplay mediarepeatOpen/Printcopies noprintprefs openopenscr print printcfginprintcfgout printcomp printcopiesprintdlg printduplex printerprinterlist printpagerange printpicktrayprintscale printscrOptimizationopt opt15Overlay
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Options by Category autorotate bkglayer overlayoverlay2 overlayfile overlaypagespagestopdf removebkg repeatrepeatlast revoverlay revoverlay2transparencyPage Layoutbottomtop impose objinobjout onepage onepageborderonepagelo topbottom twopagetwoskipPage Numberingpagebmargin pagefmt pagelmarginpagenum pagenumalign pagenumbgcolorpagenumcolor pagenumdetails pagenumevenpagenumfont pagenumnorotate pagenumoddpagenumoutside pagenumreset pagenumsizepagenumstyle pagetopPage Sizeartbox autoclip bleedboxclip cropbox mediaboxpagesize autoscale trimboxPagesaltpages burst burstquickexclude insertat pageduplexpageord pages pages1pages2 removestruct removevrtextsplit textsplitxyPlacementangle autorotate centerdown orient right
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Options by Category rotate rotateabs scalescalex scaleyProcessing & Misc.addback allowdup commoncomp15 delblank forceimgerr infoout ndkeepnoerrmsg noxml objsizeoutooserver parse1 rectins shrink skipmissingpageinfoin pageinfoout unitsuntaint urlname urlpwdurlsStampsstamp stamptextSQLsql sqlcomb sqldbsqldriver sqlparams sqlpwdsqluserText Stringsnoglyphpos noglyphcomp strchangestrcolor strcolor2 strcolormodestrcolorary strimg strinstring stringcase stringliststringword stringwordre strpagesstrrend strscolor strurltextdetailin textdetailout textdetailoutxytextdetailread textin textouttextscalex textscaley
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DLL Methods Using the Windows DLL (Dynamic Link Library)The DLL is compiled as a 32 and 64-bit .NET DLL. You may register it withregasm to make it available from a COM client such as VBScript. The filepdfmeld_20.dll is the compiled .NET DLL. The source code is available onGitHub if you want to make changes. The .NET DLL is a wrapper for the executable pdfrw.exe or pdfmeld64.exe(which is the default) or as a means to send and receive data when runningPDF Meld in server mode. It allows you to easily add the functionality ofPDF Meld to any existing code that can access a .NET or COM DLL. The DLL also has methods to start and stop a PDF Meld server though youmay also do so from the command line (see the -server option). Thisprovides the added benefit of keeping the program in memory for quickaccess without the cost of program startup and shutdown each time youbuild a PDF. In addition you can control the number of simultaneousbuilds that happen at one time to minimize memory or CPU usage. If yourlicense allows, you may run multiple servers on the same or different boxesand the DLL will cycle requests between the running servers. Each serverinstance for PDF Meld is a separate license when purchasing individually. Use the startServer method to bring up a PDF Meld server. PDF Meld thenwaits in memory listening for commands on a port that you specify whenstarting the server. The DLL sends commands to PDF Meld on that port inorder to build the PDF. You may have PDF Meld save the PDF to disk orsend it back to the DLL as byte array. The setFileDataB or setFileDataH methods can be used to pass files (likeimages or PDFs) in from memory rather than using a file on disk. This isuseful when you're generating such information elsewhere and want to passit into the software but not have to create a file on disk. You pass in an idvalue, any user defined string that uniquely identifies the data, along withthe data itself. Any method or tag options that use a file can then pull thisdata rather than read from a file. For example, setFileDataB

"file1.pdf", pdfdata where "file1.pdf" is what the file is called andpdfdata is a variable or byte array containing the PDF. The default setting for methods that take a size or set of coordinates (suchas setPageSize) are points. One point is 1/72 of an inch. To set page size inpoints for 8.5 by 11 inches you'd use setPageSize 612,792. You may overridethe default unit setting by using the setUnits method. Call the setUnitsmethod first then any methods using the setting. For example, to use inchesyou can first call setUnits "in" then call setPageSize 8.5,11. Units may be set
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DLL Methods to pt for points (the default), in for inches, cm for centimeters or mm formillimeters. Use the setPages method to pull pages from an existing PDF. Only use oneinput file in this case (or two if using the setOverlay method). Separate pagenumbers with a comma or use a - between numbers for a range. Forexample, setPages "2,7,14-20,35" will extract pages 2, 7, 14 through 20 andpage 35, a total of 10 pages, from the input PDF. Use negative numbers torefer to the position from the end of the page set. For example, -1 for thelast page or -3 for the third to the last page. You may also use the words"odd" or "even" to pull all the odd or even pages. Use "oddrange" orevenrange" along with a page range to only pull odd or even pages withinthat range. The setPages method, when used along with the setOverlay orsetRepeat methods, applies only to the second input PDF. Use the setPageOrder method to rearrange pages from an existing PDF.Only use one input file in this case. Separate page numbers with a commaor use a - between numbers for a range. For example, setPageOrder"1-5,7,15,2" will extract pages 1 through 5, 7, 15 and then repeat page 2. Youmay also specify a file in place of the page numbers. The file should containcomma or dash separated page numbers and may contain page numbers onmultiple lines. Use setPageOrder "reverse" to reverse the page ordering from an existingPDF. Only use one input file in this case. In a 10 page PDF, for example, theoutput PDF will start with page 10 from the input PDF, page 2 will be page9 and so on. Use the setPageRight, setPageDown, setPageScale and setPageCentermethods to change the position of conent on each page of a PDF. Only useone input file in this case. Use the setAngle, setRotate, setRotateAbs or setOrient methods to affectrotation of contents or page. Use the setOverlay method to overlay pages from one PDF onto a secondPDF. Only use two input files in this case. The first PDF specified is thebackground and the second will be placed on top of the first. The resultingPDF will have the same number of pages as the second PDF. The first PDFshould have the same or fewer pages than the second PDF. Both PDFsshould have the same page sizes. You can overlay more PDFs by re-runningthe overlay process using the output PDF as an input PDF along with a newinput PDF if necessary. Use setRevOverlay to perform a reverse overlay -works similar to setOverlay except the second PDF is treated as abackground. The setTransparency method can be used to allow thebackground page to show through on the foreground and create othereffects based on the mode used. 
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DLL Methods Some PDFs, even though they view right side up in the viewer, have theircontents rotated as well as the page itself rotated. When you overlay thistype of PDF with another that has a different rotation (or no rotation) theresult is the page contents from one of the PDFs are rotated sideways orupside down. The setAutoRotate method (used along with setOverlay orsetRevOverlay) will attempt to compensate for this. Use this method insituations where the result of the overlay is not correct due to a rotationissue. Both PDFs should have the same page size when using this method. Ifthis method still doesn't provide the desired results, you'll need to performthis operation manually in 2 steps by forcing a rotation on one of the PDFsthen perform the overlay. That means you'll use the setAngle, setPageRightand/or setPageDown methods on one of the PDFs and output to a newPDF. Then take this new PDF and use the setOverlay or setRevOverlaymethod with the background (or foreground) PDF. The setRepeat method can be used to overlay PDFs as well. This methodwill repeat through the first PDF, using it as a background, for as manypages as there are in the second PDF. The resulting PDF will have the samenumber of pages as the second PDF. The first PDF should have the same orfewer pages than the second PDF. Both PDFs should have the same pagesizes. The resulting PDF from using a background PDF with 1 page and aforeground PDF with 5 pages will be 5 pages and contain the single pagebackground PDF on each page with the second PDF overtop. The setStrFileIn can be used to add text to a PDF. You can specify theplacement, font size, pages to show on, color and alignment. See the TextFiles section for more information.
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DLL Methods Method Descriptionobject buildPDF bool waitForExit = true    ,String saveFile = "" Call this method to build the PDF after setting allof your other options. The server will be used ifsetServer or setServerFile was used. Set the firstparameter to true when you want to wait forReport Writer to finish building the PDF beforereturning from this method when using theexecutable (non-server) version. The waitForExit isused to mean wait and return the byte array of thePDF when using the server version. Optionallypass a saveFile which will be used to save the filelocally when running as a server. You may also setsaveFile when not using a sever to bypass thesetOutFile method call. Returns an object (whenwaitForExit is true) with these properties: byte[]Bytes - the PDF output String msg - error message or "OK" String result - code (see below) int pages - number of pages in output The return values are: Success: 0 = Output PDF was built successfully 10 = Alternate parsing method used Generally, a code of 10 still worked but it's possiblean input PDF contained some incorrect pointers. Error: -1 = Can't open input file -2 = Can't open output file -3 = Can't decrypt input PDF -4 = Can't parse input PDF -5 = No pages for output PDF -6 = Can't find OpenSSL executable -7 = Can't find private key file -8 = Can't find certificate file -9 = Can't find signature field to sign -11 = Timeout This method is also part of the output object whenusing setGDriveOCR: byte[] getOcrFile(String mimeType) Pass one of the following for mimeType: "html","docx", "txt", or "odt".
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionresetOpts(bool resetServer = false) If you using the DLL object to build more than onePDF in the same instance you should call thismethod to clear your current settings. That is, anyDLL methods you have called so you may set themagain without retaining any settings from theprevious run. Optionally pass true to reset anyserver information you sent with setServer.sendFileTCP String fileName    ,String filePath = "" The name and location of a file to send when usingPDF Meld as a service. Use this when the server ison a different box or you don't have knowledge ofwhat directory the service is running under. Forexample, you might use setInFile("somefile.pdf")where you are using "somefile.pdf" as aplaceholder. You then call sendFileTCP"somefile.pdf", "c:\temp\myrealfile.pdf". This sendsc:\temp\myrealfile.pdf to the server and instructs itto treat it as a file named somefile.pdf.setAuthor(String author) Sets the document author.setAutoClip Used along with setPageSize. This option will clipthe edges of the page for those pages that aresmaller than the output page size. For example, ifan input page size is 4x6 and the new size is 6x8and there is no scaling, this option will clip oneinch on the top, bottom, left and right. The pagesize doesn't change but only the 4x6 area of thepage shows in the middle of the new 6x8 page. Thisallows you trim out any printer marks or otherextraneous markings.setAutoRotate Used to compensenate for page rotation during theoverlay process. Use this method when the result ofyour overlay is one of the PDFs comes outsideways or upside down. This is due to the waythe PDF was created and, even though it appearsright side up in the viewer, actually has its contentsand page rotated. This method will attempt tocorrect that issue.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetAutoScale(String text) For use with the setPageSize option. Use "D" toscale larger pages down to fit within the new pagesize. Either the original width or height must belarger than the new page size to scale down. Use"U" to scale smaller pages up to fit within the newpage size. Both the original width and height mustbe smaller than the new page size to scale up. Use"UD" to do both types of scaling. You may also add the letter "L" when using "D".This will be used to scale to the larger of the x or yratios. The default is to scale larger pages down bythe smaller of the ratios. Use an "O" along with "D" and/or "U" to preservethe original orientation but rotate by 90 degrees forthose pages oriented differently from the page sizebeing set. Use a "K" along with "D" and/or "U" topreserve the original orientation but do not rotatefor those pages oriented differently from the pagesize being set.setAutoSendFiles This is optionally used when running a PDF Meldserver on a different box from where the request isbeing made. Used to send all the input files withoutusing sendFileTCP for each one. You only need toset this option once. When the server programlooks for a file and this option was used it will senda request back to the client requesting the file. Theassumption on the server is none of the files beingprocessed are local files.setBookmarkFile(String fileName) Path and file to use for bookmark structure. See theBookmarks  section for layout details.setBookmarkTitle Use the title of each document as the bookmark.One bookmark is created for each document in thiscase. Only works when merging PDFs one afteranother - not for overlays. The file name is used ifthe document title is not set.setCmdlineOpts(String text) Used to pass executable command line options intothe program. You may use this option instead of orin addition to the normal methods for settingoptions. For example, you may pass "-pagenum-pages '2,5,8-15'" to this method instead of callingsetPageNum and setPages. Any of the optionslisted in the executable command line option setmay be used. These will override any options youset with the corresponding method.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetComp15 Uses a compression algorithm compatible withPDF 1.5 (Acrobat 6.0). PDFs with this form ofcompression can be viewed only with Acrobat orReader version 6 or higher. The reduction in size isbased on the number and type of objects in thePDF but in general is around 10-20%. Not all PDFswill be reduced by the same percentage factor.setCreationDate(String text) Sets the document creation date. Send a stringformatted as YYYYMMDDHHmmSS or pass"today" for current date/timesetCreator(String creator) Sets the document creator. Note that Creator islabeled as Application under some versions ofAdobe Reader.setData (Not available in  SE version ) Specifies the input file is a tag based data filecontaining FDF information. The setDataPDF andsetDataField methods can be used as an alternativefor this method to pass data directly. See the  Data section for more information on file layout andusage.setDataField String name   &nbsp,String value Use to pass the NAME and VALUE options for theFDFFIELD tag. setDataPDF and setDataFieldmethods can be used as an alternative to thesetData method. These methods allow you pass thedata directly without creating a tag based input file.Do not use setDataPDF and/or setDataField alongwith setData. See the  Data  section for moreinformation on file layout and usage.setDataPDF String src    [, String options]) Use to pass in the SRC option for the PDF tag.Optionally pass in a string of options that areavailable with the PDF tag (from the  Data  section)to include. For example, setDataPDF "myfile.pdf","KEEPNAMES". setDataPDF and setDataFieldmethods can be used as an alternative to thesetData method. These methods allow you pass thedata directly without creating a tag based input file.Do not use setDataPDF and/or setDataField alongwith setData. See the  Data  section for moreinformation on file layout and usage.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetEncrypt128(bool noMetaEnc = false) Sets RC4 128-bit encryption method. Filesencrypted with 128-bit encryption can only beopened with Acrobat or Adobe Reader 5.0 orabove. The default encrytion is 40-bit which workswith Acrobat and Adobe Reader 4.0 and above. You may optionally pass true to this method.When set, the document metadata remainsunencrypted in the output PDF. This allows otherapplications to read the metadata while the rest ofthe PDF is encrypted.setEncryptAES(String 128|256) Sets AES encryption method. Pass 128 for 128-bitencryption or 256 for 256-bit encryption. Filesencrypted with AES 128-bit encryption can only beopened with Acrobat or Adobe Reader 7.0 orabove. Files encrypted with AES 256-bit encryptioncan only be opened with Acrobat or Adobe Reader9.0 or above.setFieldsFlatten ([String "sig"]) Flattens the fields in the PDF. This removes thefields and replaces the field with its text value. Theeffect is the PDF now contains a standard textstring where the field was originally. Optionallypass the text "sig" to not flatten signature fields.This has the effect of removing all the basic inputfields but leaves the signature boxes alone forsigning later. See the  setFieldFlatten  method ifyou only want to flatten certain fields.setFieldsRemove Removes the fields in the PDF as opposed toflattening. There is no text replacement with thevalue as in setFieldsFlatten. Use with other optionssuch as setFieldFlatten.setFileDataB String id    ,byte[] byteArray Used to pass data (images, PDFs, etc.) in from abyte array in memory. Pass the byte arraycontaining the data. The "id" value is what you willbe using to refer to the file which can be the actualfile name or some other unique ID. The "byte()"value is the raw file data contained in the bytearray. You can set the id value to an image name(like myimg.jpg or file1.pdf) or some uniqe value(like myimage1). You then use the id anyplace aninput file name is accepted such as with thesetInFile method or the SRC parameter of an IMGtag.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetFileDataH String id    ,String hexString Used to pass data (images, PDFs, etc.) in from ahex string in memory. Pass an ASCII hex stringcontaining the data. The "id" value is what you willbe using to refer to the file which can be the actualfile name or some other unique ID. The "hexstring"value is the raw file data in hex format (0-9 and a-f/A-F characters only - any other characters will beremoved before processing). You can set the idvalue to an image name (like myimg.jpg orfile1.pdf) or some uniqe value (like myimage1).You then use the id anyplace an input file name isaccepted such as with the setInFile method or theSRC parameter of an IMG tag.setFileDataS String id    ,String fileContents Used to pass an ASCII string in from memory.Similar to setFileDataH except the data is in a plainASCII string and not for binary type data. The "id"value is what you will be using to refer to the filewhich can be the actual file name or some otherunique ID. The "string" value is the text of the file.You can use this method to pass in items such as abookmark structure or other similar plain text file.setFileSep(String text) The file separator to use for the list of input files.The default is a comma if this option is not used.You may use more than one character. Thismethod should be the first one called as some othermethods such as setInFile use this value. Forexample: PDFMeld.setFileSep("-z-") PDFMeld.setInFile    ("c:\f1.pdf-z-c:\f2.pdf") setFontSize(Double number) Point size of the font for the page number. Defaultis 10.setGDriveDescr(String text) Optional. A short description of your PDF whensaving to Google Drive.setGDriveInsFolder(String text) Inserts (creates) a new folder in Google Drive tostore the PDF into. The setGDriveParents in thiscase are used as the upper level folder for this one.Upon success the PDF is then stored in this folder.setGDriveInsID(String fileid) The file ID for the upload. Only use this if you havepre-generated a file ID from your Google account.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetGDriveJSON String path-file    [,String impersonate-email] The path and name of the JSON formatted filecontaining your Google Drive service credentials.Pass this if you wish to save or retreive a documentin your Google Drive. Use the command lineprogram and the  -gdriveencfile  option if you wantto create an encrypted version of your JSON file foruse with PDF Meld. Note you may leave this off ifyou simply want to OCR your document and justuse setGDriveOCR. Also optionally pass the user(email address) to impersonate as when using theGoogle Service. Note your Google BusinessAdministrator must have already set up yourClient ID as a trusted app in order to use thisoption. See the  Google Drive  section for moredetails.setGDriveLog(String path-file) The file to log the results returned from Google.This file is overwritten each time it is used. Whenused with setGDriveJSON it will contain the resultsfrom the Google Drive post in JSON format thatinclude the file id and other useful information.setGDriveOCR Perform OCR (optical character recognition) whensaving to your Google Drive account by using thesetGDriveJSON option. Useful for PDFs thatcontain scanned images so you can retrieve theplain text. Set this if you plan on using getOcrFileonce you have built your output PDF.setGDriveOCRPDF(char letter) Pass "A" for annotation, or "T" for text, or "P" forPDF. Runs the OCR processing against the PDF togenerate the text for each page. The text is thensaved back to the PDF as hidden text or anannotation. The text won't line up to the text in theimage on the page but can be used to search withinthe PDF. Using the "P" (PDF) option returns justthe text as a PDF (without the original formattingand images).setGDriveOCRSave Saves various formats such as rtf, HTML and docxfrom your PDF output named after the base outputfile. For example, if your output is "myfile.pdf"then, if successful, you will also have files such as"myfile.pdf.html" and "myfile.pdf.docx". ThegetDriveOCR method will contain the variousOCR documents as well. Note you may use thisoption by itself without any of the othersetGDrive... methods if you simply want to OCRyour output PDF. Your PDF is still transmitted toGoogle for decoding so an internet connection isrequired.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetGDriveParents(String text) Optional. A comma separated list of parents(folders) to add the PDF into.setGDriveProxy(String text) The proxy server, if needed, such as http://proxy.mycomp.com:9000. If not sure, you cangenerally check using Internet Explorer underTools | Internet Options | Content | Lan Setting.setGDriveSave Specify this method along with setGDriveJSON tosave the ouptut PDF to your Google Drive. See theGoogle Drive  section for more details.setGDriveShare String email    ,String type    ,String access Use to share the PDF uploaded to Google Drivewith a user or group. The email parameter is theemail address of the user or group to share the PDFwith. The type is the type of user the emailparameter refers to - "user", "group", "domain","anyone". If not specified this defaults to "user".The access parameter is the type of access to give -either "reader" or "writer". If not specified thisdefaults to "writer".setGDriveTitle(String text) The title of your PDF when saving to Google Drive.setGDriveUpdID (String fileid) The file ID for the upload. This overwrites andexisting file saved in your Google Drive.setGDriveWSLog String path-file    [,String text] The id of a Google worksheet to append a row towhen PDF Meld creates a new PDF. Optionallyinclude the message to use. If not specified ageneric message like "PDF Meld Created File  <filename>" isused.setGUIOff Suppresses the dialog window that shows thecurrent build progress.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetInFile(String fileName) Used to specify the input files which may be eitherPDFs or images. For images, only use JPEGs at 72DPI 256-color grayscale or 24-bit color, GIFs, orPNGs (alpha transparency in PNGs is notsupported - the image will show withouttransparency). Some TIFF images may work aswell. You may also use simple text files (.txt, .logand .dat) though no word wrapping is performedso text may be compressed if the file contains longlines. Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPointdocuments may work as well under Windows ifyou have the free Microsft Office "save as PDF"add-in installed for these products. See Microsoft'swebsite for download information. An installationof OpenOffice can also be used to convert Excel/Word to PDF. There are several ways the inputfiles may be specified: 

• Use a comma separated list of file names (nospace before/after the comma). For example, setInFile("file1.pdf,file2.pdf,file3.jpg") 
• Call the method multiple times.  Each file willbe appended to the list. For example, setInFile ("file1.pdf") setInFile ("file2.pdf") 
• Specify a directory rather than a file to processall PDFs in the directory. For example, setInFile ("c:\pdfiles\*.pdf") 
• Use an '@' in front of a file name containing alist of files to process. For example, setInFile ("@mylist.dat"). 
• Use files from the web by placing ::ext= type  atthe end. For example, setInFile ("http://www.site.com/pdfs/ myfile.pdf::ext=pdf") setInFile ("file2.pdf") The file should contain a list of PDF files, oneentry per line in the file. Or you can use a tagbased file that contains a list of PDFs along withpage numbers for each. See the  Input File section for more information on the layout.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetKeywords(String keywords) Sets the document keywords.setLogFile(String fileName) Use to create a log file containing the list of PDFsmerged and the page number they start on. Thefollowing fields are exported, tab separated, oneach line: 1. File name 2. Document title 3. Page # 4. Current system date/time The date/time is formatted asYYYY-MM-DD-HH:MI:SS. The file name is usedif the document title is missing or cannot bedetermined. The page number is the starting pagenumber for that PDF in the output. Only the firstPDF is listed in the log file if an overlay option wasused. Use a ",a" after the file name to append to the logfile rather than overwrite it. For example,setLogFile ("myfile.log,a").setModDate(String text)) Sets the document modification date. Send a stringformatted as YYYYMMDDHHmmSS or pass"today" for current date/timesetNoAnnote Disables add/change of form fields or annotations.setNoAssemble (128-bit only)   Disables assembly (insert, rotate,delete pages or create bookmarks) whensetNoChange is used.setNoBookmarks Turns off pulling of bookmarks from source PDFs.This is set by default if setPages or setOverlay isused.setNoChange (Not available in  SE version ) Disables changes to the document.setNoCopy 40-bit : Disables copying of text and/or graphics from thedocument. 128-bit : Disables copying of text and/or graphics from thedocument other than in support of accessibility todisabled users or for other purposes.setNoDigital (128-bit only)   Disables printing at digital quality -can only print low resolution. The setNoPrintmethod overrides this option so you'll want to usesetNoPrint or setNoDigital but not both.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetNoExtract (128-bit only)   Disables extraction of informationin support of accessibility to disabled users or forother purposes.setNoFillIn (128-bit only)   (Not available in  SE version ) Disables fill in interactive fields when setNoAnnoteis used.setNoPrint Disables printing of the document (even lowresolution).setOpen Automatically opens Acrobat and loads the newlycreated PDF.setOptimize(bool compress = true) Optimize the output PDF for fast web viewing.Note this typically increases the size of the outputby a few hundred bytes or so. Pass true to furthercompress the contents for a slightly smaller PDF.The PDF is optimized for viewing on the web asopposed to shrinking the physical size.Additionally, you must create the PDF to a filerather than stream the output to the browser. Thesetting "fast web view" will be set to yes foroptimized PDFs when you open in Reader andcheck the properties. This means the first page ofthe PDF is sent to the user and made viewablewhile the rest of the pages continue to download inthe background.setOrient(String text) Set to P or L for portrait or landscape. This willapply a rotation of 90 degrees to any pages that areopposite of what you pass for setOrient. Forexample, if you use setOrient("P") then any pagesthat are landscape will be rotated (if not already) toportrait. The contents will remain landscape orportrait but the page itself will be rotated in theviewer. You may use 270 in front of the P or L suchas setOrient("270P"). This will set the rotation to270 degrees rather than 90 degrees for those pagesthat require rotation.setOutFile(String fileName) Full path and name of the output PDF file. Otheroptions such as "nobuild" or "membuild" may beused as well. See the  Output Options  for details.setOverlay Used to specify overlay mode rather than appendmode. This method places the contents of eachpage from one PDF on top of the correspondingpage from a second PDF. The first input PDF is thebackground and the second input PDF is placedover top.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetOverlay2 An alternate method for overlaying pages. Maywork with PDFs that have problems overlayingusing the setOverlay method. Also, depending onthe PDFs, may execute faster than setOverlay.setOwner(String password) Sets the owner password for the PDF.  If notspecified but the user password is, this is set to theuser password. Also, when not specified, the ownerhas only the rights granted when the document wascreated. So for example, if setNoPrint wasspecified, then it is impossible for the owner toprint the document.setPageBMargin(Double number) The amount of space from the bottom edge of thepage for the page number. Each unit is 1/72 of aninch (or the unit setting) so a number of 144 means2 inches from the bottom edge of the page. Thisvalue is used to mean from the top of the page ifsetPageTop is specified.setPageCenter Used along with the setPageScale, setAngle orsetClip methods. Specifies that the page contentsshould remain centered on the page. When scalingless than 100%, the page contents will generallymigrate towards the lower left corner without thismethod and without setPageRight orsetPageDown. This method overrides anysetPageRight or setPageDown value. May not workon all PDFs.setPageDown(Double number) The distance to move the contents of each pagedown. The number is in units of 1/72 of an inch orthe unit setting. May be positive or negative value.May not work on all PDFs. Only use one input filewith this method.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetPageFmt(String text) Format string for the page number. Use %1 for thecurrent page and %2 for the total number of pages.You can use %B or %nB for Bates numbering (legaldocument numbering with a six digit pagenumber, padded on the left with 0's). For example,you could use "Page %1 of %2" to have "Page 1 of 3"print on the first page, "Page 2 of 3" on the secondand so on. The default string is "%1/%2" (or just"%1" when the number format is roman). The n inthe %nB format is the optional starting pagenumber. For example, using "AP%312B" willnumber the first page as AP000312, the next asAP000313, etc. Note you don't have to include thepage number if all you want to do is print a textstring on each page. See the  Page Format Variables  section forinformation on other variables you may use.setPageLMargin(Double number) The amount of space from the left edge of the pagefor the page number. Each unit is 1/72 of an inch(or the unit setting) so a number of 144 means 2inches from the left edge of the page. Note thatwhen setPageNumAlign is used, this value is usedas the padding amount on the left or right instead.setPageNum Adds page numbers to each page. Default positionis bottom left hand corner.setPageNumAlign(char letter) L for left, C for center or R for right. The settingmade with setPageLMargin is used as padding onthe left or right rather than an absolute positionwhen this method is used.setPageNumBGColor(String color) The  color  for the background of the page numberstring. Default is no background.setPageNumColor(String color) The  color  for the page number string. Default isblack text.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetPageNumDetails(String text) Pass in the details on what pages to print pagenumbers on, the starting page number for eachrange and the style. The format is a pipe separatedmain list with a comma separated inner list. Specifythe following comma separated values for eachinner list: 

• Starting page number 
• Ending page number 
• Number to begin range with 
• Through page offset (may be negative) 
• Style to use For example, "1,5,,,r|7,-5,1" means for pages 1 to 5inclusive, start numbering at 1 (since the currentpage number is used if this value is omitted) anduse lowercase roman numerals. For page 6, no pagenumber will print. Pages 7 up to 5 pages before theend of the PDF (since -5 was used - note that -1means the last page of the PDF) will use Arabicnumbering with page 7 numbered as page 1, page 8as page 2, etc. If "1,5,,,r|7,,1" was used instead,pages 7 and on would all be numbered, no matterhow many. Use "20,,1,-19" To start numbering at page 20 andshow 1 as the page number and the through pagesbe the remaining pages in the PDF (-19 meaningsubtract 19 from the actual total pages in the PDF).So for example, suppose there are 50 pages in thePDF. Page 20 will read "1/30", page 21 will read "2/30" and so on. Use setPageFmt to format how the page numberand through page number should be formatted.You can also use setPageFmt to exclude thethrough page number.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetPageNumFont(String text) The font to use for the page number string. Set toone of the following: Courier Helvetica (Default) Times-Roman Courier-Bold Helvetica-Bold Times-Bold Courier-Oblique Helvetica-Oblique Times-Italic Courier-BoldOblique Helvetica-BoldOblique Times-BoldItalic Or use the setFontsFile method to embed your ownfont.setPageNumReset Resets the current page number to 1 on each PDF.In addition, the total number of pages changes foreach PDF appended to be the number of pages inthat PDF rather than the total pages in the output.setPageOrder String pagelist    ,bool exclude = false Specifies a new page ordering for the resultingPDF. Only use one input PDF with this method.Use a comma separated list with no spaces beforeor after the comma. A dash may be used toseparate a range of numbers. For example,setPageOrder "1-5,7,15,2". You may also usesetPageOrder "reverse" to reverse the page orderfrom the input PDF. May also specify a file namecontaining the list in place of the list. Pass true for"exclude" to specify these are the pages to excluderather than include.setPageRight(Double number) The distance to move the contents of each page tothe right. The number is in units of 1/72 of an inchor the unit setting. May be positive or negativevalue. May not work on all PDFs. Only use oneinput file with this method.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetPages(String pagelist) A range of pages to pull from the input PDF. Use acomma separated list with no spaces before or afterthe comma. A dash may be used to separate a rangeof numbers. For example, setPages ("2,7,14-20,35").Use negative numbers to refer to the position fromthe end of the page set. For example, -1 for the lastpage or -3 for the third to the last page. You mayalso use the words "odd" or "even" to pull all theodd or even pages. The odd and even options maybe combined with page numbers as well, as in"1,even,-1,-2". Use "oddrange" or evenrange" alongwith a page range to only pull odd or even pageswithin that range. To pull pages 15 to the last pageof a document you can use "15--1". May alsospecify a file name containing the list in place ofthe list.setPageScale Double number    [, Double number]) The scaling factor to apply to each page. Thedefault is 100 or no scaling. A value of 50 will scalethe contents to 50% of their original size. May notwork on all PDFs. Only use one input file with thismethod. Pass one number to scale along both the xand y-axis. Otherwise, pass in the value to scalealong the x-axis followed by the value to scalealong the y-axis.setPageSize Double x    , Double y Sets a new page size in points (1/72 of an inch) orthe unit setting. For example, use setPageSize 612,792 for a size of 8.5 by 11 inches when setUnitshave not been specified. All information about thecurrent page size and cropping is removed sosetting to the same page size currently used will notnecessarily display the same. You can makeadjustments, if necessary, with the setPageRight orsetPageDown methods.setPageTop Place the page numbers at the top of the pagerather than the bottom. Note that setPageLMarginthen specifies space from the top rather thanbottom edge of the page.setPrint Automatically prints the newly created PDF to thedefault printer. Must have Acrobat or Readerinstalled.setProducer(String producer) Sets the document producer.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetPwdList(String text) Used to specify a list of owner passwords (noparticular order) for any encrypted input PDFs.Separate the list with a comma (be careful not toleave a space before or after the comma). Place an'@' in front of the value if it is instead a filecontaining a list of passwords (one password perline). Use a \ in front of a comma if the commaitself is part of the password when passing the list.You do not need to do this when using a filecontaining a list of passwords. Only PDFsencrypted with RC4 40-bit to 128-bit encryption orAES 128/256-bit will work. The output PDF will beunencrypted unless you're re-encrypting with thesetOwner or setUser methods.setRepeat Used to specify overlay mode rather than appendmode and repeat the first PDF. This method placesthe contents of each page from one PDF on top ofthe corresponding page from a second PDF. Thefirst input PDF is the background and the secondinput PDF is placed over top. The background isrepeated, if necessary, for as many pages as thereare in the second PDF.setRepeatLast Same as setRepeat except the last page of thebackground PDF is repeated, not cycling againfrom page 1. For example, you might have a 5 pagePDF that is to be overlaid with a logo contained ina second PDF. Suppose there are 2 pages in thelogo PDF - page 1 has the logo for page 1 of theoutput and page 2 has the logo for all other pages.You would use setRepeatLast in this case tocontinue repeating page 2 of logo PDF in theoutput. Using setRepeat instead would result inpage 1 of the logo PDF being used on pages 1, 3and 5 of the output.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetRevOverlay Used to specify reverse overlay mode. Works likesetOverlay except the second PDF is treated as abackground. The resulting PDF still has the samenumber of pages as the second PDF. You'll need touse a reverse overlay when you have a form field ona single page PDF you wish to overlay on multiplepages of another PDF and still retain the formfield. In this case, the single page PDF should bethe second PDF. Any changes to the form field onone page will be reflected in the copy of the field onall other pages. You may instead usesetFieldsFlatten along with either setOverlay orsetRevOverlay to flatten and repeat the field whichwill be converted to plain text.setRevOverlay2 Same as setOverlay2 except the second PDF istreated as the background for overlay.setSkipFieldRename Prevents interactive field names from changingwhen merging fillable PDFs. Normally, whenmultiple fillable PDFs are merged, the names of thefields in each are changed so as not to conflict witheach other. Calling this method turns off thatfeature.setStrFileIn(String path-file) Used to load in text from the specified tag basedfile. See the  Text Files  section for the layout. Youmay also pass in the tags rather than a file name.For example, setStrFileIn("<TEXT X=72 Y=72SIZE=15>Here's some text</TEXT>").setSubject(String subject) Sets the document subject.setSubset(String text) Subsets fully embedded fonts making the outputPDF smaller. This only works on PDFs where anentire font program (the TrueType file) has beenembedded. Pass "quick" for a faster reduction or"scan" to scan the input file and reduce the sizefurther. The "quick" option assumes that ASCIIcharacters in the range of 32-127 are used andremoves the rest. The "scan" option checks eachpage of the PDF to determine what characters areused and removes the rest. Using "scan" willgenerally make for a smaller output PDF though itwill take longer to generate. Does not alter Unicodefonts.setTitle(String title) Sets the document title.
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DLL Methods Method DescriptionsetUnits(String text) Used to set the unit of measure you want to specifycertain options in. Call this method first so lattermethod calls use the proper unit setting. Validsettings are: pt - points (1/72 of an inch) in - inches cm - centimeters mm - millimeters setUser(String password) Sets the user password for the PDF. No password isprompted for when opening the PDF if only anowner password was specified. This will allow youto restrict users from printing, for example,without requiring a password to open thedocument.setZoom(String text) The zoom factor to open the document at. Enter100 for 100 percent. FITPAGE = open the document sized so the entirepage fits in the window. FITWIDTH = open the document sized so thewidth of the page fits in the window.
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DLL Output OptionsOutput OptionsThe setOutFile(text) method is used to pass in the output file to create or toinstruct the program to pass back the output as a string or perform furtherprocessing. Be sure to specify the full path name when creating an outputfile however. Some methods (such as setBookmarkOut or setFDFFileOut) also use thefile set here as their output when not building a PDF. You may use the special keywords "?", "nobuild", "membuild","membuildhex" or "save:filename" with setOutFile instead of a file name. Using "?" instructs PDF Meld to create a file name in the temporarydirectory. The return value from setOutFile in this case will be the file namecreated by PDF Meld.Using "nobuild" does not build an output PDF but lets you perform taskssuch as setOpen, setPrint or setMail on the input PDF(s).Using "membuild" returns the output PDF or other file (depending on whatmethods you're using) to the buildPDF method.Using "membuildhex" returns the output PDF or other file to the buildPDFmethod in hexadecimal format. Each character is represented by 2characters in this case so you'll need to convert the hex back to a decimalthen take the character value for that decimal. For example, the letter A (orASCII value 65) will be coded as 41 (the hex value of 65). The characterswill range from hex values 00 to FF. This allows you to build the PDF orother file in memory and perform other tasks with it such as stream to abrowser or store in a database.
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DLL Examples Here is an example of calling the DLL using Visual Basic.

Set PDF = CreateObject("pdf.Meld")
' Note there two input files
PDF.setInFile "c:\temp\filein1.pdf"
PDF.setInFile "d:\mypdfs\filein2.pdf"
PDF.setOutFile "c:\temp\fileout.pdf"
PDF.setPageNum
PDF.setPageTop
PDF.setPageLMargin (144)
PDF.setPageBMargin (72)
PDF.setPageFmt ("Page %1 of %2")
PDF.setCreationDate 2002, 2, 15
PDF.setModDate 0
rslt = PDF.buildPDF
If rslt < 0 Then
  MsgBox ("Error " & rslt)
End If
Set PDF = NothingHere is an example of calling the DLL using PowerBuilder.
OLEObject PDF
PDF = CREATE OLEObject
li_rc = PDF.ConnectToNewObject("pdf.Meld")
PDF.setInFile "c:\temp\filein1.pdf,d:\mypdfs\filein2.pdf"
PDF.setOutFile "c:\temp\fileout.pdf"
PDF.setPageNum
PDF.setPageTop
PDF.setPageLMargin 144
PDF.setPageBMargin 72
PDF.setPageFmt "Page %1 of %2"
PDF.setOverlay
PDF.buildPDF
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Input File Types Input File TypesPDF Meld can accept a variety of file types. Some natively and others with aconverter. You can mix and match these types for your input to create asingle PDF from multiple sources or to use a PDF as a background to anExcel file or whatever else you need. Below is a summary of the different filetypes and how they are handled. PDFPDF Meld will handle most any PDF without an issue and no othersoftware (such as Adobe Acrobat) is necessary to process them. You willneed to pass in the owner password if the PDF is encrypted or passwordprotected. ImagesMost JPEG, GIF, PNG, and some TIFF images will import as-is. Otherimage types will need to be converted manually to one of these formats(preferably JPEG). TextPlain text files will convert as-is. No word wrapping is performed so textmay be compressed if the text contains long lines. Excel/Word/PowerPoint/OpenOfficePDF Meld can use these types of files if there is a way to convert them toPDF installed on the system. There are several ways this can be done. First, if you have Excel/Word 2007 or higher with the free Office "Save asPDF" add-on installed, the Windows version of PDF Meld can connect toExcel or Word to perform the conversion. Second, OpenOffice can be used to convert these document types to PDF.Under Windows, PDF Meld will attempt to connect to OpenOffice usingthe Windows COM sub-system to perform the conversion. This means thatthe standard OpenOffice installation should be all you need on Windows soPDF Meld can convert Excel/Word documents. The command line utility"unoconv" (part of OpenOffice) can also be used on any operating system ifyou have OpenOffice installed as a server. Be sure the PATH environmentvariable for the user running PDF Meld contains the location whereunoconv is located. This is useful on Linux systems to convert Excel/Wordto PDF. See the OpenOffice documentation for instructions on setting upthe OpenOffice server. While you can manually use one of these options to convert to PDF firstthen pass the PDF to PDF Meld, it may be more convenient to let PDF Meldrun this process for you by simply passing your Office document to PDF
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Input File Types Meld.  Users do not need anything special on their local machine to read orconvert Excel/Word to PDF as the process will be handled by the PDF Meldserver with one of these options setup on a server running PDF Meld inClient-Server TCP/IP mode.
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Input File Input FileYou may use an input file that contains a list of PDFs and images along withthe set of pages to use from the PDFs. This gives you more flexibility inpulling page ranges from a set of PDFs. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always FILE in this case) comes directly after the opening <.Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. PDFs are merged in the order found in the input file. Here's a sample inputfile with 3 PDFs and an image - all pages from myfile3.pdf will be used inthis example:

<FILE SRC="c:\myfile1.pdf" PAGES="2">
<FILE SRC="c:\myfile2.pdf" PAGES="3,5,9-12">
<FILE SRC="c:\myimage.jpg">
<FILE SRC="c:\myfile3.pdf">Here's how you'd use the file (assume it's saved as myinput.dat):
pdfmeld.exe @myinput.dat output.pdf [options]Here are the options for the FILE tag:Option DescriptionSRC="text" The input PDF or image file name.PAGES="text" The page numbers to pull from the PDF. Enter a commaseparated list and/or use a - (minus sign) for a page range.Leave this option out to include all pages.Keep the following in mind when creating your tagged file:
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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Batch Processing Batch ProcessingThe -batch option or setBatch method allows you to process input filesfrom a directory individually rather than as a group. The program will runonce with the options given for each matching file in the input directory.The parameter for -batch or setBatch is a string with some wildcards for theinput and output file.The variable %1 is used to refer to the input file name (without the path)and %2 is the input file name without the extension. For example, "%1%2.pdf" can be used to name the output the same as the input PDF. Theoutput PDF will be placed in the output directory.If you're also processing subdirectories, you can use %3 to refer to thedirectory below the main one. In that case you might have "%1 %3%2.pdf".If your input directory is c:\in and you have a PDF c:\in\sub\test.pdf, then%1 is test.pdf, %2 is test and %3 is sub\. If your output directory is c:\out,then a directory called "sub" will be created if it doesn't exist and the outputfile will be named c:\out\sub\test.pdf.For the executable, here's a sample to put page numbers on all PDFs in thec:\in directory:

pdfmeld.exe c:\in c:\out -batch "%1 %2.pdf" -pagenumIf the c:\in directory contains file1.pdf and file2.pdf, the c:\out directory willcontain files named file1.pdf and file2.pdf with page numbers. Here's an example appending a PDF to the end of each PDF in the c:\indirectory and appending "_final" to the output PDF file name:
pdfmeld.exe c:\in c:\out -batch "%1,c:\legal.pdf %2_final.pdf"Using the same file1.pdf and file2.pdf, the c:\out directory will containfile1_final.pdf and file2_final.pdf. Here's an example overlaying a PDF with each PDF in the c:\in directory:
pdfmeld.exe c:\in c:\out -batch "%1,c:\bkg.pdf %2.pdf" -overlay -repeatNote that the string for -batch or setBatch should only contain the inputand the output parameters. Do not include other parameters in with thisone as they won't be used. Use two %'s in a row (i.e. %%1) if you're runningthe program from within a DOS batch file.
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Client-Server TCP/IPClient-Server TCP/IPRunning PDF Meld asa server is a way tostartup the programand have it remainidle until it receives arequest via TCP/IP toperform a merge orother operation. Onceit completes itsrequest it will processany other waitingrequests (unless apool is specified toallow multiple usersat once) until thereare no more. The program will then go back into wait mode until anotherrequest comes in. The advantage to running PDF Meld this way is youbypass the startup time for each run of the program. This may not be anissue if you perform a few builds each day but if you are running hundredsit could add up. In addition, the processing happens on the server so clientmachines are not using CPU time building reports. There are several programs (note do not include the .exe under Unix) usedfor running in server mode. They are:Server Programspdfmeld.exe (or pdfmeld64.exe) - used to start a server from the commandline (by passing -server as the first option)pdfmeld_srv.exe (or pdfmeld_srv64.exe) - used to install a server as aWindows serviceClient Programspdfmeld_tcp.exe (or pdfmeld_tcp64.exe) - used to submit a client request tothe serverpdfmeld_gui_tcp.exe (or pdfmeld_gui_tcp64.exe) - same as pdmeld_tcp.exebut with a progress dialog boxThe -server option is used to start up PDF Meld in server mode like this:

C:\>pdfmeld -server -v -pool 5
  -log "c:\logs\meldlog.txt" -host "localhost"
  -port 7070 -licname "fytek-inc" -licpwd "abc12345"
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  -licwebThis starts the program in a DOS or Unix command session where it willremain until cancelled or a -quit command is sent. The preferred way torun under Windows is to use the PDF Meld Service. The program isinstalled as a Windows service that any user with network access andpermission may use. This section contains all the options that apply to boththis method and the service. You can run in the background like this (note the & at the end of thecommand) on Unix platforms:
$ pdfmeld -server -v -pool 5
  -log "/logs/meldlog.txt" -host "localhost"
  -port 7070 -licname "fytek-inc" -licpwd "abc12345"
  -licweb &The program will startup and wait for commands on the specified port(7070 is the default if not set). The -server option must be the first optionpassed to the program. In addition, you must pass in your subscription(-licname and -licpwd options) or server key (-kn and -kc options). You donot need to include the subscription or server key information on clientrequests. PDF Meld should then start and wait for commands. You issue commandsby sending them to the TCP/IP port. Requests will be handled in sequenceas they arrive unless the -pool option is used. This may allow for muchfaster processing as the program is already running in the backgroundwaiting for a request rather than starting up a separate process, performingits task, then shutting back down each time. You may use any program to send the commands to the TCP/IP port. PassBUILDPDF followed by a line feed (ASCII 10) to the port to indicate allinformation has been sent and PDF Meld should start processing. Or youmay use the included pdfmeld_tcp.exe (pdfmeld_tcp on Unix) to performthe call to the server. This program will take care of opening the port,sending the parameters you give it and including the BUILDPDFcommand. The program pdfmeld_tcp.exe does not build the output - itsimply sends the commands to the port for processing by the server. To usepdfmeld_tcp, fisrt start the server as described above. Pass any valid PDFMeld commands to pdfmeld_tcp and optionally include the -host and -portcommands. Here is an example:
pdfmeld_tcp -host localhost -port 7070
  file1.pdf,file2.pdf fileout.pdfIf the PDF Meld server is running, it will process the command otherwisean error will be returned. Note that the PDF Meld server is processing therequest so you may need to provide the full path of your input and outputfiles otherwise file names will be relative to the directory where the PDF
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Client-Server TCP/IP Meld server is running. You can also use the -cwd or -currdir options tochange the working directory. Also, the files must be available from theserver rather than the client. That is, if you are sending commands from alocal Windows client to process on a Linux server, the PDF files must beavailable on the Linux server (vs. the Windows client) since PDF Meld isrunning on the Linux server in this case. The file pathing in this exampleshould be based on the Linux directory structure and not Windows. You may wish to send PDFs to the server if the PDF Meld server is runningon a different computer from the client. To send files to the server forprocessing you will need to pass them to the TCP/IP port with a specialsyntax if you are writing your own program (pdfmeld_tcp handles thisbehind the scenes for you). Issue the command -send--binaryname--<filename>--binarybegin--<binary data here>--binaryend--.Note that base64 encoding may be used as well - substitute the text "base64"for "binary" in binaryname, binarybegin, and binaryend. The <filename>must match the name of a file being processed as input. The binary data forthat file can come from any file on the client you wish to use to representthat file.  For example, here's how you would pass 2 files (using Perl syntax):

use IO::Socket; 
my $host = 'localhost'; # host server is running on
my $port = '12345'; # port server is running on
my $sock = new IO::Socket::INET ( 
  PeerAddr => $host, 
  PeerPort => $port, 
  Reuse => 1,
  Type      => SOCK_STREAM,
  Proto => 'tcp', 
    ); 
print $sock "a.pdf,b.pdf t.pdf -send
 --binaryname--a.pdf--binarybegin--(a.pdf contents)--binaryend--";
print $sock " -send
 --binaryname--b.pdf--binarybegin--(b.pdf contents)--binaryend--";
print $sock "\nBUILDPDF\n";You may use the option -return to receive the file back via TCP/IP from thePDF Meld server. Specify the path and file name you wish to store theoutput under on the client. The output will not be stored on the server inthis case. This allows you to receive the output PDF on the client side thatyou can then save or process accordingly. Of course, the larger your files thelonger it will take to process as your connection speed will play a role in thetime it takes to send and receive large PDFs. The pdfmeld_tcp program makes it easier to accomplish the above whentransferring files. You may use -send a.pdf=filename.pdf wherefilename.pdf is the name of the PDF to send. The program will take care ofsending the contents of the file in this case. For example:
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pdfmeld_tcp a.pdf,b.pdf t.pdf -send a.pdf=c:\myfile.pdf
  -send b.pdf=c:\another.pdf -return c:\out.pdfIn this case, a.pdf is the client file c:\myfile.pdf and b.pdf is c:\another.pdf.The output as referenced by t.pdf on the server will be sent back to theclient and saved as c:\out.pdf. The file t.pdf will not be stored on the serverin this case. The data will come back over the same socket connection asbinary data if you are writing your own program to communicate with theserver. The content length will be passed back first formatted as"Content-Length: n" where n is the number of bytes followed by a blank lineand then the data stream. Once the port is closed that is the end of the file. You may use -sendcache filename.pdf to send the file only the first time youcall the server program. The filename.pdf should be the same path and filename of one of your input files. The server will cache the file the next timeyou need it on future calls to the server. Include the -sendcache option eachtime you run the program with the file name even though the file will onlyneed to be transmitted once. This can be useful when you have the samebackground PDF, for example, you wish to reuse many times. Do not include interactive options such as -open as part of the commandssent to process unless PDF Meld server is running locally. Otherwise, thePDF will open on the remote server which is probably not what you intend. Here are some entries from the log file. In this case, there are 5simultaneous processes allowed at any one time. The number in parenthesissuch as the (1) and (2) below are the pool ids. For example, pool id 1 is usedto start a build. While this build is happening, another request comes in tobuild a PDF. The "result: 0" line is the result status with 0 being a successfulbuild. If there were any issues with the input PDFs then the result would besome number other than zero.
[2010-07-24 16:00:44] Creating pool of 5 entries
[2010-07-24 16:00:44] Accepting commands on port 7070
[2010-07-24 16:01:59] (1) (127.0.0.1) a.pdf a2.pdf
[2010-07-24 16:02:00] (2) (127.0.0.1) b.pdf b2.pdf
[2010-07-24 16:02:03] (2) (127.0.0.1) result: 0
[2010-07-24 16:02:03] (1) (127.0.0.1) result: 0
[2010-07-24 16:02:11] (1) (127.0.0.1) -quitThe return result values are:Success: 0 = Output PDF was built successfully10 = Alternate parsing method usedGenerally, a code of 10 still worked but it's possible an input PDF containedsome incorrect pointers.Error:-1 = Can't open input file
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Client-Server TCP/IP -2 = Can't open output file-3 = Can't decrypt input PDF-4 = Can't parse input PDF-5 = No pages for output PDF-6 = Can't find OpenSSL executable-7 = Can't find private key file-8 = Can't find certificate file-9 = Can't find signature field to sign-11 = TimeoutThe following are the options to use when setting up PDF Meld to run as aserver. Remember to also include your key name/code combination using-kn and -kc or your software subscription information with -licname,-licpwd, and -licweb.Option Description-server Used to specify server processing mode. Must be the firstoption passed.-host hostname The host name of the computer. The default is localhost.-port number The port number to use. The default is 7070. You maywant to setup a descriptive name in etc\services to useinstead. For example:pdfmeld  7070/tcpThen, use -port pdfmeld. By adding this entry in theservices files on your clients, you can connect in the samemanner by using -port pdfmeld. The server will not startif the port is already in use.-pool number Optional.  Pass the number of simultaneous builds toallow at a time. You should start with 5 and increase ifyou find users are waiting on connections. The log filewill show the pool id number used for each build. If yousee the maximum number of pool entries being usedmost of the time then you may want to increase. Keep inmind more processor time will be needed to handle moresimultaneous requests so you'll need to balance the two.-log path-file Optional.  The path and name of a file to log requests to.-logmax number Optional. The maximum size in bytes for a logfile. Oncethe file reaches the specified size it is renamed with thecurrent date/time appended to the end and a new log fileis started.-stacksize number Optional. Number of bytes to allocate to each pool entry.The operating system will default (typically between 8and 16 megs) if this is not specified.-v Optional.  Echoes requests to the screen. Not used whenrunning PDF Meld Service.
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Client-Server TCP/IP The client programs pdfmeld_tcp and pdfmeld_gui_tcp have the sameoptions as PDF Meld. There are a few additional options you may useshown in the following table. There are DLL and .NET DLL versionsavailable on the FyTek website as well as versions for all compiled operatingsystems at https://www.fytek.com/#/detail/clienttcp. The DLL and .NETDLL versions also contain all of the standard DLL methods available withPDF Meld. The actual location of the PDF Meld server doesn't matter whenusing the client DLL in Windows. That is, the PDF Meld server itself mayreside on a Linux box but you can use the client DLLs under Windows tocall the server. The DLL object to create in your code is PDFMeld.TCP orPDFMeld.GUITCP depending on whether you are using the command lineor GUI version. The method to call once all others have been set is"runPDF" to start the build.Option Description-host host The host PDF Meld server is running on.-port number The port number PDF Meld server is listening on. Thedefault is 7070. You may want to setup a descriptivename in etc\services to use instead. For example:pdfmeld  7070/tcpThen, use -port pdfmeld. By adding this entry in theservices files on your clients, you can connect in thesame manner by using -port pdfmeld. You may also setup a file of ports if you have multipleserver instances listening on various ports. In thiscase, type each port on a single line in a file thenreference the file name with a '@' in front. Forexample:pdfmeld_tcp <options...> -port @/tmp/myports.datThe file will need to be writable by the user runningpdfmeld_tcp as it will take the top entry for the port,move it to the bottom of the list and re-create the file.In this way, each time pdfmeld_tcp is called it willcycle through the list.-clopen Client open. Opens the output PDF file in reader onthe local machine. You may use -open if you arerunning off of the same box PDF Meld server isrunning on.-clprint Client print. Prints the PDF to the default printer onthe local machine. Using -print will print the PDF tothe default printer from the machine PDF Meld serveris running on.
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Client-Server TCP/IP Option Description-currdir Sets the working directory for the server or service tobe the current directory. That way your file pathingcan be relative to the directory you are currently inand not from where the server or service is runningfrom. This will likely only work if you are running offthe same machine the server is running on.-send name=path-file Used to send files to the machine PDF Meld server isrunning on. Set the name to an input file name andpath-file to the path and file name you wish to use forthat file. For example, "pdfmeld_tcp a.pdf,b.pdf t.pdf-return t.pdf -send a.pdf=c:\temp\afile.pdf -sendb.pdf=c:\temp\bfile.pdf". The file a.pdf will be taken asc:\temp\afile.pdf and b.pdf will be taken asc:\temp\bfile.pdf. These will be sent to the server forprocessing.-sendcache path-file Used to send a file once to the machine PDF Meldserver is running on. Once cached, the server will readfrom a copy it has kept for itself rather than ask forthe file to be transmitted again. Include this optionwith the same file on each build that you wish to useit. The server cache is cleared once the server programis restarted.-autosend Used to send all the input files without using -send orsetSend for each one. You only need to set this optiononce. When the server program looks for a file andthis option was used it will send a request back to theclient requesting the file. The assumption on theserver is none of the files being processed are localfiles.-return filename Used to return to your local machine the output PDFfrom PDF Meld. The filename specified should be alocal file to save the PDF under.
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Client-Server TCP/IP Option Description-serverstat Returns a report of the server status. The reportcontains the following information: 

Current date time      : 2010-08-01
15:00:00
Server started         : 2010-08-01
12:00:00
Requests received      : 75
Bytes received         : 4090
Bytes sent             : 0
Pool size              : 5
Available pool threads : 5
Highest pool thread use: 2
Requests that waited   : 0"Server started" = the date and time the serverwas started."Requests received" = the total number ofrequests the server has received to process."Bytes received" = the total number of bytes sentinto the server for requests."Bytes sent" = the total number of bytes inreturned PDFs sent back to clients."Pool size" = the total number of pool entries theserver was started with."Available pool threads" = the current number ofavailable threads."Highest pool thread use" = the most threads thatwere in use at any one time."Requests that waited" = the total number ofrequests that have had to wait for an entry in thepool to become available in order to run.-wait Set this option to cause the non-GUI version ofpdfmeld_tcp to wait until PDF Meld has finishedprocessing before returning. Normally, when you arenot receiving back the resulting PDF, pdfmeld_tcpwill simply send the request to the TCP/IP port andnot wait for PDF Meld to perform its processing. Thisoption causes the program to wait until finished soyou know the PDF has been built and you can takesome further action with it.
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PDF Meld ServicePDF Meld ServiceThe PDF Meld service is another option when running PDF Meld as aserver under Windows. See the Client-Server section as the details on thevarious parameters are covered there. The difference with running as aservice is the server program is available to anyone with network access tothe server. Plus you don't need to manually start up PDF Meld in servermode each time you log in. The service can be set to start whenever themachine is booted so it can be made available without logging in first. The program pdfmeld_srv.exe (or pdfmeld_srv64.exe for 64-bit) is theprogram for the service. You pass in -install as the first option (rather than-server like when running pdfmeld.exe) followed by the normal options(such as -pool or -host) that you would use to start in server mode. You'lllikely need administrative privileges in order to initially setup the service.Select the "Run as Administrator" option for the DOS box when you go toinstall. You'll need to allow TCP traffic on the port if you want to make the serviceavailable to other computers. Go into your Windows firewall program andcreate an entry to allow traffic on that port. You can restrict access bycomputer and/or user if you like. Note you still need to pass in a key name/code combination using -kn and-kc or your software subscription information with -licname, -licpwd, and-licweb. For example:

C:\>pdfmeld_srv.exe -install auto -pool 5
  -log "c:\logs\meldlog.txt" -host "mymachine"
  -port 7070 -licname "fytek-inc" -licpwd "abc12345"
  -licwebReplace "mymachine" in -host with the actual name of your computer orleave out -host to use the default of localhost. This should start up theservice and you will then be ready to start servicing requests. Other optionsyou can use are:
c:\>net start PDFMeldSrvThis will start the service if -install is used without the "auto" option. Forexample, you can run "pdfmeld_srv.exe -install" to simply install the servicewithout starting it. To stop the service run:
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PDF Meld Service

c:\>net stop PDFMeldSrvThis will stop the service. To remove the service run:
C:\>pdfmeld_srv.exe -remove -service PDFMeldSrvThis will remove or un-install the service. Be sure to fully qualify your file names as the service is not running out ofthe directory you are running the program pdfmeld_tcp from. You can alsouse the -cwd or -currdir options to change the working directory. TheClient-Server section also discusses how you can send files from a remotemachine to the server running the service. You can use the -send and/or-return options with pdfmeld_tcp in order to send and receive your files toand from the server. The options for startup as the same as those found in the Client-Serversection. The following are additional options for the service.Option Description-username username Optional. The username to run the service as.-password password Optional. The password for the username. You mayleave this option off and, if -username is passed, theprogram will prompt for the password.
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Multiple Call Multiple CallThe -pdfmeld option (or resetOpts DLL method) is used to break up sets ofcommands for a related PDF build. For example, you may have a situationwhere you typically overlay 3 files. Since the -overlay option only accepts 2files at a time, you would need to run pdfmeld.exe twice. This option can beused to still run twice, but all in one call so it runs faster than if you run theprogram twice from the command line. Note this option is not availablewhen running PDF Meld in server mode (via TCP/IP). For example, to take these 3 calls:

pdfmeld.exe f1.pdf,f2.pdf f3.pdf -overlay
pdfmeld.exe f3.pdf,f4.pdf f5.pdf -overlay
pdfmeld.exe f5.pdf,f6.pdf f7.pdfAnd convert to one call, you'd run this instead:
pdfmeld.exe f1.pdf,f2.pdf f3.pdf -overlay -pdfmeld
f3.pdf,f4.pdf f5.pdf -overlay -pdfmeld
f5.pdf,f6.pdf f7.pdfThe -pdfmeld option is the separator between subsequent calls to theprogram. The above command would be run without the line breaksshown, it is a single command to execute. The steps are run in sequence, notparallel. You can have several -pdfmeld options but each set of commandsis processed before starting the next set. There is no limit in PDF Meld onthe number of command sets you may pass but your operating system orenvironment settings may limit you on how much can be passed on thecommand line. You only need to pass the -kn and -kc server key-codeoptions (if used) once on the first call (that is, before the first -pdfmeldoption) and they will be retained. You may also want to place the set of calls in a script and pass the file namesin. For example, you could create a batch (.bat) file in DOS with thecommands:
pdfmeld.exe %1,%2 %3 -overlay -pdfmeld %3,%4 %5
-overlay -pdfmeld %5,%6 %7Then run the batch file and pass in the actual file names. You'd pass in 7PDF file names to the batch script in the example above. You'll notice the most speed improvement when you have lots of commandsets linked and are running a high volume of PDFs. Note that this option ismeant for one logical group of PDFs to be processed - not several groups ofunrelated PDFs. The output PDF from one set is used in the next step in the
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Multiple Call example above (though you don't have to use it that way). See the GroupProcessing section if you have groups of unrelated PDFs. You can combine-pdfmeld and -groupstart for volume processing.
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Group ProcessingGroup ProcessingThe -groupstart option (or resetOpts DLL method) allows you to call theprogram and keep it active while passing different PDFs to the program.This is used to avoid the startup processing when the program is launched ifyou are converting many PDFs. You use the -groupend option to signal thatyou are finished and the program should shut down. For example, supposeyou have a set of calls you want to make such as:

pdfmeld f1.pdf,f2.pdf f3.pdf
pdfmeld g1.pdf,g2.pdf g3.pdf
pdfmeld k1.pdf,k2.pdf k3.pdfYou can instead set up a file with the commands to be sent, like this:
f1.pdf,f2.pdf f3.pdf
g1.pdf,g2.pdf g3.pdf
k1.pdf,k2.pdf k3.pdf
-groupendEach set of parameters to pass is on its own line. The line breaks are used tobreak up the calls to the program. Each line is taken as the set of commandsto pass for that particular run. From the DOS command line, pipe the file contents into pdfmeld:
type merge.dat | pdfmeld.exe -groupstartOr, from Linux/Unix:
cat merge.dat | pdfmeld -groupstartWhere merge.dat is the file containing the commands above. Note the-groupstart option must be the first parameter passed to pdfmeld and mustbe included on the call to pdfmeld rather than in the .dat file. Also see theMultiple Call section for information on the -pdfmeld option. You cancombine -pdfmeld and -groupstart for volume processing.
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Multiple FDF ProcessingMultiple FDF ProcessingThe -fdfin option (or setFDFFileIn method) allows you to pass in a filecontaining field names and values to merge with a fillable PDF containingthose fields. In this case there is a single input file containing the fields/values to set. PDF Meld also allows you to merge many field/value files with a single PDFand create a new filled in PDF for each field/value file. For example, youmight have 3 files of information and you want to merge each with the samebase fillable PDF. In a real world situation you could simply run theprogram 3 times to create the output. However, this would be tedious if youhad hundreds or thousands of field/value files you wanted to merge.There are two ways you can specify a set of FDF files to processautomatically. The first is to create a flat file containing the path and nameof each field/value (or FDF) file you want to merge. In our example, assumethis file called mymerge.ini contains the following:c:\fields\file1.fdfc:\fields\file2.fdfc:\saveddata\mydata.fdfYou would then run PDF Meld like this:

pdfmeld mypdf.pdf c:\out -fdfin @mymerge.iniUse an '@' in front of the file name containing the list of field/value files tomerge (the @mymerge.ini file above). The "c:\out" parameter is where youwould normally give an output file name. In this case, it is a directory. Thisdirectory will contain 3 files when the program finishes - file1.pdf, file2.pdfand mydata.pdf. The file1.pdf will be the result of merging mypdf.pdf withfile1.fdf, file2.pdf contains data from file2.fdf and mydata.pdf containsmydata.fdf data. The second way to process a set of files is to point -fdfin to a directorycontaining files to merge. In this example, assume c:\data contains thefollowing files:file1.fdffile2.fdfmydata.fdfYou would then run PDF Meld like this:
pdfmeld mypdf.pdf c:\out -fdfin c:\data
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Multiple FDF Processing Again, 3 PDF files will be created in the c:\out directory that match thename of the input files. Only file names that end with .fdf will be consideredwhen using a directory.
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Page Format VariablesPage Format VariablesThe -pagefmt option or setPageFmt method allow for the use of variables inthe format string. These variables are replaced with their values at runtime.A percent sign (%) is used to denote a variable.The variable %1 represents the current page number and %2 is the totalnumber of pages. You may use %B or %nB for Bates numbering (legaldocument numbering with a six digit page number, padded on the left with0's). For example, you could use "Page %1 of %2" to have "Page 1 of 3" print onthe first page, "Page 2 of 3" on the second and so on. The default string is"%1/%2" (or just "%1" when the number format is roman). The n in the%nB format is the optional starting page number. For example, using"AP%312B" will number the first page as AP000312, the next as AP000313,etc. Note you don't have to include the page number if all you want to do isprint a text string on each page. Use two %'s in a row if you're running the program from within a DOSbatch file.Variable Description%1 The page number from the current PDF.  This is reset with eachPDF in the input list.%2 The total number of pages in the output PDF.%B or %nB Bates numbering.%file The file name of the input PDF.%pathfile The full path and file name of the input PDF.%relfile The requested or relative path and file name of the input PDF.%yy The year (2 digits).%yyyy The year (4 digits).%m The month.%mm The month (2 digits).%mon The month name (3 letter abbreviation).%month The month name.%d The day.%dd The day (2 digits).
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Page Format Variables Variable Description%wd The day of the week (3 letter abbreviation).%weekday The day of the week.%h The hour.%hh The hour (2 digits).%hh24 The hour (24 hour clock).%mi The minutes (always 2 digits).%ss The seconds (always 2 digits).%am AM or PM.%varname Replace "varname" with an environmental variable defined forthe user running the software (for example, %username).
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Colors Specifying ColorsVarious options and methods are used to supply a color. For example,-strcolor or setStringColor. In addition, certain tags such as <INPUT> thatare used in files have options that take a color as the value. Colors in allthese cases may be entered in any of the following ways:

• You may specify the red, green and blue components as values from 0 to 255,separated by a comma. In this case 0,0,0 is black and 255,255,255 is white.
• You may specify the red, green and blue components as a hex string precededby a # sign. In this case #000000 is black and #FFFFFF is white.
• You may specify one of the colors from the table below.Color NameBlackSilverGrayWhiteMaroonRedPurpleFuchsia Color NameGreenLimeOliveYellowNavyBlueTealAquaYou may use CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black) for string colors aswell. In this case, you use four numbers for the color setting instead ofthree. Colors in these cases may be entered as follows:
• You may specify the cyan, magenta, yellow and black components as valuesfrom 0 to 255, separated by a comma. In this case 0,0,0,255 is black and 0,0,0,0is white. Other examples are 0,0,255,0 for yellow and 0,255,255,0 for red.
• You may specify the cyan, magenta, yellow and black components as a hexstring preceded by a # sign. In this case #000000FF is black and #00000000 iswhite. Other examples are #0000FF00 for yellow and #00FFFF00 for red.
• You may use the Pantone® color chart on the following page. In this case,pass the code for color shown such as "486" or "black 5". (Pantone is aregistered trademark of Pantone, Inc.)
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Colors Use the number or name shown as the color value such as "100" or "PROCESS CYAN". Pantone® colorsshown are converted to CMYK values.PROCESS YELLOW PROCESS MAGENTA PROCESS CYAN PROCESS BLACK 100 101 102 PANTONE YELLOW 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 1205 1215 1225 1235 1245 1255 1265 127 128 129130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 1345 1355 1365 1375 1385 1395 1405 141 142 143144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 1485 1495 1505 ORANGE 021 1525 1535 1545 155 156 157158 159 160 161 1555 1565 1575 1585 1595 1605 1615 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 1625 1635 16451655 1665 1675 1685 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 WARM RED 179 180 181 1765 1775 17851788 1795 1805 1815 1767 1777 1787 RED 032 1797 1807 1817 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191192 193 194 195 1895 1905 1915 1925 1935 1945 1955 169 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 RUBINE RED 220 221 222 223 224 225226 227 228 229 230 231 232 RHODAMINE RED 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 2365 2375 23852395 2405 2415 2425 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 PANTONE PURPLE 253 254 255 256 257 258259 260 261 262 2562 2572 2582 2592 2602 2612 2622 2563 2573 2583 2593 2603 2613 2623 2567 2577 25872597 2607 2617 2627 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 2635 2645 2655 2665 VIOLET 2685 2695 270 271 272273 274 275 276 2705 2715 2725 2735 2745 2755 2765 2706 2716 2726 2736 2746 2756 2766 2707 2717 2727BLUE 072 2747 2757 2767 2708 2718 2728 2738 2748 2758 2768 277 278 279 REFLEX BLUE 280 281 282 2905 2915 29252935 2945 2955 2965 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299300 301 302 303 2975 2985 2995 3005 3015 3025 3035 304 305 306 PROCESS BLUE 307 308 309 310 311 312313 314 315 316 3105 3115 3125 3135 3145 3155 3165 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326327 328 329 330 3242 3252 3262 3272 3282 3292 3302 3245 3255 3265 3275 3285 3295 3305 3248 3258 32683278 3288 3298 3308 331 332 333 PANTONE GREEN 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 3375 3385 33953405 3415 3425 3435 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 400 401 402 403 404 405 PANTONE BLACK 406 407 408409 410 411 412 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 3935 3945 3955 3965 3975 3985 3995 413 414 415416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 WARM GREY 1 WARM GREY 2 WARM GREY 3 WARM GREY 4 WARM GREY 5 WARM GREY 6 WARM GREY 7 WARM GREY 8 WARM GREY 9 WARM GREY 10WARM GREY 11 COOL GREY 1 COOL GREY 2 COOL GREY 3 COOL GREY 4 COOL GREY 5 COOL GREY 6 COOL GREY 7 COOL GREY 8 COOL GREY 9 COOL GREY 10 COOL GREY 11 448 449 450 451 452 453 454 4485 44954505 4515 4525 4535 4545 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468 4625 46354645 4655 4665 4675 4685 469 470 471 472 473 474 475 4695 4705 4715 4725 4735 4745 4755 476 477478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512513 514 515 516 517 5115 5125 5135 5145 5155 5165 5175 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 4975 49854995 5005 5015 5025 5035 490 491 492 493 494 495 496 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 5185 51955205 5215 5225 5235 5245 525 526 527 528 529 530 531 5255 5265 5275 5285 5295 5305 5315 532 533534 535 536 537 538 539 540 541 542 543 544 545 5395 5405 5415 5425 5435 5445 5455 546 547548 549 550 551 552 5463 5473 5483 5493 5503 5513 5523 5467 5477 5487 5497 5507 5517 5527 553 554555 556 557 558 559 5535 5545 5555 5565 5575 5585 5595 560 561 562 563 564 565 566 5605 56155625 5635 5645 5655 5665 567 568 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580 5743 57535763 5773 5783 5793 5803 5747 5757 5767 5777 5787 5797 5807 600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 608609 610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617 618 619 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 581 582583 584 585 586 587 5815 5825 5835 5845 5885 5865 5875 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 635 636637 638 639 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657658 659 660 661 662 663 664 665 666 667 668 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 676 677 678679 680 681 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 690 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699700 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 714 715 716 717 718 719 720721 722 723 724 725 726 727 728 729 730 731 732 BLACK 2 BLACK 3 BLACK 4 BLACK 5 BLACK 6 BLACK 7
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Stamps StampsYou may need to include the -noapp option or setNoApp method whenadding stamps to a PDF to prevent Acrobat from prompting to savechanges when closing. Do not include it when you have other input fields inthe PDF. Below are examples of the various stamps that can be use using -stamp orsetStamp. ApprovedNot ApprovedDraftFinalCompletedConfidentialFor Public ReleaseNot For Public ReleaseFor CommentVoidPreliminary Results
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Stamps Information OnlyApprovedRevisedReviewedReceivedWitnessInitialSign HereCheckCross
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File Layouts File LayoutsThis section describes the various file layouts used by PDF Meld. These aretag based files similar to HTML. Many of the options and methods havesimilar named counterparts for creating and importing from these files. Forexample, the -bmout option for creating a bookmark file from an exitingPDF and -bmin "file" to import a bookmark file. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (such as BOOKMARK) comes directly after the opening <.Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. For example:<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 CLOSED PAGE=5 DESCR="A Bookmark">Note that files can be local or from the web. You may pass a web URL alongwith the file type (text in the case of these file type). For example, you canuse -strin "c:\file.txt" or -strin "http://www.mysite.com/file.txt::ext=txt". The::ext=txt tells PDF Meld that this is file to pull from the Web and that it is atext file type. Note you must place a slash in front of any < or > character when you wantto use it as part of the option text. For example:<OUTLINE LEVEL=1 DESCR="Click here \>" PAGE=5>Or you may use &lt; and &gt; instead such as:<OUTLINE LEVEL=1 DESCR="Click here &gt;" PAGE=5>Lastly, you may supply your own string begin and terminator sequence. Usethe SEP tag to enter the string itself. For example:<SEP LEFT="qx" RIGHT="qz">The value for RIGHT defaults to LEFT when not supplied. This can be evenmore useful when you have a string of JavaScript code to enter and do notwant to escape your < and > characters. Using the above tag, you could thenenter something like this:<OUTLINE LEVEL=1 DESCR=qxClick here >qy PAGE=5>Keep the following in mind when creating or updating your tagged file:

• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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Page Layout FilesPage Layout FilesThe -pageinfoin/-pageinfoout or setPageInfoFileIn/setPageInfoFileOutmethods allow you to modify page sizes and rotation in a PDF. The base fileis created by using the -pageinfoout option or setPageInfoFileOut method.A set of tags will be created in the output file based on the page settingsfound in the PDF. You may then change the settings to modify the pagesizes or rotation on an individual basis. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always PAGEINFO in this case) comes directly after the opening<. Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. For example:<PAGEINFO PAGE=1 MEDIABOX="0,0,612,792">is a tag to set the page size to 8.5 by 11 inches. Note there are two different tags, PAGEINFO and PAGELABEL.PAGEINFO is to set the page size and PAGELABEL is to set the style ofpage numbers used by the viewer application. Only the PAGEINFO tags areexported. You may use either tag or both in your input file when loading. Inaddition you may use the UNITS and/or SHADING tag.Here's a sample file:

<UNITS VALUE="in">
<PAGELABEL PAGE=1 STYLE="R">
<PAGELABEL PAGE=3 STYLE="a" START=1>
<PAGEINFO PAGE=1 MEDIABOX="0,0,8.5,11"
   CROPBOX=".5,.5,8,10.5">
<PAGEINFO PAGE=2 MEDIABOX="0,0,8.5,11">
<PAGEINFO PAGE=3 MEDIABOX="0,0,8.5,11" ROTATE=90>Here's how to create a page layout file:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf layout.txt -pageinfooutAnd here's how to load in any changes made to it:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -pageinfoin layout.txtKeep the following in mind when updating your tagged file:
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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Page Layout Files <PAGEINFOPAGE=numberMEDIABOX="x1,y1,x2,y2"CROPBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2"BLEEDBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2"TRIMBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2"ARTBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2"ROTATE=number>Here are the options for the PAGEINFO tag:Option DescriptionPAGE=number The page number the settings refer to.MEDIABOX="x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the boundaries of thephysical medium the page is intended to bedisplayed or printed. The values are in points (1/72 of an inch) or the unit setting.CROPBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the clipped (cropped)area to display or print. The values are in points(1/72 of an inch) or the unit setting. Default isthe media box setting.BLEEDBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the clipped (cropped)area to display or print in a productionenvironment. The values are in points (1/72 ofan inch) or the unit setting. Default is the cropbox setting.TRIMBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the finished page aftertrimming. The values are in points (1/72 of aninch) or the unit setting. Default is the crop boxsetting.ARTBOX="x1,y1,x2,y2" The rectangle defining the extent of the page'smeaningful content as intended by the page'screator. The values are in points (1/72 of aninch) or the unit setting. Default is the crop boxsetting.ROTATE=number The angle of rotation for the page. Valid valuesare 0, 90, 180 and 270.
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Page Layout Files <PAGELABELPAGE=numberSTYLE=textPREFIX="text"START=number>The PAGELABEL tags, if used, must be in order from lowest page numberto highest. This refers to the PAGE=number option in the tag. Here are theoptions for the PAGELABEL tag:Option DescriptionPAGE=number The starting page number the settings refer to. You don'tneed a separate PAGELABEL tag for each page but ratherone for the first page in each section you want to apply thesettings to. The settings remain in effect until the the endof the PDF or the next PAGELABEL tag is found.STYLE=text The numbering style to use. Specify one of the following:D Decimal Arabic numeralsR Uppercase roman numeralsr Lowercase roman numeralsA Uppercase letters (A to Z for the first 26 pages, AA toZZ for the next 26, and so on)a Lowercase letters (a to z for the first 26 pages, aa to zzfor the next 26, and so on)PREFIX="text" Optional prefix to use for the pages (like "A-" forexample).START=number The starting number to use for the numeric portion of thepage number. For example, to start numbering page 1 at1000 set START=1000 and PAGE=1. The default is thePAGE value.For Example:

<PAGELABEL PAGE=1 STYLE="r">
<PAGELABEL PAGE=5 STYLE="D">
<PAGELABEL PAGE=80 PREFIX="A-" START=1>Pages 1-4 will be labeled as i, ii, iii and iv. Pages 5-79 will be numbered andstarting on page 80 the numbering will start over with 1 and the text "A-" infront (A-1, A-2, etc.).
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Page Layout Files <SHADINGNAME="text"PAGES="text"COLOR1=colorCOLOR2=colorCOLOR3=colorCOLOR4=colorCOLOR5=colorCOLORARY=text>Used to define a gradient shading pattern for pages in the PDF. You mayspecify from two to five colors. Only one SHADING tag is allowed in theinput file. The last one will be used if multiples are found.Parameter DescriptionNAME="text" The name for the shading pattern. Must be uniquewithin the document.PAGES="text" The list of pages to perform the shading on. Enter acomma separated list and/or use a - (minus sign) for apage range. May also use "odd" or "even". Use "oddrange"or evenrange" along with a page range to only pull odd oreven pages within that range. For example,PAGES="10-300,oddrange" will only shade odd pages inthe range of 10-300 (11, 13, ... 299). In comparison,PAGES="10-300,odd" will shade all odd pages and allpages within the range of 10-300. Leave PAGES out toinclude on all pages.COLOR1=color The starting color. Any valid color code.COLOR2=color Any valid color code.COLOR3=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLOR4=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLOR5=color Optional. Any valid color code.
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Page Layout Files Parameter DescriptionCOLORARY=text A comma separated list of 4 or 6 numbers. The default is0,0,1,0. These represent the X0, Y0, X1, Y1 matrixcoordinates for the shading pattern. A matrix of 0,0,1,0goes from left to right from COLOR1 to COLORn. Amatrix of 0,0,0,1 goes from top to bottom. You may usedecimals or negative numbers as well to offset where themiddle of the gradient lies. Use 6 numbers x0, y0, r0, x1, y1, r1 for a radial typeshading, such as for a sphere. The numbers specify thecenters and radii of the starting and ending circles,expressed in points. The radii r0 and r1 must both begreater than or equal to 0. If one radius is 0, thecorresponding circle is treated as a point; if both are 0,nothing is painted. The x0, y0, x1 and y1 values shouldtypically be between 0 and 1. Use x0=.5, y0=.5, x1=.5 andy1=.5 to center the circles in the middle.
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Page Layout Files <UNITSVALUE=text>Used to set the unit of measurement for tags that follow. Typically you'llplace one UNITS tag at the top but you may use them through the file withdifferent values. The UNITS tag affects all tags that follow it until anotherUNITS tag is found.For example, to set centimeters use <UNITS VALUE="cm">. The default is"pt" for points.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Use one of the following:PT Points (1/72 of an inch)IN InchesCM CentimetersMM Millimeters
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Color Files Color FilesThe -colorin/-colorout or setColorFileIn/setColorFileOut methods allowyou to modify text and line drawing colors in a PDF. The base file is createdby using the -colorout option or setColorFileOut method. A set of tags willbe created in the output file based on the various colors found in the PDF.You may then change the NEW setting to replace the OLD values in thePDF. The change can be a different color or a different color type (i.e. RGBto a CMYK). Note that images are not affected by this process. Form fields may have colors specified for borders (code BC) orbackgrounds (code BG). These entries will be in brackets with the code BCor BG in front. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always COLOR or COLORSPACE in this case) comes directlyafter the opening <. Options are then listed, space separated, with an = signbetween it and its value. For example:<COLOR OLD="1 0 0 rg" NEW="0 1 0 rg">will change from the color red to green and<COLORSPACE OBJ="15" NEW="pantone green" NAME="Cs3">sets the color space Cs3 to a new CMYK color.<COLOR OLD="0 0 1 rg" NEW="0 0 1 rg" REND=3>Turns all text in blue invisible.<COLOR OLD="BC [1 0 0]" NEW="BC [0 1 0]">Changes all form fields with a border color of red to green
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Color Files <COLOROLD="text"NEW="text"REND=number>Use this tag to replace colors in a PDF.Option DescriptionOLD="text" The old color string. Note this is in PDF syntax. This willbe 1 to 4 numbers, each ranging from 0 to 1, followed by anupper or lower case G, RG, K, SC or SCN. G and RG are forRGB colors (1 or 3 numbers), K is for CMYK (4 numbers)and SC and SCN are special color operators. G is forgrayscale and is shorthand for writing the same 3 numbersfollowed by RG. For example, "0.25 G" is the same as "0.250.25 0.25 RG". Capital letters are for stroking operationsand lower case for nonstroking.NEW="text" Set this value if you want to update the color to somethingelse. Tags where the OLD and NEW value are the same(and do not contain the REND option) are ignored. Includea leading 0 in front of any decimal number - i.e. use 0.25,not .25. You can use this feature to change colors or changefrom one format (RGB) to another (CMYK). Note that theformat of the colors are in PDF syntax and no checks aremade to see if the changes are valid.REND=number The rendering mode for the text that is colored with OLD.This option will not work for form field border/background colors in brackets. Use to change the style ofthe text by passing one of the following numbers:0 - default, fill the character1 - stroke (or outline) the character only2 - stroke and fill the character3 - no stroke or fill (invisible)
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Color Files <COLORSPACEOBJ="number"NEW="text">NAME="text">SEPARATION="text">Use this tag to replace color spaces in a PDF.  May not work on all PDFsdepending on the structure and intent of the color space.Option DescriptionOBJ="number" The object number in the PDF containing a colorspace. A color space is a mapping containing colorinformation. In this case, the OBJ is simply the objectcontaining a pointer to a more complex datastructure. The -colorout or setColorFileOut methodwill export this value for you or you can set this to a"*" meaning all color spaces should be replaced.NEW="text" Set this value if you want to update the color tosomething else. Tags where the NEW value is blankor missing are ignored. This can be any valid RGB orCMYK color string. For example, "red", "#ff0000","486" (Pantone), or "pantone green". See the colorsection for details on colors and a Pantone colorchart.NAME="text" For reference only and is usually generated by theprogram creating the PDF. Exported by the -coloroutor setColorFileOut method. For example, this mightbe set to something like "Cs8".SEPARATION="text" For reference only. Exported by the -colorout orsetColorFileOut method when available in the sourcePDF. For example, this might be set to something like"PANTONE 486". This value is not changed whenupdating the PDF using -colorin or setColorFileIn.Here's how to create a color file:

pdfmeld.exe input.pdf colors.txt -coloroutAnd here's how to load in any changes made to it:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -colorin colors.txtKeep the following in mind when updating your tagged file:
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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Text Files Text FilesThe -strin option or setStrFileIn method allows you to enter text on a page.You either pass in the name of a file containing the text tags or you maypass in the tags directly. For larger text blocks you are better off using a filehowever. You specify the X/Y coordinates and, optionally, other aspects of the text.The text can be a single line or multi-line. The text breaks or wraps basedon where you have line breaks in your input file. You may also use thisfeature to place invisible text on pages to allow for searching on the text.The -transparency option or setTransparency method can be used on thistext as well. In addition, you can use the PAGE tag in this file to add blank pagesanywhere in the output PDF. You can then place text on these pages usingthe TEXT tag. You may use Unicode characters as well. Use the FONTS tag to embed afont containing Unicode characters (such as arialuni.ttf that comes withWindows). Unicode text must be formatted as UTF-8 or use the syntax&#9999; where 9999 is the decimal Unicode value, &#x9999; where 9999 isthe hexadecimal Unicode value or &#o9999; where 9999 is the octalUnicode value. For example, &#1575; is the same as &#x0627; and&#o3047. You may also supply Unicode text with a codepage of IDENTITY, 932(Japanese), 936 (GBK - Chinese), or 949 (Korean). Use the SUBSET andUNICODE options on the FONT tag. A font such as arialuni.ttf should beused in this case. The needed glyphs will be embedded in the PDF so it canbe viewed on not just PC's or Mac's but devices such as an iPad as well. You may use the following variables in your text. To include the textwithout converting to the value, place a backslash (the \ character) in frontof the & symbol.Variable Description&page; The page number from the current PDF.  This is reset with eachPDF in the input list.&runpage; The running page number.  This is not reset with each PDF inthe input list.  The value starts at 1 and ends at the total numberof pages in the output PDF.
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Text Files Variable Description&totpages; The total number of pages in the output PDF.&filepages; The total number of pages in the current input PDF.&file; The file name of the input PDF.&pathfile; The full path and file name of the input PDF.&relfile; The requested or relative path and file name of the input PDF.&yy; The year (2 digits).&yyyy; The year (4 digits).&m; The month.&mm; The month (2 digits).&mon; The month name (3 letter abbreviation).&month; The month name.&d; The day.&dd; The day (2 digits).&wd; The day of the week (3 letter abbreviation).&weekday; The day of the week.&h; The hour.&hh; The hour (2 digits).&hh24; The hour (24 hour clock).&mi; The minutes (always 2 digits).&ss; The seconds (always 2 digits).&am; AM or PM.&lt; <&gt; >&varname; Replace "varname" with an environmental variable defined forthe user running the software (for example, &username;).Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name comes directly after the opening <. Options are then listed, spaceseparated, with an = sign between it and its value. Note this tag has anopening and closing tag. For example:<UNITS VALUE="in"><TEXT X=2 Y=3 COLOR=red ALIGN="center">Sample text line 1Next line (page=&page;)</TEXT>will print "Sample text line 1" with "Next line (page=1)" underneath. 
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Text Files Use <B> to bold a section of a text.  Close with </B>. Use <I> to italicize asection of text.  Close with </I>. The text &lt; can be used for a < symboland &gt; can be used for a > symbol.
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Text Files You may use the <UNITS> and the <FONT> tags in this file as well. See theFonts File section for information on the FONT tag. Here's an example witha Unicode FONT added in:<UNITS VALUE="in"><FONT NAME="arial" SRC="arial.ttf" UNICODE><TEXT X=2 Y=3 ALIGN="center" FACE="arial">Sample text line 1Next lineThird line with Unicode character &#x05D0;</TEXT>
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Text Files <PAGEINSERTPOS=numberADDBEFOREADDAFTERWIDTH=numberHEIGHT=number>The PAGE tag is used to insert a blank page into the PDF. Use INSERTPOS=-1 to insert a page at the end. You may have as manyPAGE tags as you want.Option DescriptionINSERTPOS=number The page number (or position) to insert the page.ADDBEFORE Used to specify insertion before the page numbergiven with INSERTPOS.ADDAFTER Used to specify insertion after the page number givenwith INSERTPOS.WIDTH=number The added page width in points (where 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting).HEIGHT=number The added page height in points (where 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting).
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Text Files <TEXTX=numberY=numberPAGEWIDTHFROMRIGHTFROMTOPFACE="text"SIZE=numberBARCODE="UPCA"SUPP="text"ALIGN="text"ANGLE=numberANCHOR=textNOROTATEIFROTATE=numberCOLOR="text"SCOLOR="text"BGCOLOR="text"SHADING="text"TEXTSHADING="text"BORDER=numberBORDERCOLOR="text"PADDING=numberLINESPACE=numberCOMP=numberREND=numberLINEWIDTH=numberIMG="text"IMGSCALE=numberTILEFILLIMG="text"FILLIMGSCALE=numberFILLTILESHADOW=numberSHADOWX=numberSHADOWY=numberSHADOWCOLOR="text"SHADOWREND=numberTRANSPARENCY=numberTRANSPMODE="text"PAGES="text"SKIP="number"FIRSTNOTFIRSTRUNPAGEBASELINE=Yes|NoGLYPHPOS
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Text Files RTL></TEXT> The TEXT tag is used to place text on a page or multiple pages. Place yourtext between the opening and closing TEXT tags.Option DescriptionX=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the left page edge to placethe text.Y=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the bottom page edge toplace the baseline of the first line of text.PAGEWIDTH Uses the width of the page for center or rightalignment. For example, specify PAGEWIDTHalong with ALIGN="Center" to center the textin the middle of the page. The X value is usedas the margin on the left and right when usingwith ALIGN="Right".FROMRIGHT Treats the X value as a distance from the rightedge of the page instead of the left.FROMTOP Treats the Y value as a distance from the topedge of the page instead of the bottom.FACE="text" Set to one of the following:CourierHelvetica (Default)Times-RomanCourier-BoldHelvetica-BoldTimes-BoldCourier-ObliqueHelvetica-ObliqueTimes-ItalicCourier-BoldObliqueHelvetica-BoldObliqueTimes-BoldItalicOr use the FONTS tag option to embed yourown font. Use the NAME value from theFONT tag for this option.SIZE=number The font point size. The default is 10.
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Text Files Option DescriptionBARCODE="UPCA" Converts the value supplied into the correctcharacter string for the barcode. May only beused with the UPCA TrueType barcode fontfrom FyTek. You may use barcodes suppliedby other companies but this option will notwork with them. Different font vedors for barcodes will have their own coding scheme forcharacter mappings. Instead, follow thedirections supplied with the third-party fontfor formatting the string and pass that result asyour text string. Only UPCA barcodes arecurrently supported so set BARCODE to thevalue "UPCA". Be sure to use the FONTS tagoption to embed the barcode font. Referencethe NAME value for the barcode font in theFACE option for the TEXT tag itself.SUPP="text" The optional 2 or 5 character supplementalvalue for UPCA barcodes.ALIGN="text" The alignment. Use "Center" or "Right". Thedefault is "Left".ANGLE=number The counter-clockwise angle of rotationaround the center of the text block. Enter avalue from 0 to 360. Use a negative numberfrom -360 to 0 for clockwise rotation. Thedefault is 0.ANCHOR=text Used to specify a different anchor point for therotation. The default is the center of the textblock. Specify one of the following:LL for Lower-LeftLR for Lower-RightUL for Upper-LeftUR for Upper-RightFor most cases you'll want to use LL as thevalue when overriding the default center pointrotation. For example, if you have a stringrotated 90 degrees with the default center pointrotation, its X position will vary depending onthe length of the string. To keep the X positionfixed, use ANCHOR="LL".
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Text Files Option DescriptionNOROTATE Prevents the text from rotating when there is apage rotation. Sometimes pages that appear tobe oriented correctly when viewed actuallyhave a rotation set on the page. When youplace text on the page it then becomes rotatedeven though you didn't specify an ANGLE forit. This option will compenstate for the pagerotation and adjust the angle of the text. Seethe Page Layout Files section for informationon exporting page information, includingrotation, if you want to find out how the pagesare arranged. Note that ANCHOR will be setto "UL" and BASEALIGN will be set to "No"when this option is used regardless of whatvalue is passed in.IFROTATE=number Set to a value of 0, 90, 180 or 270. This is usedto specify what pages the text should beprinted on based on the current page's rotationvalue. You might use this with theNOROTATE option to provide a differentposition for the text based on how the page isrotated.COLOR="text" The color for the text.SCOLOR="text" The color when stroking the text (whenREND=1 or REND=2).BGCOLOR="text" The background color for the text.SHADING="text" A shading pattern to use for the background.See the SHADING tag for details.TEXTSHADING="text" A shading pattern to use for the text itself. Seethe SHADING tag for details.BORDER=number The width of the border in points. Can be adecimal number (such as .5) for a thin border.BORDERCOLOR="text" The color for the border.PADDING=number The amount of padding to leave between thetext and the border (also for background color)in points.LINESPACE=number The amount of space in points (1/72 of aninch) to drop down between text lines. Thedefault is 2 + the font point size.COMP=number The percentage amount to horizontallycompress the text by. Enter as a whole number(for example, use 80 for 80%). The default is100.
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Text Files Option DescriptionREND=number The render mode. The default is 0 (fill thecharacter). Other options are:1 - stroke (or outline) the character only2 - stroke and fill the character3 - no stroke or fill (invisible)LINEWIDTH=number The linewidth to use when stroking the text(when REND=1 or REND=2).IMG="text" Full path and name of an image to use as thebackground for the text. Images smaller thanthe text block are expanded to fit. You mayalso use one of the following for a predefinedpattern:  Bubbles Circuit Dotwave Emerald Fiesta Leaves Linoleum Maize Tiger Zebra
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Text Files Option DescriptionIMGSCALE=number A scaling factor expressed as a percentage forthe image. Default is 100 for 100% or noscaling. Values smaller than 100 will shrink theimage while values greater than 100 willenlarge.TILE Used with the IMG option. When set, thebackground image is tiled rather thanexpanded to fit.FILLIMG="text" Full path and name of an image to use as thefill for the text characters. Images smaller thanthe text block are expanded to fit. You mayalso use one of the predefined patterns (see theIMG option for the list).FILLIMGSCALE=number A scaling factor expressed as a percentage forthe image. Default is 100 for 100% or noscaling. Values smaller than 100 will shrink theimage while values greater than 100 willenlarge. You can create interesting text effectsby using the same image for IMG andFILLIMG but with different scaling factors.FILLTILE Used with the FILLIMG option. When set, thefill image is tiled rather than expanded to fit.SHADOW=number Draws a shadow effect for the text. Set to thetransparency value you want for the shadow.Enter a value from 1 to 100. The lower thenumber, the lighter the shadow.SHADOWX=number The X-axis offset for the shadow. Enter a valuein points (1 point = 1/72 of an inch). Can be apositive or negative value (or decimal values).General range is -5 to 5.SHADOWY=number The Y-axis offset for the shadow. Enter a valuein points (1 point = 1/72 of an inch). Can be apositive or negative value (or decimal values).General range is -5 to 5.SHADOWCOLOR="text" The color for the shadow. Default is black.SHADOWREND=number The rendering mode for the shadow text. Thedefault is 2. Use 0 for a sharper shadow or 1 fora hollow shadow.TRANSPARENCY=number Optional transparency for the text. RequiresAcrobat or Reader 5.0 or higher to view thetransparency. Enter a value from 1 to 100. Thedefault without this option is 100 - the text isplaced on top of the background PDF withnone of the background showing through.
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Text Files Option DescriptionTRANSPMODE="text" Optional transparency mode. The valid valuesare:Normal (Default)MultiplyScreenOverlayDarkenLightenColorDodgeColorBurnHardLightSoftLightDifferenceExclusionHueSaturationColorLuminosityPAGES="text" The list of pages to show the text on. Enter acomma separated list and/or use a - (minussign) for a page range. May also use "odd" or"even". Use "oddrange" or evenrange" alongwith a page range to only pull odd or evenpages within that range. For example,PAGES="10-300,oddrange" will only includeodd pages in the range of 10-300 (11, 13, ...299). In comparison, PAGES="10-300,odd"will pull all odd pages and all pages within therange of 10-300. Leave PAGES out to includeon all pages. Note the page number refers tothe input file page number. If you have twoinput files you are merging, the pagenumbering starts over at 1 for the second PDF.Use the RUNPAGE option if you want to usethe output PDF page numbers instead.SKIP="number" Set to skip the number of pages specified. Forexample, to place a text watermark on every3rd page, set SKIP=3. The text will then showup on pages 1, 4, 7, 11, and so on. The rangespecified by PAGES will still take effect so ifyou have PAGES=2-50 with SKIP=3, the pagesfor the text will be 2, 5, 8, and so on.FIRST Include on first page only (same as settingPAGES=1).
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Text Files Option DescriptionNOTFIRST Include on any page except the first page. Forexample, if you set PAGES="odd" and don'twant this text to show on the first page, set thisoption.RUNPAGE Uses the running page number for the PAGESoption. In this case, the pages are numberedfrom 1 to n where n is the total number ofpages of all PDFs being merged.BASELINE=Yes|No If set to "No", the Y value (for text position)represents the top of the first line of text. If setto "Yes" (the default), the Y value representsthe basline of the first line of text. Setting to"No" has the effect of lowering the text by thepoint size. This is fixed as "No" whenNOROTATE is used.GLYPHPOS Used when the text contains positioning(kerning) information. Your text must beentered in parenthesis with a number betweeneach set of parenthesis. A positive number willmove the current text position to the left whilea negative number will move it to the right.That is, the value is subtracted from thecurrent position to obtain the new position.The value is specified in 1000ths of a unit. Seethe example at the end of this section.RTL Used to specify the text should be converted toright-to-left reading order. May not handle allthe details depending on your particular textstring.
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Text Files <IMGX=numberY=numberSRC="text"FROMRIGHTFROMTOPANGLE=numberNOROTATEIFROTATE=numberBORDER=numberBORDERCOLOR="text"PADDING=numberREND=numberIMGSCALE=numberTRANSPARENCY=numberTRANSPMODE="text"PAGES="text"SKIP="number"FIRSTNOTFIRSTRUNPAGE>The IMG tag is used to place an image on a page or multiple pages.Option DescriptionX=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the left page edge to placethe image.Y=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the bottom page edge toplace the image.SRC="text" Full path and name of an image to use.FROMRIGHT Treats the X value as a distance from the rightedge of the page instead of the left.FROMTOP Treats the Y value as a distance from the topedge of the page instead of the bottom.ANGLE=number The counter-clockwise angle of rotationaround the center of the image. Enter a valuefrom 0 to 360. Use a negative number from-360 to 0 for clockwise rotation. The default is0.
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Text Files Option DescriptionANCHOR=text Used to specify a different anchor point for therotation. The default is the center of the image.Specify one of the following:LL for Lower-LeftLR for Lower-RightUL for Upper-LeftUR for Upper-RightFor most cases you'll want to use LL as thevalue when overriding the default center pointrotation. For example, if you have an imagerotated 90 degrees with the default center pointrotation, its X position will vary depending onthe width of the image. To keep the X positionfixed, use ANCHOR="LL".NOROTATE Prevents the image from rotating when there isa page rotation. Sometimes pages that appearto be oriented correctly when viewed actuallyhave a rotation set on the page. When youplace an image on the page it then becomesrotated even though you didn't specify anANGLE for it. This option will compenstatefor the page rotation and adjust the angle ofthe image. See the Page Layout Files section forinformation on exporting page information,including rotation, if you want to find out howthe pages are arranged. Note that ANCHORwill be set to "UL" and BASEALIGN will be setto "No" when this option is used regardless ofwhat value is passed in.IFROTATE=number Set to a value of 0, 90, 180 or 270. This is usedto specify what pages the image should bedisplayed on based on the current page'srotation value. You might use this with theNOROTATE option to provide a differentposition for the image based on how the pageis rotated.BORDER=number The width of the border in points. Can be adecimal number (such as .5) for a thin border.BORDERCOLOR="text" The color for the border.PADDING=number The amount of padding to leave between theimage and the border in points.
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Text Files Option DescriptionREND=number The render mode. The default is 0 (fill thecharacter). Other options are:1 - stroke (or outline) the character only2 - stroke and fill the character3 - no stroke or fill (invisible)IMGSCALE=number A scaling factor expressed as a percentage forthe image. Default is 100 for 100% or noscaling. Values smaller than 100 will shrink theimage while values greater than 100 willenlarge.TRANSPARENCY=number Optional transparency for the image. RequiresAcrobat or Reader 5.0 or higher to view thetransparency. Enter a value from 1 to 100. Thedefault without this option is 100 - the image isplaced on top of the background PDF withnone of the background showing through.TRANSPMODE="text" Optional transparency mode. The valid valuesare:Normal (Default)MultiplyScreenOverlayDarkenLightenColorDodgeColorBurnHardLightSoftLightDifferenceExclusionHueSaturationColorLuminosity
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Text Files Option DescriptionPAGES="text" The list of pages to show the image on. Enter acomma separated list and/or use a - (minussign) for a page range. May also use "odd" or"even". Use "oddrange" or evenrange" alongwith a page range to only pull odd or evenpages within that range. For example,PAGES="10-300,oddrange" will only includeodd pages in the range of 10-300 (11, 13, ...299). In comparison, PAGES="10-300,odd"will pull all odd pages and all pages within therange of 10-300. Leave PAGES out to includeon all pages. Note the page number refers tothe input file page number. If you have twoinput files you are merging, the pagenumbering starts over at 1 for the second PDF.Use the RUNPAGE option if you want to usethe output PDF page numbers instead.SKIP="number" Set to skip the number of pages specified. Forexample, to place an image watermark onevery 3rd page, set SKIP=3. The image willthen show up on pages 1, 4, 7, 11, and so on.The range specified by PAGES will still takeeffect so if you have PAGES=2-50 withSKIP=3, the pages for the image will be 2, 5, 8,and so on.FIRST Include on first page only (same as settingPAGES=1).NOTFIRST Include on any page except the first page. Forexample, if you set PAGES="odd" and don'twant this image to show on the first page, setthis option.RUNPAGE Uses the running page number for the PAGESoption. In this case, the pages are numberedfrom 1 to n where n is the total number ofpages of all PDFs being merged.
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Text Files <SHADINGNAME="text"COLOR1=colorCOLOR2=colorCOLOR3=colorCOLOR4=colorCOLOR5=colorCOLORARY=text>Used to define a gradient shading pattern. The shading pattern can then beused for text or text background. You may specify from two to five colors.Parameter DescriptionNAME="text" The name for the shading pattern. Must be uniquewithin the document.COLOR1=color The starting color. Any valid color code.COLOR2=color Any valid color code.COLOR3=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLOR4=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLOR5=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLORARY=text A comma separated list of 4 or 6 numbers. The default is0,0,1,0. These represent the X0, Y0, X1, Y1 matrixcoordinates for the shading pattern. A matrix of 0,0,1,0goes from left to right from COLOR1 to COLORn. Amatrix of 0,0,0,1 goes from top to bottom. You may usedecimals or negative numbers as well to offset where themiddle of the gradient lies. Use 6 numbers x0, y0, r0, x1, y1, r1 for a radial typeshading, such as for a sphere. The numbers specify thecenters and radii of the starting and ending circles,expressed in points. The radii r0 and r1 must both begreater than or equal to 0. If one radius is 0, thecorresponding circle is treated as a point; if both are 0,nothing is painted. The x0, y0, x1 and y1 values shouldtypically be between 0 and 1. Use x0=.5, y0=.5, x1=.5 andy1=.5 to center the circles in the middle.
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Text Files <UNITSVALUE=text>Used to set the unit of measurement for tags that follow. Typically you'llplace one UNITS tag at the top but you may use them through the file withdifferent values. The UNITS tag affects all tags that follow it until anotherUNITS tag is found.For example, to set centimeters use <UNITS VALUE="cm">. The default is"pt" for points.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Use one of the following:PT Points (1/72 of an inch)IN InchesCM CentimetersMM Millimeters
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Text Files <MONTHSSHORT=listLONG=list>The MONTHS tag allows a different set of month names and abbreviationsto be used with the &mon and &month text variables. The default is theEnglish spelling of the names if this tag is not used.Option DescriptionSHORT=list A comma separated list of 12 month names going fromJanuary to December. This is used by the &mon variable.LONG=list A comma separated list of 12 month names going fromJanuary to December. This is used by the &month variable.
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Text Files <MONTHSSHORT=listLONG=list>The WEEKDAYS tag allows a different set of day of the week names andabbreviations to be used with the &wd and &weekday text variables. Thedefault is the English spelling of the names if this tag is not used.Option DescriptionSHORT=list A comma separated list of the 7 day of the week names goingfrom Sunday to Saturday. This is used by the &wd variable.LONG=list A comma separated list of the 7 day of the week names goingfrom Sunday to Saturday. This is used by the &weekdayvariable.
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Text Files Here's a sample (including an added page after existing page #5):The SRC value for the FONT tags below assume the font is located in yourWindows font directory or your current directory. Be sure to fully qualifythis path (i.e. "c:\myfonts\mycustom.ttf") if you have fonts residingelsewhere. <UNITS VALUE="in">

<SHADING NAME="blue" COLOR1=#FFFFFF
COLOR2=#9CCFFF COLORARY="0,0,1,0">
<PAGE INSERTPOS=5 ADDAFTER HEIGHT=8.5 WIDTH=11>
<FONT NAME="custom" SRC="myfont.ttf">
<TEXT X=1 Y=3 FACE="custom" PAGES="1-3,6" COLOR="green">
This is the first line of text.
This is another line.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=2.5 Y=4 SIZE=15 FACE="helvetica" ALIGN="center"
BORDER=3 PADDING=2>
Here is some text to center.
Line 2
Last line of centered text.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=3 Y=5 SIZE=12 FACE="helvetica" SHADING="blue">
Here is some shaded text.
Line 2
Last line of shaded text.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=1 Y=1 REND=3>
This text is invisible.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=1 Y=6 SIZE=18 GLYPHPOS>
(T)-20(his)-215(text)-220(uses glyph)-230(positioning.)
(A)20(ll text must go within parenthesis.)
(Use a slash in front of any parenthesis in the text.)
(For example: \(555\) 555-1212)
</TEXT>
<FONT NAME="bar" SRC="upca075.ttf">
<TEXT X=3 Y=4 SIZE=30 FACE="bar" BARCODE="UPCA">
01234567890
</TEXT>Here's how to load a text file:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -strin mytext.txt
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Rectangle Files Rectangle FilesThe -rectin option or setRectFileIn method allows you to draw rectangleson the page. A filled rectangle can be used to block out sections of a pagewhen set to the page background color. Any text/images the rectanglecovers remains in the document though it is blocked from view. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always RECT in this case) comes directly after the opening <.Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. For example:<RECT COLOR="red" X=72 Y=72 WIDTH=144 HEIGHT=288 PAGES=1,5-7>is a tag to paint a rectangle in the lower left corner on pages 1, 5, 6 and 7.
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Rectangle Files <RECTX=numberY=numberX2=numberY2=numberWIDTH=numberHEIGHT=numberCOLOR=textBORDER=numberBORDERCOLOR=textSHADING="text"TRANSPARENCY=numberTRANSPMODE="text"FROMRIGHTFROMTOPPAGES="text">Used to draw a rectangle.  This can be filled or outlined. Note the -addback option or setAddBack method can be used to place theadded rectangle(s) in the page background rather than foreground.Parameter DescriptionX=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the left page edge for leftside the rectangle.Y=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the bottom page edge forthe bottom side of the rectangle.X2=number The position (in points where 1 point = 1/72 ofan inch or based on current UNITS setting)from the left page edge for the right side of therectangle. You can use the WIDTH optioninstead of this one. Any setting here willoverride the WIDTH setting. You may use anegative value to mean how far from the rightpage edge for the right side of the rectangle.For example, using X=36 X2=-36 means start ahalf-inch from the left edge and extend to ahalf-inch from the right side of the page.
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Rectangle Files Parameter DescriptionY2=number The position (in points where 1 point = 1/72 ofan inch or based on current UNITS setting)from the bottom page edge for the top side ofthe rectangle. You can use the HEIGHT optioninstead of this one. Any setting here willoverride the HEIGHT setting. You may use anegative value to mean how far from the toppage edge for the top side of the rectangle. Forexample, using Y=36 Y2=-36 means start ahalf-inch from the bottom edge and extend toa half-inch from the top of the page.WIDTH=number The width (in points where 1 point = 1/72 ofan inch or based on current UNITS setting) forthe rectangle. Do not use along with parameterX2.HEIGHT=number The height (in points where 1 point = 1/72 ofan inch or based on current UNITS setting) forthe rectangle. Do not use along with parameterY2.COLOR=text The fill color for the rectangle. This is theoutline (rather than fill) color whenSHADING is used. You may leave this optionoff when using SHADING if you don't want anoutline. Leave this option off or set this optionto "none" when you want to outline a rectangleonly (no fill).BORDER=number The border width (if any) in points.BORDERCOLOR=color The color for the border.SHADING="text" A shading pattern to use for the background.See the SHADING tag for details.TRANSPARENCY=number Optional transparency for the rectangle.Requires Acrobat or Reader 5.0 or higher toview the transparency. Enter a value from 1 to100. The default without this option is 100 -the rectangle is placed on top of thebackground PDF with none of the backgroundshowing through.
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Rectangle Files Parameter DescriptionTRANSPMODE="text" Optional transparency mode. The valid valuesare:Normal (Default)MultiplyScreenOverlayDarkenLightenColorDodgeColorBurnHardLightSoftLightDifferenceExclusionHueSaturationColorLuminosityFROMRIGHT Changes the meaning of the X value to be fromthe right of the page rather than the left. Forexample, if X=72 then setting FROMRIGHTwill mean one inch from the right side of thepage rather than one inch from the left.FROMTOP Changes the meaning of the Y value to be fromthe top of the page rather than the bottom. Forexample, if Y=72 then setting FROMTOP willmean one inch from the top of the page ratherthan one inch from the bottom.PAGES="text" The list of pages to show the rectagle on. Entera comma separated list and/or use a - (minussign) for a page range. Leave this option out toinclude on all pages.
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Rectangle Files <SHADINGNAME="text"COLOR1=colorCOLOR2=colorCOLOR3=colorCOLOR4=colorCOLOR5=colorCOLORARY=text>Used to define a gradient shading pattern. The shading pattern can then beused for the rectangle background. You may specify from two to five colors.Parameter DescriptionNAME="text" The name for the shading pattern. Must be uniquewithin the document.COLOR1=color The starting color. Any valid color code.COLOR2=color Any valid color code.COLOR3=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLOR4=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLOR5=color Optional. Any valid color code.COLORARY=text A comma separated list of 4 or 6 numbers. The default is0,0,1,0. These represent the X0, Y0, X1, Y1 matrixcoordinates for the shading pattern. A matrix of 0,0,1,0goes from left to right from COLOR1 to COLORn. Amatrix of 0,0,0,1 goes from top to bottom. You may usedecimals or negative numbers as well to offset where themiddle of the gradient lies. Use 6 numbers x0, y0, r0, x1, y1, r1 for a radial typeshading, such as for a sphere. The numbers specify thecenters and radii of the starting and ending circles,expressed in points. The radii r0 and r1 must both begreater than or equal to 0. If one radius is 0, thecorresponding circle is treated as a point; if both are 0,nothing is painted. The x0, y0, x1 and y1 values shouldtypically be between 0 and 1. Use x0=.5, y0=.5, x1=.5 andy1=.5 to center the circles in the middle.
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Rectangle Files <UNITSVALUE=text>Used to set the unit of measurement for tags that follow. Typically you'llplace one UNITS tag at the top but you may use them through the file withdifferent values. The UNITS tag affects all tags that follow it until anotherUNITS tag is found.For example, to set centimeters use <UNITS VALUE="cm">. The default is"pt" for points.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Use one of the following:PT Points (1/72 of an inch)IN InchesCM CentimetersMM Millimeters
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Rectangle Files Here are some examples:

<SHADING NAME="redfade" COLOR1="#FF0000"
   COLOR2="#FFFFFF" COLORARY="1,1,0,0">
<RECT COLOR="#00C0F9" X=72 Y=72 WIDTH=150 HEIGHT=300>
<RECT COLOR="blue" X=120 Y=540 WIDTH=72 HEIGHT=72
   PAGES="2-5">
<UNITS VALUE="in">
<RECT COLOR="#FF0000" X=1 Y=1 X2=2 Y2=2 PAGES="4,8-10"
SHADING="redfade">Load the file like this:
pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf fileout.pdf -rectin filerect.txt
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Image Files Image Files(Note: -imgout and setImgFileOut are not available in SE version)The -imgin/-imgout or setImgFileIn/setImgFileOut methods allow you tomodify images in a PDF. The base file is created by using the -imgoutoption or setImgFileOut method. A set of tags will be created in the outputfile based on the various images found in the PDF. You may then modify oradd images by modifying or adding IMG tags. Image sources can be fromJPEG, GIF, certain TIFFs or other PDFs. In addition, you may use the MEDIA option of the IMG tag to add othermedia types to your PDF. For example, to place a Flash animation or movieon the page. Also, see the -imgdir option or setImgDir method if you want to exportimages from the PDF. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always IMG in this case) comes directly after the opening <.Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. For example:<IMG NAME="obj_35_Img1" HEIGHT=100 WIDTH=350>You can also export information on the location and size of images on eachpage. While the IMG tag shows physical images in the PDF, the IMGPOStag is used to show on what page the image is used on, its position and size.A single image (IMG tag) may be used on multiple pages and positions. Youcan think of the IMG tag as the image objects and the IMGPOS as theinstances of those objects or images.Note the -addback option or setAddBack method can be used to placeadded image(s) in the page background rather than foreground.
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Image Files <IMGNAME="text"HEIGHT=numberWIDTH=numberBYTES=numberFILTER=textSRC="text"SRCNAME="text"X=numberY=numberX2=numberY2=numberSCALEX=numberSCALEY=numberSCALE=numberMASK=textPAGESIZEBORDERWIDTH=numberBORDEROUTERBORDERCOLOR=colorDECORWIDTH=numberDECORWIDTHT=numberDECORWIDTHB=numberDECORWIDTHL=numberDECORWIDTHR=numberDECORTILETRANSPARENCY=numberTRANSPMODE="text"PAGES="text"MEDIA="text">The IMG tags are the individual images in the PDF. You can use the IMGtag to add your own images or other media to the PDF. Use the MEDIA option to play an audio clip or movie on the page. Forexample, <IMG MEDIA='myfile.mp3' X=0 Y=0 X2=72 Y=36 PAGES=1>will place an MP3 file in the PDF on page 1. You can load this into anexisting PDF with the following options:

-imgin "<IMG MEDIA='myfile.mp3' X=0 Y=0 X2=72 Y=36
PAGES=1>" -mediaplay o -mediarepeatThe "-mediaplay o" is to begin the clip when the PDF is opened. Note theuser will receive a pop-up message when they open the PDF asking if theywant to play the clip so they are not forced to play it. See the IMGPOS tag for image instances.
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Image Files Option DescriptionNAME="text" This is generated when you create an image filefrom an existing PDF. It is a unique referenceto the image and may or may not be namedsomething that you can tell what image it isreferring to. You only need the NAME optionwhen you want to replace an image.HEIGHT=number The height in points of the image. Notnecessary to pass this value with added images.This is only a reference for existing images.You can pass this value if you want to force adifferent height for an added image though.WIDTH=number The width in points of the image. Notnecessary to pass this value with added images.This is only a reference for existing images.You can pass this value if you want to force adifferent width for an added image though.BYTES=number The size of the image in bytes. Not necessary topass this value with added images. This is onlya reference for existing images.FILTER=text The type of filter(s) for the image. Notnecessary to pass this value with added images.This is only a reference for existing images.SRC="text" The full path and image name of an image youwish to use. Only use JPEGs at 72 DPI256-color grayscale or 24-bit color, GIFs, orPNGs (alpha transparency in PNGs is notsupported - the image will show withouttransparency). Note this may also be a PDFwhere you want to pull an image from. See theSRCNAME option when pulling from anotherPDF.SRCNAME="text" The NAME value that corresponds to theimage from the PDF specified in the SRCparameter. Note you'll need to run pdfmeld onthis PDF first so you can see what the imagenames are.X=number The position (in points where 1 point = 1/72 ofan inch or based on current UNITS setting)from the left page edge for the left edge of theimage to be placed.Y=number The position (in points where 1 point = 1/72 ofan inch or based on current UNITS setting)from the bottom page edge for the bottomedge of the image to be placed.
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Image Files Option DescriptionX2=number Optional. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the left page edge for theright edge of the image to be placed. Allowsyou to specify a bounding box of X, Y, X2, Y2to place the added image. The default willsimply be the width (after scaling) of theimage.Y2=number Optional. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the bottom page edge forthe top edge of the image to be placed. Allowsyou to specify a bounding box of X, Y, X2, Y2to place the added image. The default willsimply be the height (after scaling) of theimage.SCALEX=number The amount as a percent to scale the width ofany added images by. For example, use 50 for50%. Does not affect images that are replacingexisting images in the PDF (where the NAMEoption is used).SCALEY=number The amount as a percent to scale the height ofany added images by. For example, use 50 for50%. Does not affect images that are replacingexisting images in the PDF (where the NAMEoption is used).SCALE=number Shorthand option to set both SCALEX andSCALEY to the same value.
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Image Files Option DescriptionMASK=text A set of numbers (separated by a space)representing the from and through color indexnumbers to make transparent. Normally,transparent GIFs will be handled without theneed to use this option. You may use this withother images, such as JPEG, that do have atransparency stored in the image itself. Thevalue is a set of 2 x n integers, min1 max1 ...minn maxn,  where n is the number of colorcomponents in the image's color space. Ingeneral, the values range from 0 to 255 (or2^BitsPerColorComponent - 1 whereBitsPerColorComponent is typically 8). Thefirst number is the beginning color indexnumber and the second is the ending colorindex. For grayscale images, you only need asingle set of values such as MASK="240 255".For RGB images, you'll need to pass each RGBcolor component separately, for exampleMASK="230 245 100 128 40 52". The colorsfalling within the range provided are madetransparent.PAGESIZE Size the image to the page.BORDERWIDTH=number The width of the border for the image. Theimage will be reduced in size to accommodatethe border within the area specified. The imageand the border will fall within the X/Y and X2/Y2 area. Use the BORDEROUTER option toplace the border outside this area.BORDEROUTER Used to place the border outside of the areaspecified for the image rather than the defaultof inside. The image will first be placed andsized as if there were no border and then theborder is placed outside of this area.BORDERCOLOR=color The color of the image border.
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Image Files Option DescriptionDECORWIDTH=number The width of the border when using the imageitself as a page border (or decoration). Notethis is not a border for the image but rather away to use the image as a border for a page.This allows you to place an image (of a pictureframe, for example) on top of a PDF page butonly cover the page edges and not the center.Normally when creating the border you'll wantto use the PAGESIZE option or set the X2/Y2values for the image. This option sets all edgewidths at once (top, bottom, left and right).Use the options below to set each edgeindividually. The width is in points or thecurrent unit setting.DECORWIDTHT=number Sets the top border width. See theDECORWIDTH option for details. The widthis in points or the current unit setting.DECORWIDTHB=number Sets the bottom border width. See theDECORWIDTH option for details. The widthis in points or the current unit setting.DECORWIDTHL=number Sets the left border width. See theDECORWIDTH option for details. The widthis in points or the current unit setting.DECORWIDTHR=number Sets the right border width. See theDECORWIDTH option for details. The widthis in points or the current unit setting.DECORTILE Tiles the border image. The image is repeatedin the border area rather than sizing it to thewidth and height of the page.TRANSPARENCY=number Optional transparency for the image. RequiresAcrobat or Reader 5.0 or higher to view thetransparency. Enter a value from 1 to 100. Thedefault without this option is 100 - the image isplaced on top of the background PDF withnone of the background showing through.
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Image Files Option DescriptionTRANSPMODE="text" Optional transparency mode. The valid valuesare:Normal (Default)MultiplyScreenOverlayDarkenLightenColorDodgeColorBurnHardLightSoftLightDifferenceExclusionHueSaturationColorLuminosityPAGES="text" The list of pages to show the added image on.Leave this option out to include on all pages.MEDIA="text" A media file (such as a Flash animation file) todisplay at the location. Use the HEIGHT andWIDTH options in this case for the size of themedia area. The SRC image is the static imageto show until the media plays. You may leavethe SRC option out if there is already an imageor other indicator on the PDF page. Do notinclude the NAME option when usingMEDIA.Note the options X, Y, SCALEX, SCALEY, SCALE, and PAGES are only foradded images (where the NAME option is not used). Here's a set of sample image tags:

<IMG NAME="obj_21_Img1" HEIGHT=50 WIDTH=200>
<IMG NAME="obj_35_Img2" HEIGHT=100 WIDTH=350
   SRC="c:\images\modimage.jpg">
<IMG NAME="obj_45_Img3" HEIGHT=200 WIDTH=150
   SRC="c:\pdfs\test.pdf" SRCNAME="obj_84">
<IMG SRC="c:\images\newimage.gif" X=200 Y=72
   PAGES="1-3,7,9">The first line shows an image that won't be changed - there is no SRCoption so it is left alone.The second image will be replaced by an existing JPEG image.The third image will be replaced by an image, obj_84 in this case, pulledfrom an existing PDF called test.pdf.
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Image Files The last image is a new one that will appear 200 points from the left and 72points from the bottom of pages 1, 2, 3, 7 and 9.Here's how to create an image file:

pdfmeld.exe input.pdf images.txt -imgoutAnd here's how to load in any changes made to it:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -imgin images.txt Keep the following in mind when updating your tagged file:
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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Image Files <IMGPOSNAME="text"OBJ="text"PAGE=numberID=numberA=numberB=numberC=numberD=numberX=numberY=numberREMOVE>You can use the IMGPOS information to move, scale or prevent imagesfrom displaying. The IMGPOS tag represents the instances of the imagesfrom the IMG tag. Use the additional parameter -imgout "pos" orsetImgFileOut("pos") to include this information in the output file. Theinformation can also be used to determine where on a page an image islocated. The UNITS tag (if used) does not apply to the values in this tag.The matrix operation for the image is based on the following formula:x' = x * A + y * C + Xy' = x * B + y * D + YThe B and C values are typically 0 so what this means is move to the X/Yposition on the page and display the image with a width of A and height ofD. Modify A and/or D to stretch or shrink the image. Modify X and/or Y tomove the image. There may be other scaling or rotation commands issued that pertain to theimage. In those instances the values given for the image location will bemodified or offset by those actions. That's why the X and Y position, forexample, are not guaranteed to be from the left and bottom edge of thepage. The PDF must use a compression format that PDF Meld can workwith (plain text, ASCII 85 or Zlib) in order to pull this information. If yourun the option with this parameter and do not get any IMGPOS tags thenlikely the PDF is using some other compression algorithm (typically LZW).Option DescriptionNAME="text" This is the object name identified in the PDF. Note that theimage (the IMG tag) may be called by a different name ondifferent pages. Use the OBJ value to refer back to a specificIMG tag if necessary.OBJ="text" The object number preceded by the text "obj_". This willmatch the NAME value (or the first portion of it) from theIMG tag. You can use this to reference what image(s) areused where.
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Image Files Option DescriptionPAGE=number The page number this IMGPOS tag was found on. This isthe page that the image is displayed on. There may bemultiple IMGPOS tags for the same image if it is displayedon multiple pages.ID=number A unique number generated for each IMGPOS tag. It isbased on the order the image was found when parsing theinput PDF. Do not modify this number as it is used whenloading the file back in. You can rearrange the IMGPOStags as this id will be used to determine the original order.A=number Generally the image width in points. The A, B, C and Dvalues along with X and Y are used in a matrix operationwhen placing the image on the page. Any of the values canbe positive or negative depending on any rotation or scalingapplied to the image.B=number Generally this is 0. This will only be set if there is a rotationor skewing operation applied.C=number Generally this is 0. This will only be set if there is a rotationor skewing operation applied.D=number Generally the image height in points.X=number Generally the X position in points from the left edge of thepage to place the image.Y=number Generally the Y position in points from the bottom edge ofthe page to place the image.REMOVE Add this text if you want to remove this image instance. Ifthe image is displayed on more than one page or area it willstill display at those locations (unless you have REMOVEset for those as well).
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Image Files <THUMBSRC="text"PAGE=number>Use this tag to embed an image as a page thumbnail. It is not required thatevery page have a thumbnail image. In Acrobat Reader, the thumbnails willbe generated automatically and the image used here will be ignored. Theonly use for this is when you want to embed your own thumbnails foranother other application to use.Option DescriptionSRC="text" The full path and image name of an image you wish to use.This should be a standard 72 DPI JPEG. The size should beno more than 106 by 106 pixels. In general, the thumbnailshould be created at 1/8 scale of the actual page size.PAGE=number The page number this thumbnail image belogs with.
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Image Files <UNITSVALUE=text>Used to set the unit of measurement for tags that follow. Typically you'llplace one UNITS tag at the top but you may use them through the file withdifferent values. The UNITS tag affects all tags that follow it until anotherUNITS tag is found.For example, to set centimeters use <UNITS VALUE="cm">. The default is"pt" for points.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Use one of the following:PT Points (1/72 of an inch)IN InchesCM CentimetersMM Millimeters
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Font Files Font FilesThe -fonts option or setFontsFile method allows you to embed TrueType,OpenType or Type 1 fonts in a PDF. The embedded fonts can be used forthe page number (or other) string that you specify. Or when you want toembed a font that currently isn't embedded. Also, you can replace one fontwith another in a PDF. This is really only useful if the size of the charactersare consistant with the font you're replacing. Otherwise you'll likely end upwith text that's misaligned and flowing off the page and/or on top of itself. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always FONT in this case) comes directly after the opening <.Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. For example:<FONT SRC="c:\winnt\fonts\myfont.ttf" NAME="Myfont">is a tag to embed the myfont.ttf font.
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Font Files <FONTSRC="text"NAME="text"CODEPAGE=numberBOM=textENCODING=textUNICODESUBSETREPLACE="text"REPLACEIFSUB>Used to embed a custom font.Option DescriptionSRC="text" The source file on disk for the font. Only TrueType,OpenType and Type 1 fonts are supported. ForTrueType fonts specify the font file (ex."c:\windows\fonts\myfont.ttf"). Also, for OpenTypefonts specify the font file (ex."c:\windows\fonts\myfont.otf"). For Type 1 fontsspecify the file name without the extension (ex."c:\windows\fonts\myfont"). Type 1 fonts haveseveral different files associated with them and thesoftware will handle locating the individual files.NAME="text" The name you wish to refer to this font as in thePDF.
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Font Files Option DescriptionCODEPAGE=number The codepage to use (1252 Windows Latin-1 is usedby default). This option is valid only whenembedding your own TrueType or OpenType font.Must be a codepage that is included in the font.Currently, the other codepages supported are:IDENTITY (None - text is Unicode)1,2737 (Greek)1855 (Cyrillic)1857 (Turkish)1862 (Hebrew)1866 (Cyrillic)1869 (Greek)1874 (Thai)1932 (Japanese)1936 (GBK - Chinese)1949 (Korean)11250 (Central European)1251 (Cyrillic)1253 (Greek)1254 (Turkish)1255 (Hebrew)1256 (Arabic)1 Use the UNICODE option with these code pagesand, typically, SUBSET2 All characters using this font, even those which canbe represented by a single byte, must be double byte.Note you may also use the UNICODE option andpass text in UTF-8 format.BOM=text The Byte Order Mark for use with Unicode text andIDENTITY as the CODEPAGE value. Set this to thetext "FFFE" if the Unicode text is in little-endianorder. For example, if your text is the two-byte hexstring D5 5C for the Korean symbol  then you donot need to use this option. If your string is 5C D5then set BOM="FFFE".
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Font Files Option DescriptionENCODING=text The encoding to use for the custom font.WinAnsiEncoding is used if not specified. This valueis inserted directly into the PDF as typed so case isimportant. If you are not sure what value to use,leave this option out. The default should be fine formost cases. Possible values are WinAnsiEncoding,StandardEncoding, MacRomanEncoding orPDFDocEncoding.UNICODE Specifies that you will be using Unicode characterswith this font. This allows you to enter text inUnicode for languages such as Hebrew and Arabic.The font must contain the Unicode character set youplan on using. See the Text Files section for moreinformation.SUBSET Use this option to subset fonts with the UNICODEoption and CODEPAGE set to IDENTITY, 737, 855,857, 862, 866, 869, 874, 932, 936, or 949. This willreduce the PDF size by including only those glyphsfrom the font that are used in the PDF.REPLACE="text" Only use this option if you want to replace anexisting font. Specify the name of an existing font inthe PDF you want to replace. This name is casesensitive.REPLACEIFSUB Only make the replacement if the current font is asubsetted font.Here's how to load a font file:

pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -fonts fontlist.dat
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Bookmarks Adding Custom BookmarksThe -bmin option or setBookmarkFile method allows you to specify a filewith the bookmark structure to use for the output PDF. Use the -bmoutoption or setBookmarkOut method to create a file of existing bookmarks ina PDF. You may use the UTF-8 option on the tag if the description contains UTF-8characters. Or you may use Unicode (UTF-16). You'll need place two ASCIIcharacters - 254 followed by 255 (FEFF in hex) - at the front of the string(the DESCR option) when using Unicode. You may save the entire file in Unicode format and the program willperform the necessary conversions. You'll need to place two ASCIIcharacters - 254 and 255 for big-endian or 255 and 254 for little-endian - atthe front of your file. Also, each BOOKMARK tag must be closed with />when the entire file is Unicode (rather than just >). You may also use the syntax &#9999; where 9999 is the decimal Unicodevalue, &#x9999; where 9999 is the hexadecimal Unicode value or&#o9999; where 9999 is the octal Unicode value in the description (DESCRoption). For example, &#1575; is the same as &#x0627; and &#o3047.You must place the UTF-8 option in the BOOKMARK tag when enteringcharacters this way. It is recommended you place the tag <UNICODE /> at the top of your file ifyou are using UTF-8 or Unicode and the entire file is not Unicode. This tagwill instruct the program to look for /> as the closing sequence to theBOOKMARK tag. This is to avoid closing the tag too soon if there are any >characters in the description text. All of your tags (including the UNICODEtag) must end with /> in this case. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always BOOKMARK in this case) comes directly after theopening <. Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign betweenit and its value. For example:<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 CLOSED PAGE=5 DESCR="A Bookmark">
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Bookmarks <BOOKMARKLEVEL=numberCLOSEDX="text"Y="text"COLOR="text"ITALICBOLDPAGE=numberURL=textDESCR="text"PAGEFMT="text"PAGENUM=numberSTARTPAGEOFFSET=numberINITPAGEFMT="text"FDFFILE="text"PRINT[=text]JS="text"UTF-8>Used to add a bookmark.Option DescriptionLEVEL=number The bookmark level (1 is the highest).Lower numbers represent sub-entries forthe level above.CLOSED Include this option for a closed (lowerlevels are not initially displayed) bookmark.Closed bookmarks show up with a + signnext to them in the viewer and the usermust click on the + to expand thebookmark to show the levels below it.X="text" Optional. The position from the left edge ofthe page in points this bookmark ispositioned at. Pass a numeric value or thetext "null". Default is null.Y="text" Optional. The position from the top edgeof the page in points this bookmark ispositioned at. Pass a numeric value or thetext "null". Default is 7920.COLOR="text" The bookmark color. Default is black.ITALIC Optional. Specify italic text for thebookmark.BOLD Optional. Specify bold text for thebookmark.
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Bookmarks Option DescriptionPAGE=number The page number this bookmarkreferences. Leave this option off whenusing the URL option.URL="text" The URL for a web page to load rather thana link to a page in the current PDFdocument. You may also use"mailto:me@mysite.com" syntax to open anemail window. Leave this option off for astandard outline entry.DESCR="text" The actual text for the bookmark. This iswhat the user will see in the bookmarkwindow. Use &lt; for the < symbol and&gt; for the > symbol. You may also usethe syntax &#xHH where HH is the hexcode for any character value from 0-255you wish to use. You may supplybig-endian Unicode (UTF-16) but placetwo ASCII characters - 254 followed by 255(FEFF in hex) - at the front of the string.PAGEFMT="text" Similar to the -pagefmt option, this is thepage format to start using on this page. Youmay use a blank string to clear out the pagenumber format and thus turn off printingof the page number.PAGENUM=number The new staring page number to beginusing. You would set this to 1, for example,if you are numbering your pages bysections and are starting a new section atthis bookmark.STARTPAGEOFFSET=number The offset from the PAGE value specifiedfor this bookmark where the PAGEFMTshould start. For example, you might have aheader page that starts each section and donot want to start numbering until the nextpage. In that case you would set this valueto 2. The default value is 1 if this option isnot used - that is, start the PAGEFMTsetting at this page.
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Bookmarks Option DescriptionINITPAGEFMT="text" When used with STARTPAGEOFFSET,this specifies the PAGEFMT to use until wereach the STARTPAGEOFFSET. Forexample, assume a bookmark withPAGE=5 is included with the options ofPAGEFMT="%1 of %2", PAGENUM=1,STARTPAGEOFFSET=2 andINITPAGEFMT="". On page 5 of yourPDF, no page numbering will show becauseINITPAGEFMT="" andSTARTPAGEOFFSET is not reached. Onpage 6 (the second page in from thebookmark, which STARTPAGEOFFSET=2is specifying) the PAGEFMT takes overalong with PAGENM=1. So page 6 wouldshow "1 of x", page 7 would have "2 of x"and so on until the end of the PDF isreached or another bookmark containingnew settings for these options isencountered.FDFFILE="text" Supply the path and file name of an FDFfile to load when the bookmark is clicked.Leave this option off for a standard outlineentry.PRINT[=text] The outline entry will be used as a printfunction rather than a link to a page in thecurrent PDF document. Use PRINT byitself to simply print to the default printer.Use PRINT=Dialog to bring up the printerdialog box. Leave this option off for astandard outline entry.JS="text" Enter any valid Adobe JavaScript code youwant executed when the bookmark isclicked. Leave this option off for a standardoutline entry.UTF-8 Use this when the DESCR value containsUTF-8 characters or you are passingUnicode in the form of &#9999;. The textwill be converted to Unicode. You do notneed the ASCII characters 254 followed by255 at the beginning of the string in thiscase.Here's an example of a bookmark structure with 3 levels. The upper levelsare closed initially. 

<BOOKMARK LEVEL=1 CLOSED PAGE=1 DESCR="Contents">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 PAGE=1 DESCR="Part I">
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Bookmarks

<BOOKMARK LEVEL=3 PAGE=1 DESCR="Section I">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=3 PAGE=3 DESCR="Section II">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=3 PAGE=4 DESCR="Section III">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 CLOSED PAGE=5 DESCR="Part II">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=3 CLOSED PAGE=5 DESCR="Section I">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=3 CLOSED PAGE=8 DESCR="Section II">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=3 CLOSED PAGE=12 DESCR="Section III">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=1 CLOSED PAGE=15 DESCR="Appendix">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 CLOSED DESCR="More Info"
    URL="http://www.mysite.com">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 CLOSED DESCR="Request Info"
    URL="mailto:me@mysite.com">
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 CLOSED DESCR="Print Report" PRINT>The user will see two bookmarks ("Contents" and "Appendix") when thePDF is opened using the example above. Both will have a + sign next tothem for exapansion. Note that "Part I" is not marked as initially closed soall the detail under will be shown initially when the "Contents" bookmark isexpanded.Create a bookmark file from an existing PDF like this:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf bm.dat -bmoutLoad the bookmarks (assume they are in a file called bm.dat) and create thePDF by running:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -bmin bm.dat Here is an example using Unicode to create Chinese text: 
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=1
    DESCR="&#20808;&#21069;&#24050;&#32463;&#21457;&#21
806;" UTF-8>Note there are several ways of entering Unicode. This example uses themethod of passing the decimal value of the Unicode character to show. Youmay also pass Unicode text directly.Keep the following in mind when updating your tagged file:
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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Annotations Adding Custom AnnotationsThe -annotes option or setAnnotesFile method allows you to specify a filewith the annotations to use for the output PDF. There are two types ofannotations you may apply. The first is a popup note. This type appears as a small yellow note icon onthe page. Double click the note icon to open it up and read the contents.This allows you to place additional notes or text on the page without havingit print. You may also use a stamp (custom image or text) instead of thenote icon. The second type is a web link. This type may or may not have a border,depending on how you format it. Clicking the link area on the page opens abrowser to the specified location. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always A in this case) comes directly after the opening <. Optionsare then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and its value. Forexample:

<A X1=200 Y1=300 TITLE="Passed" NOTE="Some text..." ANGLE=45
    LABEL="Approved" SIZE=20 LABELCOLOR=#FF0000 TRANSPARENCY=50 PAGES=1>
<A X1=72 Y1=72 X2=300 Y2=92 HREF="https://www.fytek.com" PAGES=3>
<A X1=140 Y1=300 X2=300 Y2=500 TITLE="Important" NOTE="Some text..." PAGES=5>are tags to create a text stamp note on page 1, a link on page 3 to https://www.fytek.com and a note on page 5. The default unit is a point (1/72 of an inch) for the position of theannotations (the X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 values). You may use the UNITS tag tospecify a different value. The UNITS tag must come before the A tag(s) thatit is to be used for. The syntax is:<UNITS VALUE="text">Set the VALUE option to pt for points (the default), in for inches, cm forcentimeters or mm for millimeters. In addition you may also set to anarbitrary value. The value you pass will be used as a multiplier for thenumber of points per unit. For example, passing a value of 72 will be thesame as setting to "in" for inches. Setting to 28.35 is the same as "cm" (72 /2.54 = 28.35). You have the flexibility to make up your own numberingscheme however.
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Annotations <A X1=numberY1=numberX2=numberY2=numberHREF="text"STRING="text"TITLE="text"NOTE="text"COLOR="text"SRC="text"LABEL="text"FACE="text"SIZE=numberLABELCOLOR="text"LABELBGCOLOR="text"LABELBORDERCOLOR="text"NOPRINTNOVIEWANGLE=numberTRANSPARENCY=numberTRANSPMODE="text"PAGES="text">Used to add an annotation.Option DescriptionX1=number The left X coordinate (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch) of the rectangle forthe annotation. The position 0,0 is thelower left corner of the page.Y1=number The lower Y coordinate (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch) of the rectangle forthe annotation.X2=number The right X coordinate (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch) of the rectangle forthe annotation.Y2=number The upper Y coordinate (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch) of the rectangle forthe annotation.HREF="text" The URL to link to (example, "https://www.fytek.com").
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Annotations Option DescriptionSTRING="text" A text string to search for in the documentto apply the link to. Use along with theHREF option. The location (X1, X2, Y1,and Y2) information is not needed as thelocation of the string will determine theplacement of the link. You may specify-strcolor (or setStringColor) and-strcolormode (or setStringColorMode) tohighlight the links with an underline orrectangle if desired. May not work on allPDFs.TITLE="text" The title for the open annotation whenusing a pop-up note (do not use withHREF).NOTE="text" The note text when using a pop-up note(do not use with HREF).COLOR="text" The pop-up note block color.SRC="text" Used to stamp an image on the PDF thatallows for a pop-up note (do not use withHREF or LABEL). Set to the image file youwant to use as the stamp (example,"c:\mypics\draft.jpg"). Use the TITLE andNOTE options along with this one. Mayalso want to set the TRANSPARENCYvalue to allow some of the background toshow through. Only use JPEGs at 72 DPI256-color grayscale or 24-bit color, GIFs,or PNGs (alpha transparency in PNGs isnot supported - the image will showwithout transparency)The X2 and Y2 values may be left off forimages and will be based on the image size.If they are used, the image will be scaled tofit the size specified.
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Annotations Option DescriptionLABEL="text" Used to stamp text on the PDF that allowsfor a pop-up note (do not use with HREFor SRC). Set to the text string you want touse as the stamp (example, "Approved").Put the text "<BR>" (without the quotes) inthe string for a new line. You may also usea font tag such as "<FONT SIZE=xCOLOR=c>" in the label where x is the fontsize and c is the color in hex (red, greenand blue components in that order - each 2characters in hex from 00 to FF). TheFONT tag, if used, must come at thebeginning of a line, that is, directly after the<BR>. Use the TITLE and NOTE options alongwith this one. May also want to set theTRANSPARENCY value to allow some ofthe background to show through.The X2 and Y2 values may be left off forthe label and will be based on the text size.If they are used, the text may be scaled.FACE="text" The text face to use. Either "Helv" forHelvetica (default), "Times" forTimes-Roman or "Courier" for Courier.SIZE=number The font point size (where 1 point =  1/72of an inch) for the height of the textspecified with the LABEL option.LABELCOLOR="text" The label text color.LABELBGCOLOR="text" The label background color.LABELBORDERCOLOR="text" The label border color.NOPRINT Note or stamp is not printed.NOVIEW Note or stamp is not displayed but isprinted if the NOPRINT option is notused.ANGLE=number The counter-clockwise angle of rotation forthe stamp. Enter the number of degreesfrom 0 (default) to 359.
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Annotations Option DescriptionTRANSPARENCY=number Optional transparency for the stamp imageor text. Requires Acrobat or Reader 5.0 orhigher to view the transparency. Enter avalue from 1 to 100. The default withoutthis option is 100 - the image or text isplaced on top of the background PDF withnone of the background showing through.TRANSPMODE="text" Optional transparency mode. The validvalues are:Normal (Default)MultiplyScreenOverlayDarkenLightenColorDodgeColorBurnHardLightSoftLightDifferenceExclusionHueSaturationColorLuminosityPAGES="text" The page numbers for the annotation.Enter a comma separated list and/or use a -(minus sign) for a page range. Leave thisoption out to include on all pages.
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Annotations <UNITSVALUE=text>Used to set the unit of measurement for tags that follow. Typically you'llplace one UNITS tag at the top but you may use them through the file withdifferent values. The UNITS tag affects all tags that follow it until anotherUNITS tag is found.For example, to set centimeters use <UNITS VALUE="cm">. The default is"pt" for points.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Use one of the following:PT Points (1/72 of an inch)IN InchesCM CentimetersMM Millimeters
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Overlay File Overlay FileThe -overlayfile option or setOverlayFile method allows you to specify a filecontaining text to search for in the base PDF to determine what backgroundPDF page to use for the overlay. Use this along with -overlay or setOverlay. For example, you might have a PDF that contains billing statements formultiple customers. Some customer statements might be one page whileothers span several pages. Assume your background PDF has two pages -one to use for the final page of each statement and one to use for any pagesthat are continued. You would setup this file to look for the text "continuedon next page" (assuming that's the exact text used in your billing PDF). Ifthe text is found, you want to use page 2 of the background PDF. Otherwise,you want to use page 1. This option would allow you to specify thebackground page to use. The file layout consists of a set of tags containing a search string and thebackground PDF page number. There is a tag used to specify the defaultbackground page and one to specify text to match on. In the example above,the default would be page 1. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name comes directly after the opening <. Options are then listed, spaceseparated, with an = sign between it and its value. For example:

<DEFAULT PAGE=1>
<SEARCH STR="continued on next page" PAGE=2>are the tags that correspond to the example. You may include as many SEARCH tags as you wish but only oneDEFAULT tag should be specified. The searching is done in the order theSEARCH tags are found. Once a match is found, no further checking isdone and the page specified is used. So, for example, if you have oneSEARCH tag that has STR="program" followed by a SEARCH tag that hasSTR="programming", only the first SEARCH will ever match since"program" is a substring of "programming".
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Overlay File <DEFAULTPAGE=number>Used to specify the default background page.Option DescriptionPAGE=number Required. The page number of the background PDF to usewhen there are no string matches.
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Overlay File <SEARCHSTR="text"PAGE=numberCASE>Used to specify a text string to match on.Option DescriptionSTR="text" Required. The string to look for in the base PDF. This is notcase sensitive. Note that text is not necessarily contiguousin a PDF and it may not be possible to perform a match. Inthese cases, try to find other text on the page that mightwork or shorten your search string. You may want to usethe -textout option or setTextFileOut method so you cansee what the program considers as the text strings on eachpage if you are having difficulty in making a match.PAGE=number Required. The page number to use from the backgroundPDF when a match is found.CASE Specify this on the tag if you want the search to be casesensitive.
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Text Detail Files Text Detail Files(Note: text detail options are not available in the SE version)The -textdetailin and -textdetailout options or setTextDetailIn andsetTextDetailOut methods allow you to locate and export ASCII text fromyour PDF. Note that text is not necessarily contiguous in a PDF so thesemethods may not work on all types of PDFs. There is also asetTextDetailOutXY method and -textdetailoutxy option that allows you tofocus on a small section of the page and only extract text from that section. For example, you might have a PDF that contains a set of names andaddresses. Assume each page has a different name and address in the headerarea and you want to extract that information to generate address labels.You would use -textdetailout or setDetailFileOut to determine what area onthe page should be extracted. With that information, you create a small filewith the desired layout. The file is then used as a template for -textdetailinor setDetailFileIn. Note the data will need to be in the same locationthroughout the PDF for this to work. Or use the -json/setUseJSON optionto export the output in JSON format. The file layouts are tag based and similar for both the export and importoptions. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closeswith >. The tag name comes directly after the opening <. Options are thenlisted, space separated, with an = sign between it and its value. There are two sets of X/Y string position values exported. The X, X2, Y, andY2 values are the bounding box for text prior to any matrix operations. TheTX, TX2, TY, and TY2 values are the bounding box for text after matrixoperations. These values will be the same if the identity matrix is used. For example:

<TEXTDETAIL PAGE=1 X=5 Y=10 STR="Some Text">You would first use the detail out option or method to find out where text islocated like this:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf str.txt -textdetailout -pages 1
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Text Detail Files

For example, you should see something like this in str.txt (some font
information is not shown for readability):
<TEXTDETAIL PAGE=1 STRID=1 X=36 Y=638 STR="This is another line.">Next, use the information in str.txt to setup your template. For example, topull out address information, you could setup something like this:
"<TEXTDETAIL X=36 Y=746>",
"<TEXTDETAIL X=36 Y=734>",
"<TEXTDETAIL X=36 Y=722 CITY>",
"<TEXTDETAIL X=36 Y=722 STATE>",
"<TEXTDETAIL X=36 Y=722 ZIP>",
"<TEXTDETAIL X=36 Y=710>"The actual template layout would be all on one line; however it is shownhere as with each TEXTDETAIL tag on a separate line for readability. Notethe X/Y coordinates are taken from the export file (str.txt in this example).The TEXTDETAIL tags will be replaced with the text found at the locationspecified. The quotes are entered in the sample template so the text isquoted in the output. Once you have the template set, use it like this:
pdfmeld.exe input.pdf addr.txt -textdetailin templ.txtThe addr.txt file will then contain the following, based on this example:
"Jim Dandy","123 Street","Anywhere","XX","89765","USA"
"John Doe","555 South St.","Somecity","XX","42765","USA"and so on for all the addresses.
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Text Detail Files <TEXTDETAILPAGE=numberSTRID=numberFONTID=textFONTNAME=textBASENAME=textX=numberY=numberX2=numberY2=numberTX=numberTY=numberTX2=numberTY2=numberSTR="text"STRHEX="text"START=numberLENGTH=numberCITYSTATEZIP>Both the export and import methods use the TEXTDETAIL tag. Someoptions are for export (-textdetailout or setTextDetailOut) and others arefor import (-textdetailin or setTextDetailIn).Option DescriptionPAGE=number (Export only)The page number the text was found on.STRID=number (Export only)A unique number for a block of text at the same X/Ystarting position.FONTID=text (Export only)The font code used by this text in the PDF.FONTNAME=text (Export only)The font name used by this text in the PDF. May besame as FONTID if not named.BASENAME=text (Export only)The basename or type of font.X=number Required. The X coordinate for the text. For export, thiswhere the text was found. For import, this is thelocation to extract text from.Y=number Required. The Y coordinate for the text. For export, thiswhere the text was found. For import, this is thelocation to extract text from.
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Text Detail Files Option DescriptionX2=number The ending X coordinate for the text.Y2=number The ending Y coordinate for the text.TX=number The X coordinate for the text after applying any matrixtransformations.TY=number The Y coordinate for the text after applying any matrixtransformations.TX2=number The ending X coordinate for the text after applying anymatrix transformations.TY2=number The ending Y coordinate for the text after applying anymatrix transformations.STR="text" (Export only)The text string found at the X/Y location.STRHEX="text" (Export only)The hex version of the text string found at the X/Ylocation.START=number (Import only)Optional. The starting character position (countingfrom 1) at the location specified to extract text from.The default is 1.LENGTH=number (Import only)Optional. The length or number of characters to extractstarting from the START position. The default is theentire string.CITY (Import only)Optional. Attempts to extract the city when the stringcontains "City, ST  Zip" format.STATE (Import only)Optional. Attempts to extract the state when the stringcontains "City, ST  Zip" format.ZIP (Import only)Optional. Attempts to extract the zip when the stringcontains "City, ST  Zip" format.
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Text Detail Files JSON format contains similar information to the text or text detail export.The text fragments are contained in the "details" structure within the pagecontents. If you want to make a modification to a string, change the "text"value within the "details".Some fonts contain an alternate location for some of the glyphs. This meansthat a given character is stored in the font in a different location meaningyou need to map the character position to the proper location. For example,a number 5 might be where the letter A is normally stored. There is a"differences" mapping that is included when exporting text details (with-textdetailout or setTextDetailOut) that can be used to map the characters.Or, add a new propery called "textconv" and set the value you wish to haveconverted. Not every font includes this information in the PDF so this maynot work in all situations. Below is an example of the JSON formatted output using -textout or themethod setTextFileOut. Note the "display" value is included only to give abetter representation of the text fragments. Changing the "display" valuewill not update any text in the PDF if you load the changes against the PDF.You may include the entire file when making text changes or just an arrayof "text" and "id" structures that have changes. Use -json "details" (orsetUseJSON("details")) to provide the "details" nodes.

[
   {
      "page" : "1",
      "contents" : [
         {
            "id" : 1,
            "details" : [
               {
                  "text" : "\u0000ï¿½",
                  "id" : 1
               }
            ],
            "display" : "(copyrightserif)"
         },
         {
            "id" : 2,
            "details" : [
               {
                  "text" : "Tes",
                  "id" : 2
               },
               {
                  "text" : "t",
                  "id" : 3,
                  "spacer" : "true"
               }
            ],
            "display" : "Test"
         }
       ]  
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   }
]Using -textdetailout or setTextDetailOut provides more details on the x/ypositioning.
[
   {
      "page" : "1",
      "contents" : [
         {
            "x2" : 443.8029,
            "fontid" : "F1",
            "fcolor" : "0,0,0",
            "x" : 48.0897,
            "fontname" : "AFDDKP+Symbol",
            "details" : [
               {
                  "x2" : 54.3861,
                  "tx" : 48.0897,
                  "ty2" : 70.5259,
                  "x" : 48.0897,
                  "tx2" : 54.3861,
                  "y" : 70.5259,
                  "text" : "\u0000ï¿½",
                  "id" : 1,
                  "y2" : 62.5558,
                  "ty" : 62.5558
               },
               ...
            ],
            "size" : "7.970",
            "display" : "(copyrightserif) Test String",
            "y" : 70.5259,
            "basename" : "AFDDKP+Symbol",
            "id" : 1,
            "y2" : 62.1573
         }
      ]
   }
]
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Embedded Files Adding External Files(Note: This feature is not available in SE version)The -embed option or setEmbedFile method allows you to bundle externalfiles into the PDF. The end user can save or open these files in theappropriate application.The input file in this case is a text file in a tag based (or HTML-like) layout.You may also pass in the tag(s) themselves as input to -embed orsetEmbedFile. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < andcloses with >. The tag name (always EMBED in this case) comes directlyafter the opening <. Options are then listed, space separated, with an = signbetween it and its value. For example:<EMBED SRC="c:\myexcel.xls" DESCR="Financial Data">is a tag to embed the file myexcel.xls with the description "Financial Data". Here are the options for an EMBED tag:Option DescriptionSRC="text" The full path and file to embed.DESCR="text" The description the end user will see for the file.MIME="text" The mime type for the file (such as application/vnd.ms-excelfor Excel). You may omit this on Windows based systemsand the software will attempt to determine the mime typefrom the system registry. Note this is the system registryfrom where the PDF is built and not the end user's machine.Here are some other examples:<EMBED SRC="c:\my audio\meeting.mp3"   MIME="audio/mp3" DESCR="Audio from last meeting"><EMBED SRC="c:\my files\detail.pdf" DESCR="Detailed information">Users may view the list of attached files using Acrobat or Reader. Refer tothe documentation for your version of Acrobat or Reader to find out how tosee the list of attached documents.Attach the files (assume the list is called embed.dat) and create the PDF byrunning:

pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -embed embed.dat
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URLs URLsThe -urls option or setURLFile method allows you to modify existing URLtargets in a tag based (or HTML-like) layout. The input file in this case is atext file containing the old and new URL values. Each tag, or command,starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. The tag name (always A inthis case) comes directly after the opening <. Options are then listed, spaceseparated, with an = sign between it and its value. For example:<A OLDHREF="www.oldsite.com" NEWHREF="www.newsite.net">is a tag to modify an existing URL. In this case, any URLs such as http://www.oldsite.com/index.html will be changed to http://www.newsite.net/index.html. You may change any portion of the existing URL. The text shown on thepage is not changed however, only the web link itself. Here are the options for an A tag:Option DescriptionOLDURL="text" The full or partial URL text to change.NEWURL="text" The replacement value that corresponds to the OLDURLvalue.Here are some other examples:<A OLDHREF="index.html" NEWHREF="index.php"><A OLDHREF="www.mysite.com" NEWHREF="apps.mysite.com"><A OLDHREF="http://www" NEWHREF="https://www">Create your file then modify existing URLs by running:

pdfmeld.exe input.pdf output.pdf -urls urllist.dat
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Data Files Data Files(Note: This feature is not available in SE version)The -data option or setData method allows you to specify data for fields in atag based (or HTML-like) layout. The input file in this case is a text filecontaining the PDF(s) to import along with the values for the fields. Theconcept is similar to using an FDF file where you have field names andvalues. For the DLL, the setDataPDF and setDataField methods allow you to passthe same information without creating the tag based file. With thesemethods you pass only the options for the PDF and FDFFIELD tags and donot need an input file. The input is created by PDF Meld based on the datapassed to these methods in the same order as they are called. That is, PDFMeld internally builds the input file described below dynamically as youmake calls to setDataPDF and setDataField. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name comes directly after the opening <. Options are then listed, spaceseparated, with an = sign between it and its value. For example <PDFSRC="c:\pdf\input1.pdf"> is a PDF tag setting the option SRC to the valuec:\pdf\input1.pdf.Note that you must know what the names of the fields are in the target PDFand the types of values they take. One way to determine this information isby using the -fdfout option or setFDFFileOut method to create an outputFDF file. The file structure consists of two tags. First is the <PDF> tag. This tag tellsthe software to include a PDF into the output. Second is the <FDFFIELD>tag. This tag tells the software what field and value to plug into the PDF.You may have as many PDF tags as you want - each may reference adifferent PDF file or the same one. You may include the same PDF multipletimes with different values for the same field names. You may use an XMLformatted layout instead - see the end of this section for an example. See the fillable fields section for information on adding fields to a PDF.
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Data Files <PDFSRC="text"STATICFLATTEN[="text"]NOPREFIXKEEPNAMES>Used to specify the PDF that is to be filled.Option DescriptionSRC="text" Required. The source PDF to include. For example,"c:\my pdfs\file1.pdf".STATIC Flattens or removes the form fields being set - others areleft in the form. May use in conjunction withFLATTEN. May not work on every PDF depending onwhat rotations or page settings are in use.FLATTEN[="text"] Flattens or removes all form fields. Same as -flatten orsetFieldsFlatten. Optionally pass in the text "sig" to notremove signature fields so they can be signed later.NOPREFIX Removes any prefix from field names. These are setdepending on the software used to create your fillablePDF. Only use if your PDF contains one form set andthere are no duplicate names. For example, a field calledform1[0].#subform[0].TextField1[0] in the PDF cansimply be referred to as TextField1 for the NAMEoption in the FDFFIELD tag.KEEPNAMES Set this option to keep the field names. Ordinarily, fieldsare renamed so as not to have duplicates when usingmore than one PDF.
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Data Files <FDFFIELDNAME="text""VALUE="text"SRC="text"KEEPSIZESCALE=numberSCALEX=numberSCALEY=numberFACE="text"SIZE=numberCOLOR="text"COMP=number>Used to specify the field values.Option DescriptionNAME="text" Required. The name of the field in the PDF.VALUE="text" The value for the corresponding field.SRC="text" The path and name of an image file to place as thebackground. For example, you might use this to place ascanned image of a signature in a field rather than text.KEEPSIZE By default, the image is expanded or contracted to fit thecontainer of the field. This option keeps the image at itsoriginal height and width.SCALE=number A scaling factor expressed as a percentage for the image.Default is 100 for 100% or no scaling. Values smallerthan 100 will shrink the image while values greater than100 will enlarge.SCALEX=number A scaling factor expressed as a percentage for the imagewidth. Default is 100 for 100% or no scaling. Valuessmaller than 100 will shrink the image width while valuesgreater than 100 will enlarge.SCALEY=number A scaling factor expressed as a percentage for the imageheight. Default is 100 for 100% or no scaling. Valuessmaller than 100 will shrink the image height whilevalues greater than 100 will enlarge.
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Data Files Option DescriptionFACE="text" When using STATIC on the PDF tagSet to one of the following:CourierHelvetica (Default)Times-RomanCourier-BoldHelvetica-BoldTimes-BoldCourier-ObliqueHelvetica-ObliqueTimes-ItalicCourier-BoldObliqueHelvetica-BoldObliqueTimes-BoldItalicSIZE=number When using STATIC on the PDF tagThe font point size. The default is 10.COLOR="text" When using STATIC on the PDF tagThe text color.COMP=number When using STATIC on the PDF tagThe percentage amount to horizontally compress the textby. Enter as a whole number (for example, use 80 for80%). The default is 100.
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Data Files <URLOLDHREF="text""NEWHREF="text"NAME="text">Used to modify URLs in the PDF.  This can be used to take a generic URLreference in the background PDF and make it specific to a particualrcustomer or invoice, for example.Option DescriptionOLDHREF="text" Required. The existing URL.  For example, "https://www.mysite.com".NEWHREF="text" Required. The replacement URL.  For example, "https://www.mysite.com?cust=123&invoice=555".NAME="text" The field name for the link.  If you are flattening theform fields you will need to pass the field name so thelink action is not removed with the rest of the fields.Otherwise the link will display but no longer work whenclicked.
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Data Files The FDFFIELD tags must appear after the PDF tag for the PDF they gowith. For example, if you have a PDF with fields A, B and C then you firstinclude a PDF tag followed by the FDFFIELD tags for these fields. Each tagmust go on a separate line. Any FDFFIELD tags occurring before a PDF tagare global settings. You might use this if you're including the same PDFthree times but there are some fields you always want set the same. You'dput the FDFFIELD tags for these common fields at the top with thecommon values.Here's an example file with 2 common fields at the top:

# Sample data file
# First list the defaults
<FDFFIELD NAME="first_name" VALUE="Jane">
<FDFFIELD NAME="last_name" VALUE="Doe">

# Now pull in PDF files
<PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file1.pdf">
# Now set the fields
<FDFFIELD NAME="address" VALUE="123 Main">
<FDFFIELD NAME="state" VALUE="AK">

# Now pull in another PDF file
# This is a repeat of the first
<PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file1.pdf">
# Now set the fields
<FDFFIELD NAME="address" VALUE="555 North">
<FDFFIELD NAME="state" VALUE="AZ">

# Now pull in another PDF file
# Again, a repeat of the first
<PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file1.pdf">
# Note the global last_name is set to something
# different - only for this PDF
<FDFFIELD NAME="last_name" VALUE="Smith">
<FDFFIELD NAME="address" VALUE="987 East">
<FDFFIELD NAME="state" VALUE="MI">

# Now pull in a different PDF file
<PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file2.pdf">
<FDFFIELD NAME="gross" VALUE="92350.25">
<FDFFIELD NAME="net" VALUE="75000.00">Note the above example will create a PDF containing 4 PDFs. Three of thefour were based from the same PDF. The last_name value overridden in the3rd PDF is only for that PDF. The value goes back to the global value oncethe next PDF tag is found.Load the data (assume the tag file is called input.dat) and create the PDF byrunning:
pdfmeld.exe input.dat myfile.pdf -data
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• Each tag must be on a separate line and not break across a line
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the valueTo accomplish the same thing using setDataPDF and setDataField instead,you would call the methods as follows. Note the ordering of the setDataPDFvs. setDataField calls is important. The input file will be built internally inthe same order as the methods are called.
Set PDF = CreateObject("pdf.Meld")

PDF.setOutFile "c:\temp\fileout.pdf"

PDF.setDataField "first_name", "Jane"
PDF.setDataField "last_name", "Doe"

PDF.setDataPDF "c:\pdf\file1.pdf"

PDF.setDataField "address", "123 Main"
PDF.setDataField "state", "AK"

PDF.setDataPDF "c:\pdf\file1.pdf"

PDF.setDataField "address", "555 North"
PDF.setDataField "state", "AZ"

PDF.setDataPDF "c:\pdf\file1.pdf"

PDF.setDataField "last_name", "Smith"
PDF.setDataField "address", "987 East"
PDF.setDataField "state", "MI"

PDF.setDataPDF "c:\pdf\file1.pdf"

PDF.setDataField "gross", "92350.25"
PDF.setDataField "net", "75000.00"

rslt = PDF.buildPDF
       You may also specify your input in an XML format. Here's one way tostructure the above example using XML: 
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<fdfdata>
  <first_name>Jane</first_name>
  <last_name>Doe</last_name>
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  <PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file1.pdf">
    <address>123 Main</address>
    <state>AK</state>
  </PDF>

  <PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file1.pdf">
    <address>555 North</address>
    <state>AZ</state>
  </PDF>

  <PDF>
    <SRC>c:\pdf\file1.pdf</SRC>
    <last_name>Smith</last_name>
    <address>987 East</address>
    <state>MI</state>
  </PDF>

  <PDF SRC="c:\pdf\file2.pdf" gross="92350.25">
    <net>75000.00</net>
  </PDF>
</fdfdata>The only required name is the SRC option on the PDF tag. Any SRC optionwith a value containing ".pdf" at the end will be used as the standard <PDF>tag. The SRC option can either be included with the PDF tag or appearseparately in the PDF block. All other name/value settings will be used asthe standard <FDFFIELD> tag.
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SQL Queries SQL QueriesAn SQL Query may be used to extract fillable field information from a datasource. The query is placed in a file that is read during the build process or,with the DLL version, you can pass the query statement text using thesetSQL method. Only one query statement is allowed so you may need tocreate a view to encapsulate all the information you need to extract. Notethat field names are case-sensitive so you may need to place quotes aroundcolumn names so they match the PDF field names. For example, selectname "Name" from customers. The output file can be a PDF file when you are expecting a single row oryou may provide a directory name and one PDF will be created for eachrow processed. The output file name will be named the same as the inputPDF along with a sequence number to make it unique. You may optionally provide a unique identifier in your SQL with a columnname of lower-case "key". This column will then be appended to the inputfile name when creating the name of the output file. Use the -sqlcomb option or setSQLComb method to create a single PDFfrom the individual PDFs created when the SQL returns multiple rows. Youmay optionally provide a bookmark description in your SQL with a columnname of lower-case "bm". This column will then be used as the bookmark inthe single combined PDF. Use the -bmkeep option or setBookmarkKeepmethod as well in this case. Use -sqlcmds on Unix to load the needed SQL library. Because ofdifferences among Unix systems, the libraries may not be compatible sothey are not loaded unless this option is used.
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SQL Queries Database ConnectionThe database connection, specified with the -sqldb or SetSQLDB method, isused to set the parameters necessary for connecting to your database. Eachtype of connection has different options. In addition, you may specify theconnection options on the QUERY tag. The -sqldriver option orSetSQLDriver method should be set to one of the below drivers (such as"Oracle"). Based on the driver below, determine what you should pass to-sqldb or SetSQLDB based on the description. OraclePass just the database or leave the option off and pass as part of the usersuch as "username@XE". Or, you may pass the host, SID and port as in"host=localhost;sid=XE;port=1521". Oracle version 8 through 11g should beable to connect. mysql (Windows Only)Specify the database name and the host IP address. For example,"database=mydb;host=localhost". If necessary, you may specify the port aswell such as "database=mydb;host=localhost;port=3306". Both mysql andmysqlPP work against MySQL databases though mysql may give slightlybetter performance on Windows systems. mysqlPPSpecify the database name and the host IP address. For example,"database=mydb;host=localhost". If necessary, you may specify the port aswell such as "database=mydb;host=localhost;port=3306". Both mysql andmysqlPP work against MySQL databases though mysql may give slightlybetter performance on Windows systems. ODBC (Windows Only)Specify the DSN you wish to connect. 
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SQL Queries <QUERY NAME=textSQLDRIVER=textSQLDB=textUSERID=textPASSWORD=text></QUERY>Used to define a query. Place your SQL select statement between theopening and closing QUERY tags. Only the NAME is required. Theconnection options may be passed on the command line or via DLLmethods. You may enter connection options on the query tag if you want touse different settings.

<QUERY NAME="getinfo" SQLDRIVER="Oracle"<BR>
  SQLDB="host=dev1.mysite.com;SID=dev1;port=1521" 
  USERID="dev" PASSWORD="dev">
select id "key", name "Name", addr "Address"
  from customers
  where id = <QPARAM $custid>
</QUERY>Parameter DescriptionNAME=text Provide a name for the query.SQLDRIVER=text The data source.  This is a case-sensitive string. Entrieswith a * are only available for Windows operatingsystems. Valid values are:Oraclemysql*mysqlPPODBC*mysql may give slightly better performance overmysqlPP on Windows systems. The Oracle clientsoftware will need to be installed when using Oracle.SQLDB=text The database schema or driver information. See theDatabase Connection section for details.USERID=text The user id (if any) for the database connection. ForOracle, you may also specify the password and/orschema in this field. For example, "user/pwd" or "user/pwd@prod".PASSWORD=text The password (if any) for the database connection.
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SQL Queries <QPARAM variable>Used to prevent SQL injection by passing parameters to the query duringexecution rather than placing directly in the SQL statement. The "variable"is the variable you want to use. For example:

<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
  where company = <QPARAM $comp>
</QUERY>The $comp variable would be passed using -sqlparams (or setSQLParams).Additionally, you can set variables using the environment variableRWQUERY_STRING. For example, set:RWQUERY_STRING=$comp=ABC Corpon the command line then refer to the value as $comp in the SQL. Be sureto use a $ in front of the variable name in RWQUERY_STRING and in thecode.
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Fillable Fields Fillable FieldsThe -fields option or setFieldsFile method allows you to add fields in a tagbased (or HTML-like) layout. The input file in this case is a text filecontaining the fields to add. Each tag, or command, starts with an anglebracket < and closes with >. The tag name (INPUT for most, SELECT/OPTION for choice) comes directly after the opening <. Options are thenlisted, space separated, with an = sign between it and its value. For example:<INPUT NAME="name1" TYPE="text"  PAGES=1 X1=10 Y1=500 X2=200 Y2=420>is a tag to create a text box. These are the types of fields that can be added:

• Text or multiline text
• Checkbox
• Choice
• Radio
• Signature
• Button or submitThe default unit is a point (1/72 of an inch) for the position of the widgets(the X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 values). You may use the UNITS tag to specify adifferent value. The UNITS tag must come before the INPUT tag(s) that itis to be used for. The syntax is:<UNITS VALUE="text">Set the VALUE option to pt for points (the default), in for inches, cm forcentimeters or mm for millimeters. In addition you may also set to anarbitrary value. The value you pass will be used as a multiplier for thenumber of points per unit. For example, passing a value of 72 will be thesame as setting to "in" for inches. Setting to 28.35 is the same as "cm" (72 /2.54 = 28.35). You have the flexibility to make up your own numberingscheme however. Use the -grid or setGrid on the input PDF first to create a layout PDF withgrid marks on the page. This will aid you in determining where to place thefields. See the data section for information on populating fields. See the sample section for a sample set of tags showing the various fieldsthat can be added and some optional settings.
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Fillable Fields <INPUTTYPE="text"NAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberALIGN="text"FACE="text"SIZE=numberRICHTEXTVALUE="text"READONLYTOOLTIP="text"HIDDENNOPRINTNOVIEWBORDERCOLOR="text"BORDERSTYLE="text"BORDERDASH="number number"BORDERWIDTH=numberBGCOLOR="text"FCOLOR="text">Used to specify a single or multiline text field.Option DescriptionTYPE="text" Required. The type of widget. Set to "Text" for asingle line text box or "Multiline" for a multilinetext box.NAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the field. Canbe a combination of letters and numbers. Forexample, "my name" or "address_line1". Youmay include fields multiple times with the samename (must be of the same TYPE) on the sameor different pages. The value of all like-namedfields will be updated whenever one of themchanges.PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the field on.Enter a comma separated list and/or use a -(minus sign) for a page range. Leave this optionout to include on all pages.X1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the text box. Theposition 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionX2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the text box.Y1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the text box.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the text box.ALIGN="text" The text alignment. Set to C for Center, R forRight. Default is left alignment.FACE="text" The text face to use. Either "Helv" for Helveticaor "Times" for Times-Roman.SIZE=number The size of the font in points. Setting to 0 formulti-line text boxes will autosize the font to fitthe text in the box.RICHTEXT Specifies the field should allow rich text.VALUE="text" The initial value of the text box. Use \n for anew line (2 characters - not an ASCII 10 linefeed character) when using a multi-line textbox.READONLY Makes the text box read only. Users may notinteract with the widget.TOOLTIP="text" Text for popup information about the field.HIDDEN Field is not displayed but the value is sent whenthe submit button is pressed.NOPRINT Field is not printed.NOVIEW Field is not displayed but is printed if theNOPRINT option is not used.BORDERCOLOR="text" The border color.BORDERSTYLE="text" Type of border to draw. Options are:S - Solid (Default)D - DashedB - BeveledI - InsetU - Underline
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionBORDERDASH=   "number number" Two numbers separated by a space. This is usedwhen the BORDERSTYLE is set to D (Dashed).The first number is the number of points todraw on and the second is the number of pointsfor the gap. Default is "3 3" whenBORDERSTYLE is D and this option is notspecified.BORDERWIDTH=number Width of the border in points (1 point = 1/72 ofan inch). Default is 1.BGCOLOR="text" The background color.FCOLOR="text" The text color.
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Fillable Fields <INPUTTYPE="text"NAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberSIZE=numberVALUE="text"CHECKEDSTYLE="text"NOPRINTREADONLYTOOLTIP="text"BORDERCOLOR="text"BORDERSTYLE="text"BORDERDASH="number number"BORDERWIDTH=numberBGCOLOR="text"FCOLOR="text">Used to specify a checkbox field.Option DescriptionTYPE="text" Required. The type of widget. Set to"Checkbox".NAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the field. Canbe a combination of letters and numbers. Forexample, "my check" or "choice2". You mayinclude fields multiple times with the samename (must be of the same TYPE) on the sameor different pages. The value of all like-namedfields will be updated whenever one of themchanges.PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the field on.Enter a comma separated list and/or use a -(minus sign) for a page range. Leave this optionout to include on all pages.X1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the check box. Theposition 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.X2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the check box.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionY1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the check box.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the check box.SIZE=number The size of the font in points.VALUE="text" The checked value of the check box. Default is"On".CHECKED Sets the initial state of the check box to on.STYLE="text" The character to use for the check mark. Thedefault is ✔ if not specified and is the character4. The character set used is the ZapfDingbatsset so standard letters/numbers will show up asthe corresponding symbol from that set.NOPRINT Field is not printed.READONLY Makes the check box read only. Users may notinteract with the widget.TOOLTIP="text" Text for popup information about the field.BORDERCOLOR="text" The border color.BORDERSTYLE="text" Type of border to draw. Options are:S - Solid (Default)D - DashedB - BeveledI - InsetU - UnderlineBORDERDASH=   "number number" Two numbers separated by a space. This is usedwhen the BORDERSTYLE is set to D (Dashed).The first number is the number of points todraw on and the second is the number of pointsfor the gap. Default is "3 3" whenBORDERSTYLE is D and this option is notspecified.BORDERWIDTH=number Width of the border in points (1 point = 1/72 ofan inch). Default is 1.BGCOLOR="text" The background color.FCOLOR="text" The text color.
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Fillable Fields <SELECTNAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberALIGN="text"FACE="text"SIZE=numberNOPRINTREADONLYTOOLTIP="text"BORDERCOLOR="text"BORDERSTYLE="text"BORDERDASH="number number"BORDERWIDTH=numberBGCOLOR="text"FCOLOR="text"></SELECT> A choice widget is a combo box. The user can scroll through a drop-downlist and select the appropriate item. The tag is SELECT rather than INPUTin this case. The individual options for the list have their own tag calledOPTION. There must be a closing /SELECT tag after the options.Option DescriptionNAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the field. Canbe a combination of letters and numbers. Forexample, "my list" or "list_1". You may includefields multiple times with the same name (mustbe of the same TYPE) on the same or differentpages. The value of all like-named fields will beupdated whenever one of them changes.PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the field on.Enter a comma separated list and/or use a -(minus sign) for a page range. Leave this optionout to include on all pages.X1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice. Theposition 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.X2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionY1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice.ALIGN="text" The text alignment. Set to C for Center, R forRight. Default is left alignment.FACE="text" The text face to use. Either "Helv" for Helveticaor "Times" for Times-Roman.SIZE=number The size of the font in points. Setting to 0 willautosize the font to fit the text.NOPRINT Field is not printed.READONLY Makes the list read only. Users may not interactwith the widget.TOOLTIP="text" Text for popup information about the field.BORDERCOLOR="text" The border color.BORDERSTYLE="text" Type of border to draw. Options are:S - Solid (Default)D - DashedB - BeveledI - InsetU - UnderlineBORDERDASH=   "number number" Two numbers separated by a space. This is usedwhen the BORDERSTYLE is set to D (Dashed).The first number is the number of points todraw on and the second is the number of pointsfor the gap. Default is "3 3" whenBORDERSTYLE is D and this option is notspecified.BORDERWIDTH=number Width of the border in points (1 point = 1/72 ofan inch). Default is 1.BGCOLOR="text" The background color.FCOLOR="text" The text color.
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Fillable Fields <OPTIONVALUE="text"DESCR="text"SELECTED>The OPTION tag holds the values for the list. Each value or option is placedin its own tag.Option DescriptionVALUE="text" The value associated with the description shown in the list.DESCR="text" Optional. The description to show in the list box. TheVALUE is used if this is not specified.SELECTED Makes this entry the default.
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Fillable Fields <INPUTTYPE="text"NAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberSIZE=numberVALUE="text"CHECKEDSTYLE="text"NOPRINTREADONLYTOOLTIP="text"BORDERCOLOR="text"BORDERSTYLE="text"BORDERDASH="number number"BORDERWIDTH=numberBGCOLOR="text"FCOLOR="text">A radio set allows only one of several choices to be selected. The NAMEidentifier is the same for all fields in a radio set while the VALUE isdifferent for each choice. For example, if you want to allow 4 choices whereat most 1 can be selected you would have three INPUT tags. Each input tagwould have the same NAME (such as "region") and each would have adifferent VALUE (such as "north", "south", "east" and "west").Option DescriptionTYPE="text" Required. The type of widget. Set to "Radio".NAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the radio set.Can be a combination of letters and numbers.For example, "my check" or "choice2".PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the field on.Enter a comma separated list and/or use a -(minus sign) for a page range. Leave this optionout to include on all pages.X1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice. Theposition 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.X2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionY1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the choice.SIZE=number The size of the font in points.VALUE="text" The value for the choice. Each field in the radioset must have a different value.CHECKED Sets the choice as initially on. Only one choicein the set should be marked as CHECKED.STYLE="text" The character to use for the selected choice. Thedefault is ● if not specified and is the characterl (lowercase L). The character set used is theZapfDingbats set so standard letters/numberswill show up as the corresponding symbol fromthat set.NOPRINT Field is not printed.READONLY Makes the radio set read only. Users may notinteract with the widget.TOOLTIP="text" Text for popup information about the field.BORDERCOLOR="text" The border color.BORDERSTYLE="text" Type of border to draw. Options are:S - Solid (Default)D - DashedB - BeveledI - InsetU - UnderlineBORDERDASH=   "number number" Two numbers separated by a space. This is usedwhen the BORDERSTYLE is set to D (Dashed).The first number is the number of points todraw on and the second is the number of pointsfor the gap. Default is "3 3" whenBORDERSTYLE is D and this option is notspecified.BORDERWIDTH=number Width of the border in points (1 point = 1/72 ofan inch). Default is 1.BGCOLOR="text" The background color.FCOLOR="text" The text color.
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Fillable Fields <INPUTTYPE="text"NAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberTOOLTIP="text"NOPRINTSIGNSSL="text"SIGNPKFILE="text"SIGNPEMFILE="text"SIGNTIMESTAMP="text"SIGNTS="text"SIGNDATE="text"SIGNREASON="text"SIGNIMG="text"SIGNKEEPRATIOSIGNIMGALIGN="text"SIGNSIZE=numberSIGNSCRIPTSIGNSRC="text"SIGNCOLOR="text"SIGNBGCOLOR="text"BORDERCOLOR="text"BORDERSTYLE="text"BORDERDASH="number number"BORDERWIDTH=numberBGCOLOR="text"FCOLOR="text">A signature field can be used by Adobe Acrobat to digitally sign a PDF.Option DescriptionTYPE="text" Required. The type of widget. Set to "Signature".NAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the field. Canbe a combination of letters and numbers. Forexample, "sign box" or "signature1".PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the field on.Enter a comma separated list and/or use a -(minus sign) for a page range. Leave this optionout to include on all pages.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionX1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the signature box.The position 0,0 is the lower left corner of thepage.X2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the signature box.Y1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the signature box.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in pointswhere 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based oncurrent UNITS setting) of the signature box.TOOLTIP="text" Text for popup information about the field.NOPRINT Field is not printed.SIGNSSL="text" Used when signing a signature field. The pathand file name of the OpenSSL program. Forexample, "c:\openssl\bin\openssl.exe".See the Digital Signature section for details.SIGNPKFILE="text" Used when signing a signature field. The pathand name of the private key file. For example,"c:\keys\mykey_pk.pem".See the Digital Signature section for details.SIGNPEMFILE="text" Used when signing a signature field. Forexample, "c:\keys\mykey.pem".The path and name of the signing certificate.See the Digital Signature section for details.SIGNTIMESTAMP="text" The path and name of your timestamp server ifyou want to include an embedded timestampon the signature. Use "1" to use the default ofhttps://freetsa.org/tsr. Pass your user name andpassword if your timestamp server requires itlike this: "myuserid:mypassword@https://mytimestamp.org". Use the SIGNTS optionwith SIGNTIMESTAMP.SIGNTS="text" The path and name of the ts.exe (or just ts forLinux) executable that is used to perform thetimestamping function. This is a separatedownload available here. Use this program forboth Windows and Linux.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionSIGNDATE="text" Use this option to force a particular date andtime for the signing. Pass a comma separtedstring in the form "yyyy,mm,dd,hr,mi,ss,+ or-,offset hr,offset mi".yyyy = yearmm = monthss = secondshr = hour (optional)mi = minutes (optional)ss = seconds (optional)+ or - = the time zone offset from UTC(optional)offset hr = the number of hours offset fromUTC (optional)offset mi = the number of minutes offset fromUTC (optional)Only the year, month and day are required.Any values not provided will be taken from thelocal computer settings. Be careful not to set adate before the start date of the signingcertificate or in the future as the signature willnot show as valid in Acrobat or Reader.SIGNREASON="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The reason for signing the document. Default is"Attestation to the accuracy and integrity of thisdocument". See the Digital Signature section fordetails.SIGNIMG="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The path and name of an image to use for thesignature. Set this option to the value "none" tonot place any image in the signature field. Seethe Digital Signature section for details.SIGNKEEPRATIO Used when signing a signature field. Optional.Keep the image x/y scaling ratio when using animage with a signature field. See the DigitalSignature section for details.SIGNIMGALIGN="text" Optional. The alignment for the image in thesignature field when using SIGNKEEPRATIO.Set to "Left", "Center", or "Right". Default is"Left". See the Digital Signature section fordetails.SIGNSIZE=number Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The point size for the font in the text of thesignature (or 0 for no text). Default is 12. Seethe Digital Signature section for details.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionSIGNSCRIPT Used when signing a signature field. Optional.Use a script font that looks like this - JaneDoe - and place just the name from thecertificate into the signature field. See theDigital Signature section for details.SIGNSRC="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.A TrueType font file to use for the signaturetext. See the Digital Signature section fordetails.SIGNCOLOR="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The text color for the signature. See the DigitalSignature section for details.SIGNBGCOLOR="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The background fill color for the signature. Seethe Digital Signature section for details.BORDERCOLOR="text" The border color.BORDERSTYLE="text" Type of border to draw. Options are:S - Solid (Default)D - DashedB - BeveledI - InsetU - UnderlineBORDERDASH=   "number number" Two numbers separated by a space. This is usedwhen the BORDERSTYLE is set to D (Dashed).The first number is the number of points todraw on and the second is the number of pointsfor the gap. Default is "3 3" whenBORDERSTYLE is D and this option is notspecified.BORDERWIDTH=number Width of the border in points (1 point = 1/72 ofan inch). Default is 1. Set to "0" if you aresigning a signature field and do not want thedefault border around the signature.BGCOLOR="text" The background color.FCOLOR="text" The text color.
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Fillable Fields <SIGNNAME="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberSIGNSSL="text"SIGNTIMESTAMP="text"SIGNTS="text"SIGNDATE="text"SIGNPKFILE="text"SIGNPEMFILE="text"SIGNREASON="text"SIGNIMG="text"SIGNKEEPRATIOSIGNIMGALIGN="text"SIGNSIZE=numberSIGNSCRIPTSIGNSRC="text"SIGNCOLOR="text"SIGNBGCOLOR="text"BORDERWIDTH=number>This tag is used on a PDF that already contains a signature field to be signedor to add and sign a new signature field. If the NAME is not passed thenPDF Meld will look for the first open signature field to sign.Option DescriptionNAME="text" The name of the field in the PDF to sign. This isoptional and if not set then PDF Meld will lookfor the first open signature field to sign. Youmay also use ":new" or ":hide" to add and sign anew signature field when one doesn't exist inthe PDF. This is similar to using an INPUTsignature field except you don't need to pass theX/Y coordinates in this case. The ":hide" optiondoes not place a visible signature on the page; itonly shows in the signature pane. Only use":new" or ":hide" on a PDF that doesn't alreadycontain a signature field.X1=number Optional and only used when NAME begins":new". The left X coordinate (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) of the signature field. Theposition 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionX2=number Optional and only used when NAME begins":new". The right X coordinate (in points where1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) of the signature field.Y1=number Optional and only used when NAME begins":new". The top Y coordinate (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) of the signature field.Y2=number Optional and only used when NAME begins":new". The lower Y coordinate (in points where1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) of the signature field.SIGNSSL="text" The path and file name of the OpenSSLprogram. For example,"c:\openssl\bin\openssl.exe".See the Digital Signature section for details.SIGNTIMESTAMP="text" The path and name of your timestamp server ifyou want to include an embedded timestampon the signature. Use "1" to use the default ofhttps://freetsa.org/tsr. Pass your user name andpassword if your timestamp server requires itlike this: "myuserid:mypassword@https://mytimestamp.org". Use the SIGNTS optionwith SIGNTIMESTAMP.SIGNTS="text" The path and name of the ts.exe (or just ts forLinux) executable that is used to perform thetimestamping function. This is a separatedownload available here. Use this program forboth Windows and Linux.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionSIGNDATE="text" Use this option to force a particular date andtime for the signing. Pass a comma separtedstring in the form "yyyy,mm,dd,hr,mi,ss,+ or-,offset hr,offset mi".yyyy = yearmm = monthss = secondshr = hour (optional)mi = minutes (optional)ss = seconds (optional)+ or - = the time zone offset from UTC(optional)offset hr = the number of hours offset fromUTC (optional)offset mi = the number of minutes offset fromUTC (optional)Only the year, month and day are required.Any values not provided will be taken from thelocal computer settings. Be careful not to set adate before the start date of the signingcertificate or in the future as the signature willnot show as valid in Acrobat or Reader.SIGNPKFILE="text" The path and name of the private key file inPEM format. For example,"c:\keys\mykey_pk.pem".See the Digital Signature section for details.SIGNPEMFILE="text" The path and name of the signing certificate inPEM format. For example,"c:\keys\mykey.pem".See the Digital Signature section for details.SIGNREASON="text" Optional. The reason for signing the document.Default is "Attestation to the accuracy andintegrity of this document". See the DigitalSignature section for details.SIGNIMG="text" Optional. The path and name of an image touse for the signature. Set this option to thevalue "none" to not place any image in thesignature field. See the Digital Signature sectionfor details.SIGNKEEPRATIO Used when signing a signature field. Optional.Keep the image x/y scaling ratio when using animage with a signature field. See the DigitalSignature section for details.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionSIGNIMGALIGN="text" Optional. The alignment for the image in thesignature field when using SIGNKEEPRATIO.Set to "Left", "Center", or "Right". Default is"Left". See the Digital Signature section fordetails.SIGNSIZE=number Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The point size for the font in the text of thesignature (or 0 for no text). Default is 12. Seethe Digital Signature section for details.SIGNSCRIPT Used when signing a signature field. Optional.Use a script font that looks like this - JaneDoe - and place just the name from thecertificate into the signature field. See theDigital Signature section for details.SIGNSRC="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.A TrueType font file to use for the signaturetext. See the Digital Signature section fordetails.SIGNCOLOR="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The text color for the signature. See the DigitalSignature section for details.SIGNBGCOLOR="text" Used when signing a signature field. Optional.The background fill color for the signature. Seethe Digital Signature section for details.BORDERWIDTH=number Optional. Set to "0" to not draw an a borderaround the signature field. Any other value orthe absence of this option results in a thinoutline around the field. See the DigitalSignature section for details.
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Fillable Fields <INPUTTYPE="text"NAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberSIZE=numberVALUE="text"JS="text"NOPRINT>A button allows you to execute a javascript function in the PDF. Visit theAdobe website for the current javascript reference manual.Option DescriptionTYPE="text" Required. Set to "button".NAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the field. Can be acombination of letters and numbers. For example, "button1"or "print_button". You may include fields multiple timeswith the same name (must be of the same TYPE) on thesame or different pages.PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the button on. Enter acomma separated list and/or use a - (minus sign) for a pagerange. Leave this option out to include on all pages.X1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in points where 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton. The position 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.X2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in points where 1 point =1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton.Y1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in points where 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in points where 1 point =1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton.SIZE=number The size of the font in points.VALUE="text" The label text for the button.
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionJS="text" The javascript to execute. For example, set to "this.print()" tobring up the print dialog when clicked. You might use this toput a print button on each page in order to make it morenoticeable than the print button in the toolbar. Or you caninsert a formula based on other fields you've added to thePDF to perform a mathematical function.NOPRINT Do not print the button.
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Fillable Fields <INPUTTYPE="text"NAME="text"PAGES="text"X1=numberX2=numberY1=numberY2=numberSIZE=numberVALUE="text"URL="text"NOPRINT>A submit button allows the user to submit the form data to a web site forprocessing. The user must either have the PDF opened in a browser windowor be using the full version of Acrobat for the button to function.Option DescriptionTYPE="text" Required. Set to "Submit" for a submit button.NAME="text" Required. A unique identifier for the field. Can be acombination of letters and numbers. For example, "submit"or "submit_button". You may include fields multiple timeswith the same name (must be of the same TYPE) on thesame or different pages.PAGES="text" The output page numbers to place the button on. Enter acomma separated list and/or use a - (minus sign) for a pagerange. Leave this option out to include on all pages.X1=number Required. The left X coordinate (in points where 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton. The position 0,0 is the lower left corner of the page.X2=number Required. The right X coordinate (in points where 1 point =1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton.Y1=number Required. The top Y coordinate (in points where 1 point = 1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton.Y2=number Required. The lower Y coordinate (in points where 1 point =1/72 of an inch or based on current UNITS setting) of thebutton.SIZE=number The size of the font in points.VALUE="text" The label text for the button.URL="text" The URL to submit to. Should be a page that is expecting theform fields and will process them. For example, URL="http://www.mysite.com/showresults.cgi".
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Fillable Fields Option DescriptionNOPRINT Do not print the button.
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Fillable Fields <UNITSVALUE=text>Used to set the unit of measurement for tags that follow. Typically you'llplace one UNITS tag at the top but you may use them through the file withdifferent values. The UNITS tag affects all tags that follow it until anotherUNITS tag is found.For example, to set centimeters use <UNITS VALUE="cm">. The default is"pt" for points.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Use one of the following:PT Points (1/72 of an inch)IN InchesCM CentimetersMM Millimeters
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Fillable Fields SampleHere's an example file showing each of the fields: 

<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="radioset"
  PAGES=1 BORDERSTYLE=Inset BORDERWIDTH=1
  X1=72 Y1=700 X2=92 Y2=720
  VALUE=1 BORDERCOLOR=#999999 SIZE=12>
 
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="radioset"
  PAGES=1 BORDERSTYLE=Inset BORDERWIDTH=1 CHECKED
  X1=102 Y1=700 X2=122 Y2=720
  VALUE=2 BORDERCOLOR=#999999 SIZE=12>
 
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="radioset"
  PAGES=1 BORDERSTYLE=Inset BORDERWIDTH=1
  X1=132 Y1=700 X2=152 Y2=720
  VALUE=3 BORDERCOLOR=#999999 SIZE=12>
 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="first_name"
  PAGES=1 BORDERSTYLE=U
  X1=72 Y1=600 X2=216 Y2=584
  VALUE="Jane" BORDERCOLOR=black SIZE=12>
 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="last_name"
  PAGES=1 BORDERSTYLE=U TOOLTIP="Type in your last name"
  X1=72 Y1=580 X2=216 Y2=564
  VALUE="Doe" BORDERCOLOR=black SIZE=12>
 
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="married"
  PAGES=1 FCOLOR=#FFFFFF BGCOLOR=#3333CC
  X1=220 Y1=580 X2=234 Y2=564
  VALUE="On" BORDERCOLOR=black>
 
<INPUT TYPE="multiline" NAME="comments"
  PAGES=1 BORDERSTYLE=I BORDERWIDTH=3
BORDERCOLOR=#999999
  X1=72 Y1=560 X2=288 Y2=460 FCOLOR=#009900
  VALUE="Enter\nComments\nHere" SIZE=0>
 
<INPUT TYPE="signature" NAME="sig"
  PAGES=1
  X1=72 Y1=450 X2=172 Y2=380
  BORDERCOLOR=black>
 
<SELECT NAME="state"
  PAGES=1 FCOLOR=#FFFFFF BGCOLOR=#33CC33
  X1=72 Y1=300 X2=216 Y2=286
  BORDERCOLOR=black>
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<OPTION VALUE="AK" DESCR="Alaska">
<OPTION VALUE="MI" DESCR="Michigan" SELECTED>
<OPTION VALUE="OH" DESCR="Ohio">
<OPTION VALUE="WY" DESCR="Wyoming">
</SELECT>
 Add the fields (assume the field file is called fields.dat) and create the PDFby running:
pdfmeld.exe myfile.pdf output.pdf -fields fields.dat
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Printer Configuration FilesPrinter Configuration FilesThe -printcfgin option or setPrintCfgIn method allows you to store printerconfiguration information in your PDF. You first create a file that holds theprinter and, optionally, the device and port to print to along with a pagerange. For example, you might want pages 1 to 3 to print from tray 1 withblue paper and pages 4 and after to print from tray 2 with white paper. Youthen store the file within the PDF using -printcfgin or setPrintCfgIn. You must setup each printer and tray you want to print to as a separateprinter in Windows. During printing, the PDF will be split and sent to therequested printer. This means you cannot simply take the PDF from onesystem to another unless the printers are named the same. You can,however, export the printer configuration information and modify it. Also,you may pass in a different printer configuration file to use instead. You use the -printcomp option or setPrintComp method once the printerinformation has been added. In addition, you can pass the name of a localprinter configuration file to use with -printcomp or setPrintComp. Thisoverrides the settings from the PDF. The printer configuration file is a tag based file. Each tag, or command,starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. The tag name (alwaysPRINT in this case) comes directly after the opening <. Options are thenlisted, space separated, with an = sign between it and its value. For example:<PRINT PRINTER="Accounting Printer" PAGES="1,2"><PRINT PRINTER="Shipping Printer" PAGES="3--1">Will print pages 1 and 2 to a printer called "Accounting Printer" and pages 3on will print on the "Shipping Printer". While you can embed printer configuration information with PDF Meld forany platform, the PDFs may only be printed this way from Windows. Thismethod may not work on all Windows systems depending on yourconfiguration so be sure to test it before adding to your PDFs.
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Printer Configuration Files<PRINTPRINTER="text"DEVICE="text"PORT="text"COPIES=numberPAGES="text">Used to define a printer configuration.Option DescriptionPRINTER="text" The printer to use, for example "\\server\printer". Or, usethe word "default" to send to the default printer.DEVICE="text" Optional. The device to print to, for example "HPLaserJet".PORT="text" Optional. The port to use, for example "lpt1:".COPIES=number Optional. The number of copies to print. Default is 1.PAGES="text" The list of pages to print. Enter a comma separated listand/or use a - (minus sign) for a page range. Leave thisoption out to include on all pages.
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Layer Files Layer FilesThe -layersin/-layersout or setLayerFileIn/setLayerFileOut methods allowyou to remove layers in a PDF. The base file is created by using the-layersout option or setLayerFileOut method. A set of tags will be created inthe output file based on the various layers found in the PDF. You may thenadd a REMOVE option to remove a layer from the output PDF. Note that if the layers are not specified in the input PDF in such a way toencapsulate the proper settings you may wind up with a PDF that haserrors. This is because the markup for the layer is removed entirely from theoutput PDF as if it was never there. The result is a "flattened" (as far as thelayers are concerned) PDF with the remaining layers merged. Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name (always LAYER in this case) comes directly after the opening <.Options are then listed, space separated, with an = sign between it and itsvalue. For example:<LAYER DESC="Layer 1" NAME="M1"><LAYER DESC="Layer 2" NAME="M2" REMOVE>will remove the layer called "Layer 2" from the PDF.
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Layer Files <LAYERDESCR="text"NAME="text"REMOVE>Use this tag to remove layers from a PDF.Option DescriptionDESCR="text" The description for the layer. This is what the user sees as thename of the layer when viewing the PDF and selecting the"layers" pane.NAME="text" The internal name of the layer used in the PDF. This is thename setting the program will search for when removinglayers so do not change the name.REMOVE Add this option to remove the layer from the PDF.
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Digital SignaturesDigital SignaturesReasons for UsingDigital signatures provide a way to sign a PDF electronically in order toauthenticate its contents. The person receiving the signed PDF can beassured the version they are viewing is authentic and has not been tamperedwith. Any changes to the document after the signature is applied will benoted in the signature pane in Reader or Acrobat so you know what, ifanything, was modified. Another use is to self-sign a PDF contract or quoteyou send to a prospect or client. If they accept and send back the originalcontract you can verify if any modifications have been made to the versionyou signed by clicking the signature field to make sure nothing was altered. You may create a PDF with more than one signature field to sign. In thissituation you may have a contract that both you and your client will sign.This means you should have your final copy together before applying thefirst signature. Note that PDF Meld allows form field value changes to bemade when signing the PDF as the only allowable change after the firstsignature is placed. Use the -fdfin option or setFDFFileIn method to load inany form field changes. You should strip out any fields whose value is notchanging so those fields do not show as modified in the signature pane.This allows you to modify a field's value at the time you sign even if the PDFhas already been signed by someone else. However, your changes will behighlighted in the signature pane of Reader so the first person signing thePDF is able to see what alterations were made between signatures. Readerwill also allow you to view the PDF with the values it had at the time eachsignature was applied. You may also use the -flattensig option orsetFieldsFlatten("sig") method to flatten form fields when signing. You will need to pass in the user password using the -u option or setUsermethod if you are signing an encrypted PDF containing a user password.The PDF has a user password if you are prompted to enter a passwordbefore Reader or Acrobat opens the PDF. Note that the owner or userpassword can open the PDF, however it is the user password that will needto be passed into PDF Meld in order to sign it. PDFs containing only anowner password do not need to pass anything special in order to sign. Requirements for SigningPDF Meld uses an open source program called OpenSSL that is available formost Unix and Windows installations. If you do not have OpenSSLinstalled, you'll need to install it first before you can digitally signdocuments. Most Unix systems will likely have it - if you're not sure, try
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Digital Signatures typing OpenSSL at a shell prompt and if it comes back with a prompt thatlooks like OpenSSL> then it is installed. Windows binaries are availablehere: https://www.slproweb.com/products/Win32OpenSSL.html or, if thelink is not available, search for "openssl windows binary" in your favoritesearch engine. The following section deals with using OpenSSL to create your signaturefiles. While you don't need to be an expert at digital certificates, you shouldbe comfortable running commands from the DOS prompt. This is a processyou will probably only run once to set your certificates. Once you havethem you simply supply them to the PDF Meld for signing so this section isnot something you will need to do each time you want to sign a PDF. First you'll need a certificate to sign PDFs with. You may purchase themfrom security companies on-line or use OpenSSL to create your own. Thereare 2 files you'll need to sign with and there is a step-by-step process belowon how to create them. mykey_pk.pem - your private signing keymykey.pem - your public certificateThere are two types of file formats for certificate files. One is PEM which isa text file and DER which is binary. The names of your files may bedifferent but the point is you'll need a private key in pem format and acertificate in binary form. Covering all the commands of OpenSSL is beyond the scope of thisdocument. We'll just be covering the basics to get a certificate setup. Thereare many websites you may visit to explain other uses and options forOpenSSL if you are interested. Installing OpenSSL should only take a fewminutes depending on your internet connection. Setting up OpenSSLThe first step is to create a configuration file for OpenSSL if you don't haveone already. You only need to do this once and you may place it in thedirectory you installed OpenSSL into. Here's a sample openssl.cnf file to getyou started if you need one. This file is also embedded in this PDF so youcan download it from this document rather than cut & paste.

#
# SSLeay example configuration file.
# This is mostly being used for generation of certificate requests.
#
RANDFILE                = .rnd
####################################################################
[ ca ]
default_ca      = CA_default            # The default ca section
####################################################################
[ CA_default ]
dir             = demoCA                # Where everything is kept
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certs           = $dir\certs            # Where the issued certs are kept
crl_dir         = $dir\crl              # Where the issued crl are kept
database        = $dir\index.txt        # database index file.
new_certs_dir   = $dir\newcerts         # default place for new certs.
certificate     = $dir\cacert.pem          # The CA certificate
serial          = $dir\serial              # The current serial number
crl             = $dir\crl.pem             # The current CRL
private_key     = $dir\private\cakey.pem   # The private key
RANDFILE        = $dir\private\private.rnd # private random number file
x509_extensions = x509v3_extensions     # The extentions to add to the cert
default_days    = 365                   # how long to certify for
default_crl_days= 30                    # how long before next CRL
default_md      = md5                   # which md to use.
preserve        = no                    # keep passed DN ordering
# A few difference way of specifying how similar the request should look
# For type CA, the listed attributes must be the same, and the optional
# and supplied fields are just that :-)
policy          = policy_match
# For the CA policy
[ policy_match ]
countryName             = optional
stateOrProvinceName     = optional
organizationName        = optional
organizationalUnitName  = optional
commonName              = supplied
emailAddress            = optional
# For the 'anything' policy
# At this point in time, you must list all acceptable 'object'
# types.
[ policy_anything ]
countryName             = optional
stateOrProvinceName     = optional
localityName            = optional
organizationName        = optional
organizationalUnitName  = optional
commonName              = supplied
emailAddress            = optional
####################################################################
[ req ]
default_bits            = 1024
default_keyfile         = privkey.pem
distinguished_name      = req_distinguished_name
attributes              = req_attributes
[ req_distinguished_name ]
countryName                     = Country Name (2 letter code)
countryName_min                 = 2
countryName_max                 = 2
stateOrProvinceName             = State or Province Name (full name)
localityName                    = Locality Name (eg, city)
0.organizationName              = Organization Name (eg, company)
organizationalUnitName          = Organizational Unit Name (eg, section)
commonName                      = Common Name (eg, your website's domain name)
commonName_max                  = 64
emailAddress                    = Email Address
emailAddress_max                = 40
[ req_attributes ]
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challengePassword               = A challenge password
challengePassword_min           = 4
challengePassword_max           = 20
[ x509v3_extensions ]
# under ASN.1, the 0 bit would be encoded as 80
nsCertType                      = 0x40
#nsBaseUrl
#nsRevocationUrl
#nsRenewalUrl
#nsCaPolicyUrl
#nsSslServerName
#nsCertSequence
#nsCertExt
#nsDataTypeThe end user will not need to do anything special to use certificates youcreate but they will not be trusted certificates. They have the option to trustyour certificate, if they wish, but they do not have to. In either case, Readerwill report whether or not the document has been modified since it wassigned. Creating Self-Signed CertificatesNow that OpenSSL is setup, here are the steps to create a self-signedcertificate. Note that there are a variety of security companies that sellself-signed certificates. However, we'll use OpenSSL here to show you howto create your own in just a few short steps.1. Open a DOS window or a shell in Linux/Unix.2. Be sure your PATH environment variable contains the executable forOpenSSL. This will be the directory you installed it into. If not set,you can type this at the DOS prompt:

path=%path%;c:\(openssl-directory)Where the "(openssl-directory)" is replaced with the directorycontaining the binary openssl.exe program. This should be thedirectory you installed the program into along with the path of\bin at the end of that.3. Create the public and private key files by running the following:
openssl req -x509 -new -config openssl.cnf -days 365 -out
mykey.pem -keyout mykey_enc.pem -newkey rsa:2048The file mykey_end.pem is the encrypted private key. You mayset the number of days for expiration to whatever you want. Inthe example, we've used 1 year but you may set for whateveryou like. This is just the expiration for the certificate. Be sure toput the full path to openssl.cnf in the line above if it is not inyour current directory. The -newkey rsa:2048 (or rsa:4096) isoptional if you want to create larger encryption keys than the1024 default size. Now you should have mykey_enc.pem andmykey.pem on your system.
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Digital Signatures 4. Convert the encrytped private key to an RSA private key file:

openssl rsa -in mykey_enc.pem -out mykey_pk.pemThe file mykey_pk.pem is the private key you'll use for theSIGNPKFILE option. Be sure to put the full path to openssl.cnfin the line above if it is not in your current directory.
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Digital SignaturesPassing Signature Information to PDF MeldNow that you have the files, use them on the command line or in a taggedinput file. On the command line, -signpkfile would be set to mykey_pk.pemand -signpemfile would be mykey.pem using the example above. You donot have to pass the signing password to the program. Here is a sample input field that can be loaded with the -fields option orsetFieldsFile method. This will add a signature field to a PDF and sign thefield at the same time:<INPUT TYPE="signature" NAME="sig"  PAGES=1  X1=72 Y1=450 X2=272 Y2=380  SIGNSSL="c:\openssl\bin\openssl.exe"  SIGNPKFILE="c:\openssl\mykey_pk.pem"  SIGNPEMFILE="c:\openssl\mykey.pem"  SIGNREASON="Approving this document"  SIGNIMG="c:\images\sigimage.jpg">  Here is a sample using the SIGN option instead. This signs an existingsignature field in a PDF. If there is only one signature field available youmay leave off the NAME option:<SIGN NAME="sig"  SIGNSSL="c:\openssl\bin\openssl.exe"  SIGNPKFILE="c:\openssl\mykey_pk.pem"  SIGNPEMFILE="c:\openssl\mykey.pem"  SIGNREASON="Approving this document"  SIGNIMG="c:\images\sigimage.jpg">  Or you may use the -signssl, -signpkfile, -signpemfile, etc. PDF Meldoptions or setSign method to sign an existing signature without creating aseparate file with the SIGN tag.
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Digital Signatures Another way to pass this information in is to use an FDF file. In this case,pass the values on a line in the file similar to this:<</T (sign_field) /V ()   /TU (DIGITAL SIGNATURE)   /FT /Sig   /SIGNSSL (c:\\openssl\\bin\\openssl.exe)   /SIGNPKFILE (c:\\openssl\\mykey_pk.pem)   /SIGNPEMFILE (c:\\openssl\\mykey.pem)   /SIGNREASON (Approval) >>This method allows you to set values for other fields in the document at thetime of signing. Note the double backslashes \\ above are necessary for avalid FDF file or you may convert the values to hex and use angle bracketsfor the values instead - <78797A313233> is the same as (xyz123). You mayuse all of the SIGNSSL, etc. options available in the INPUT or SIGN tag.Use the -fdfout option or setFDFFileOut method to first export the fields inthe PDF if necessary. Modify the signature as shown above - only onesignature may be applied at a time so you'll need to run the process multipletimes for multiple signings. Then, once the FDF file has been updated, usethe -fdfin option or setFDFFileIn method to load in the modified fieldvalues along with the signature. The options for SIGNSSL, etc. must beentered in uppercase when using them in an FDF file. Trusting CertificatesYou will see something similar to the following after you sign a documentfor the first time. 
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Digital Signatures Note the icon with the yellow warning icon in the signature pane. This isbecause the certificate has not yet been trusted by Reader. Once you havetrusted the certificate the icon will change and all future signatures in PDFswith this certificate will be recognized. There are several ways to do this.The first method is to export an FDF file using PDF Meld at the time yousign a PDF. You only need to create the FDF file once for any givencertificate so you don't need to do this everytime. Use the -certfile option orsetCertFile method to create the FDF file. This file contains just yourcertificate that users can open in Acrobat or Reader and allow it use thecertificate as a trusted root. You can email this file or make it available on awebsite. There is no private information stored in it. The second method is to export the certifcate from the output PDF as anFDF file and send it to the intended user. You are sending just a certifcatefor the user to load into Acrobat or Reader in this case, not a PDF. Also, youonly need to export a given certificate one time so once you create the fileyou can supply the same one to end users as often as you like and it will begood not just for this PDF but for any that you sign with this certificate. Todo this, open the PDF with the newly added signature. Click on thesignature to open a dialog box then click the "Signature Properties..." buttonto continue. Next, click the "Show Certificate..." button to continue. Screenshots of these dialog windows are shown in the next section. From thecertificate screen you will see a button labeled "Export...". Click the"Export..." button to step through the process of exporting the certificate. By default you should have Acrobat FDF Data Exchange as the format forthe certificate, which is what you want. Click the "Next" button and supplythe requested data when prompted to create the file. Once you are finishedyou should have a file with an extension of .fdf you can supply to end userscontaining your certificate. They open this file using Acrobat or Readerand, rather than opening a PDF, are presented with a dialog box where theycan step through the process of trusting the certificate. In this way you canemail, place on a website, or otherwise provide the certificate in advancerather than have the user trust the certificate directly from the PDF whichinvolves a warning dialog when attempted. The third method is to trust the certificate directly from the PDF. You canuse this method to trust certificates you created or when you are sure of thesource of the PDF. The first step is to click on the signature field to bring upthe dialog box shown. Your dialog boxes may differ slightly in optionsdepending on the version of Adobe Reader you are using. These examplesuse Adobe Reader version 9. Note this document is signed so you can followthe steps below for this PDF if you like.
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Digital Signatures This is the dialog box that appears once you click the signature field. Clickthe "Signature Properties..." button to continue. 

This is the signature property dialog for the certificate. Across the top of thedialog area is a set of tabs you can click on to view various information. Fornow, click the "Show Certificate..." button to continue. 
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Another dialog box will open containing a set of tabs across the top. Clickon the "Trust" tab. 
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The trust tab shows what trusts you have enabled for the certificate. In thiscase, no trusts have been established. To trust this certificate, click the "Addto Trusted Identities..." button. You will likely recieve a warning box. Be sure to only trust certificates whenyou are certain of their source. 
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Select what items you want to trust the certificate for by clicking thecheckboxes. 
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Click the "OK" button to continue. Note the red X's will remain until werevalidate the signatures. 
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Click the "Validate Signatures" button to validate the signature we just setupthe trusts for. 
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A green check icon now shows in the signature properties dialog. 
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A green check icon also shows in the signature pane. All future signingsusing this certificate will be trusted. The signature pane on the left will showwhat signings have taken place on the document and what signatures areopen for signing. In this case there is one signature so far but an opensignature box remains. You may also follow through on the dialog boxes byclicking the second signature (once signed) to view any changes to thedocument that happened between the time of the first and second signature.
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Digital Signatures This is what you will see now when you first click the signature field,assuming the signature is valid and the PDF has not been tampered with.
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Overlaying PDFsOverlaying PDFsOverlaying of PDF pages (via the setOverlay method or -overlay option)involves low-level restructuring within PDFs. For most PDFs, thesefunctions will provide the intended output. In some cases certain PDFs maynot work correctly using the default algorithms for overlay. PDF Meld has acouple other options you may want to try when this happens. The alternate method setOverlay2 and option -overlay2 are provided toperform a different type of overlay. These functions may work if setOverlayor -overlay are not working with your PDFs. Try setOverlay2 or -overlay2 ifyou are having difficulties with the overlay function. These may also workfaster, depending on the PDFs involved. There is another option in the event you are still not able to get the overlayto work with the above functions. The setResRename method or -resrenameoption may help. Use these along with the standard setOverlay or -overlayfunctions. The DLL methods is:setResRename("x")The command line options is:-resrename "x"Set the "x" above to one of the following letters: "R", "S" or "F". Each onerepresents a different algorithm for updating the resources. One may allowyou to perform the overlay. Do not use this option unless you areexperiencing overlay problems. Note that in some cases it may not bepossible to overlay pages due to the filters or certain compressionalgorithms used within the document.
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Google Drive/OCRGoogle Drive/OCRThe Google Drive options allow you include documents from Google Driveand/or save your PDF to Google Drive. Additionally, you may use thisoption to OCR a scanned image PDF. You may OCR with or without yourown service account though it's recommended you use your own serviceaccount for security. A service account is one that you set up through Google and provide it withthe necessary privileges to access your documents. Following thisintroduction are some instructions on how to set up a service account. Onceyour service account is setup you request a JSON file containing thecredentials needed to access your service account from other software, suchas PDF Meld. Since your JSON file is plain text and may be used by anyonewith access to it, there is a -gdriveencfile option you may use to encrypt thisfile so it is only readable by PDF Meld. To use it, pass in your JSON file withthe -gdrivejson option and specify -gdriveencfile and provide a file name forthe encrypted file. For example, pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf fileout.pdf-gdrivejson "myfile.json" -gdriveencfile "myfile.enc". Then from now on, usethe encrypted file to pass to -gdrivejson and leave off the -gdriveencfile. Forexample, pdfmeld.exe filein.pdf fileout.pdf -gdrivejson "myfile.enc"-gdriveocrsave. Note that a service account is not the same as your personal Google Driveeven if you setup the service account while signed in with your personalGmail account. If you want to view the documents under your personalaccount you will need to share them with your email account. Use the-gdriveshareemail, -gdrivesharetype and -gdriveshareaccess options in thiscase. Set the options like this -gdriveshareemail "youremail@gmail.com"-gdrivesharetype "user" -gdriveshareaccess "writer". Another option is to create a folder under your account. Share that folderwith your service account. Pass the folder id (which you can get if you gointo the folder and look at the URL) with -gdriveparents option and the filewill show up in the folder. The -gdriveocrsave or setGDriveOCRSave method is used to OCR youroutput PDF. You will need an internet connection to transfer the output toGoogle Drive for OCR processing even if you are not using your ownservice account. Running an OCR option without providing Google Drivecredentials uses a generic FyTek account and the file is not retained onGoogle Drive. 
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Google Drive/OCR If you want to access a file from your Google Drive as an input to PDFMeld, make sure your service account has read access to the document.Include the -gdrivejson option or setGDriveJSON method to pass in yourJSON formatted credentials by supplying the file name containing thecredentials. Use the id of the document along with the https address to passa Google Drive document as an input file. For a Google document/worksheet, use the format "https://www.googleapis.com/drive/v3/files/(fileid)/export?mimeType=application/pdf::ext=pdf" as your file name. Fora PDF saved in Google Drive, use the format "https://www.googleapis.com/drive/v3/files/(fileid)::ext=pdf". Note the non-standard ::ext=pdf option atthe end for PDF Meld so it knows the content to expect is a PDF. To saveyour output to Google Drive be sure to also include -gdrivesave orsetGDriveSave. Below are the instructions for setting up a service account as of November2016.   Google may change this process at any time so you might need tomake adjustments to the below instructions. To set up a service account for yourself, start by going to this address toaccess the Google API page: https://console.developers.google.com/apis/library. Click on the "Drive API" link. Next, click on Create project. Name your project and click create. 
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Google Drive/OCR When the screen refreshes, click on Enable. Next, go to Credentials. Click the link to create a service account. Click the link to create a service account. 
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Use the JSON key as the value for the option -gdrivejson.  Note you mayencrypt this key with the -gdriveencfile option.  That will create a new filewith same name and an .enc extension added.  Then you pass this fileinstead to -gdrivejson.
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